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Unit - I

An Introduction to Sanskrit Drama
and Bhavabhµuti

Contents

1.1 Objectives
1.2 Introduction
1.3 The Sanskrit drama: An overview

1.3.1 Introduction
1.3.2 Essential constituents of a drama
1.3.3 Main characteristics of a NŒtaka

1.4 Life and Works of Bhavabhµuti: A brief sketch
1.4.1 Birth and Parentage
1.4.2 Scholarship
1.4.3 Bhavabhµuti’s date
1.4.4 Bhavabhµuti’s Works.

1.5 A Literary estimate of Bhavabhµuti
1.6 Bhavabhµuti and the Sentiment of Pathos
1.7 Summing up
1.8 Probable questions

1.1. Objectives:

After going through this unit you will
- have a general idea about the drama in Sanskrit literature
- have the knowledge about the life and works of Bhavabhµuti
- come to know about the literary skill of Bavabhµuti
- have a good idea about Bhavabhµuti’s supremacy in

depicting pathetic sentiment.

1.2 Introduction:

The drama is considered as the most valuable testimony of
court ornate poetry According to Indian poetician, drama is the
best type of poetic composition. The earlier signs of drama are
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found in the Vedas. The essential elements of a drama viz. dance,
song and dialogue can be discovered in different places of Vedas.
Reference to dance exist in the wedding hymns. ¡Rgveda contains
many dialogue hymns also like - yama-yam¶, saramŒ-paÄi etc.

The oldest text of the theory of drama is NŒtyaÜŒstra. Indian
tradition claims divine origin of drama which is preserved in the
NŒtyaÜŒstra. Once the gods approached BrahmŒ to give them
something for entertainment. BrahmŒ produced the NŒtyaveda.
For this task he took the element of recitation from the ¡Rgveda, the
songs from the SŒmaveda, the mimetic art from the Yajurveda and
sentiment from the Atharvaveda. Ýiva contributed the TŒÆÎava
dance and PŒrvat¶ the LŒsya dance to it. ViÜvakarman made a play
house and Vi¦Äu offered the four dramatic styles. Bharata was
given the responsibility to bring this art down to the earth. This is
called the traditional theory regarding the origin of Sanskrit drama.
Apart from this there are some other theories also connected with
either religious or secular origin. Scholars are of the view that no
one theory is adequate to explain its complex factors.

1.3 The Sanskrit drama: An overview

The following discussion will help you to have an overall idea
regarding Sanskrit drama.

1.3.1 Introduction

Poety in Sanskrit literature from its inherent nature, is divided
into two kinds. They are ÎëàØ·¤æÃØ or that which is capable of being
seen and ŸæÃØ·¤æÃØ, or that which is capable of being heard. The
drama comes under the first division i.e., ÎëàØ·¤æÃØ, for all dramatic
compositions there is a general term in Sanskrit called Rµupaka. It
also comprises a subordinate class termed as Uparµupaka. The
Rµupaka is so called, because of the artificial assumption of forms
by the actors. There are  ten different varieties of Rµupaka. They
are ÙæÅU·¤, Âý·¤ÚU‡æ, Öæ‡æ, ÃØæØæð», â×ß·¤æÚU, çÇU×, §üãUæ×ë», ¥V, ßèÍè and
ÂýãUâÙ. However, there are eighteen varieties of Uparµupakas. Some
of them are ÙæçÅU·¤æ, ˜ææðÅU·¤, »æðcÆUè, âÅ÷UÅU·¤, ÙæÅKÚUæâ·¤ etc.

1.3.2. Essential Constituents of a drama

Every dramatic piece is having there essential constituents viz.
ßSÌé or plot, ÙðÌæ or hero and ÚUâ or sentiment.
The Plot (ßSÌé):
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ßSÌé or plot is of two kinds. They are ¥çÏ·¤æçÚU·¤ or principal and
ÂýæâçX·¤ or accessory. The ¥çÏ·¤æçÚU·¤ or principal relates to the chief
characters and it pervades the whole arrangements. The ÂýæâçX·¤

or accessory appears in furtherance of the main topic. It is
concerned with the characters other than the hero and heroine.

An action of a drama, when developed in full, has five stages
of development or- ¥ßSÍæ. They are ¥æÚU�Ö or commencement, ØˆÙ

or effort, ÂýæŒˆØæàææ or hope of attainment çÙØÌæçŒÌ or certainty of
success and È¤Üæ»× or attianment of the fruit. ¥æÚU �Ö or
commencement is the anxiety that is felt for the accomplishment
of the principal object. ØˆÙ or effort is exertion to attain the desired
object. ÂýæŒˆØæàææ or hope of attainment is the mere possibility to obtain
the end from the means and apprehension of obstacles. çÙØÌæçŒÌ or
certainty of success is complete confidence of obtaining the object
as being freed from obstacles or impediments. È¤Üæ»× or attainment
of the fruit is that stage in which the fruit or ultimate object is
attained fully.

There are also five elements of the plot called ¥ÍüÂý·ë¤çÌ. Those
are - ßèÁ or germ, çß‹Îé or drop, ÂÌæ·¤æ or episode, Âý·¤ÚUè or incident
and ·¤æØü or denouement.

ßèÁ or germ is the first cause for obtaining the end. It expands
in various ways, çß‹Îé or drop is that when the course of the drama
which seems to be interrupted is again set in activity. PatŒkŒ is a
collateral story which pervades the drama. Prakar¶ is an incident
which is found for a limited duration. That is kŒvya through which
the end which is sought is accomplished.

There are five junctures or sandhis also, which carry each of
the actions, to its natural close. They are ×é¹ or opening, ÂýçÌ×é¹ or
progression, »Öü or development, çß×áü or pause and çÙßüãU‡æ or
conclusion. That is called ×é¹ where there found the  origination
of the germ and contains the commencement or ¥æÚU�Ö, giving rise
to a variety of matters and flavours. The ÂýçÌ×é¹ is that where the
germ of the ultimate object laid in the ×é¹ has sprouted but not in
a perceptible manner. The »Öü is that where the germ which has
sprouted earlier is develop but it is attended with frequent
hindrance in its growth and search for the desired object. In çß×áü

the means of attaining the object is develop more than the »Öü but
it is obstructed by a curse etc. The çÙßüãU‡æ sandhi is that in which
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the matters which have developed gradually from the germ
occurring in their proper places in the sandhis like ×é¹ etc. are
caused to an end in the consummation of one object.

Certain incidents or events are not allowed to be shown in the
Acts of a dramatic piece. To reveal to the audience the events during
such intervals there are five forms of scenes of introduction called
Arthopak¦epaka. It also hints about the  events which extend from
two days to a year. The five varieties of ¥ÍæðüÂÿæðÂ·¤ areçßc·¤�×·¤, Âýßðàæ·¤,
¿êçÜ·¤æ, ¥VæßÌæÚU and ¥V×é¹. The çßc·¤�×·¤ is represented in the
beginning of an Act. It serves to explain the action of both past
and future. The Âýßðàæ·¤ is performed between two Acts and
performed by one or two low characters. In other respects it is like
çßc·¤�Ö·¤. ¿êçÜ·¤æ is the hinting of a matter or event by those behind
the curtain. When an Act is hinted by some characters at the end
of the preceding Act, then it is called ¥VæßÌæÚU. ¥V×é¹ is that part of
an Act where in the subject of all the Acts is intimated and which
also suggests the germ or ßèÁ as well as the end.

The hero (ÙðÌæ)

Another important constituent of a drama is the hero who leads
the events to the conclusion. The hero is of four types viz. ÏèÚUæðÎæžæ,
ÏèÚUÜçÜÌ, ÏèÚUÂýàææ‹Ì and ÏèÚUæðhÌ. The heroine is called ÙæçØ·¤æ and is
of three types. They are SßèØæ or the wife of the  hero, ¥‹Øæ or one
belonging to another and âæ×æ‹Øæ or a common woman. There
remain some other characters to assist the hero like ÂèÆU×Îü, çßÎêá·¤,
çßÅU etc. Sometimes there may be a rival of the hero, called ÂýçÌÙæØ·¤Ð

Sentiment:

The most vital role played in a dramatic piece is the rasa or
sentiment arousing delight in a man of poetic sensibility. It is
produced by the vibhŒva, anubhŒva and vyabhicŒribhŒva. Rasas
are of nine types viz. ŸæëXæÚU (the Erotic), ãUæSØ (the comic), ·¤M¤‡æ (the
pathetic), ÚUæñ¼ý (the furious), ßèÚU (the heroic), ÖØæÙ·¤ (the terrible),
ßèÖˆâ (the loathsome), ¥héÌ (the marvellous) and àææ‹Ì (the
quietistic). There are  nine permanent moods or SÍæçØ×æß¢ù also on
which these sentiments are based. They are ÚUçÌ, ãUæâ, àææð·¤, ·ý¤æðÏ,
©UˆâæãU, ÖØ, Áé»éŒâæ, çßS×Ø and àææ‹ÌÐ

Main Characteristics of a ÙæÅU·¤

There are certain special characteristics of a NŒ¢aka. The story
of a NŒ¢aka should be a well known one. It should possess the
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five varieties of junctures or sandhis. It should consist of five to ten
Acts. The hero of a NŒ¢aka should be of dh¶rodatta type. He should
be either a royal sage of renowned family or god or a demigod.
The principal sentiment should be either Erotic or Heroic and all
other sentiments should be subordinate. There should be four or
five characters engaged in the business of the hero.

These characteristic features differentiate NŒ¢aka from other
varieties of Rµupaka.

SAQ

1. Write a note on the Vastu or Plot of a Sanskrit drama
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

2. What are the characteristic features of a NŒ¢aka ?
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

Check Your Progress
1. What are the two different divisions of Poetry in Sanskrit
literature.
2. Mention the names of any five Rµupakas.
3. What should be the predominant sentiment in a NŒ¢aka?
4. What are the four types of heroes in a Sanskrit drama?

1.4 Life and works of Bhavabhµuti- A brief sketch
A brief sketch of Bhavabhµuti’s life and works will help you to

have an idea about the life of this great dramatist and his works.

Bhavabhµuti’s life:

1.4.1 Birth and Parantage:

Bhavabhµuti is one of the most outstanding dramatists in Sanskrit
literature. According to many critics Bhavabhµuti’s rank is next to
KŒlidŒsa as a great dramatist.

BhavabhŒuti belonged to a respected Brahmin family of
Padmapura in the Vidarbha region of Maharastra. His real name
was Ýri KaÄ¢ha N¶lakaÄ¢ha. The names of his parents were
N¶lakaÄ¢ha and jatukarÄ¶. Bhavabhµuti was supposed to have been
the court poet of king YaÜovarman of Kannauj.
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1.4.2 Scholarship:

Bhavabhµuti was a man of great learning. He was well versed
in the four Vedas and Upanisads. He was also well acquainted
with the systems of Philosophy like SŒÅkhya, Yoga, NyŒya and
VedŒnta. That the poet had knowledge on the  treatises on polity
viz. the N¶tisŒra and ArthaÜŒstra etc. is revealed from his dramas.
The poet was quite conversant with the epics and PurŒÄas also.
He used a large number of AlaÅkŒras and metres in his dramas
which speak about his good deal of knowledge on the science of
rhetorics and prosody also.

1.4.3 Bhavabhµuti’s date:

Regarding the date of Bhavabhuti there does not arise serious
difficulty as it is  common to some other Sanskrit authors.
Bhavabhµuti lived and flourished during eighth century. Kalhana
in his RŒjataraÆgin¶ mentions that king YaÜovarman of
KŒnyakubja was the patron of Bhavabhµuti. He also mentions
VŒkpatirŒja, the author of the PrŒk¾ta poem Gandavaho, as the
court poet of YaÜovarman. The date of YaÜovarman is fixed near
736 A.D. The note of personal admiration of VŒkpatirŒja prove
that he was a student of Bhavabhµuti’s writings. Scholars are of the
opinion that Bhavabhµuti’s connection with the court of
YaÜovarman must be  in the earlier part of the king’s reign and the
dramatist was some what earlier than VŒkapatirŒja.

There are some other evidences in support of this date of
Bhavabhµuti. BŒÄa the famous prose writer flourished at about 610
A.D. In his Har¦acaritam he mentions about a number of poets.
But there the name of Bhavabhµuti doesnot occur. The absence of
the name of Bhavabhµuti, an illustrious writer makes it  clear that
Bhavabhµuti was unknown to BŒÄa. So, it can be easily proved
that Bhavabhµuti’s date was later than BŒÄa.

The name of Bhavabhµuti has been mentioned for the first time
in literature by RŒjaÜekhara in his BŒlarŒmayaÄa. The date of
RŒjaÜekhara is known to be about 900 A.D. RŒjaÜekhara calls
himself the incarnation of Bhavabhµuti in this way

ÕÖêß ßË×è·¤ÖßÑ ·¤çßÑ ÂéÚUæ ÌÌÑ ÂýÂðÎð Öéçß ÖÌëü×ð‡ÆUÌæ×÷Ð
çSÍÌÑ ÂéÙØæðü ÖßÖêçÌÚðU¹Øæ â ßÌüÌð â¢ÂýçÌ ÚUæÁàæð¹ÚUÑH

This can be considered as the latest limit of Bhavabhµuti’s date,
who is supposed to have lived some two centuries earlier than
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RŒjaÜekhara. Thus, it can be safely affirmed that Bhavabhµuti was
an eighth century scholar.

1.4.4 Bhavabhµuti’s works:

Bhavabhµuti is a great dramatist and three dramas are attributed
to him. These three famous creations of Bhavabhµuti are-
MahŒv¶racaritam, MŒlatimŒdhavam and UttararŒmacaritam.

Mahav¶aracaritam

Among the three dramas of Bhavabhµuti MahŒv¶racaritam is
said to be his first writing. It consists of seven Acts. The main subject
matter of this drama is the  history of RŒma as narrated in the
RŒmŒyaÄa. Though the plot has been taken from the RŒmŒyaÄa,
the poet has made many interesting changes in it. It deals with
RŒma’s life from his childhood till his return to AyodhyŒ after his
victory over  RŒvaÄa. Here, the author employs the GauÎi style.
The predominent sentiment in  this play is heroic (ßèÚUÚUâ) and the
verses are written in a variety of metres.

MŒlat¶mŒdhavam:

MŒlat¶mŒdhavam is a PrakaraÄa type of Rupaka having ten
Acts. The plot is based on a folktale of B¾hatkathŒ of GuÄŒdhya. It
is a romantic play. It deals with the love story of MŒdhava, the son
of DevavrŒta a minister to the king of Vidarbha and MŒlŒt¶ the
daughter of Bhµurivasu, minister of the king of PadmŒvat¶. It
abounds in the description of mountains, rivers and other such
natural scenes. The play is too long and the plot is too complex.
However, display of the creative skill of the poet is seen at its best
in MŒlat¶mŒdhavam. It is because of the variety of situations and
the rapidly moving actions that the poet’s genius gets wider scope.

UttararŒmacaritam

The best work of Bhavabhµuti is UttararŒmacaritam. Here
Bhavabhµuti narrates the story of RŒma after his return to AyodhayŒ
from exile. This play consists of  seven Acts. In various places the
imagination of the poet is noticed. There are certain characters viz.
Atrey¶. TamasŒ and VŒsant¶ which are quite new. The scenes of
reunion between RŒma and S¶tŒ is not found in the original source
and  poet has done this for the happy ending of the drama. This
drama is popular for poetic beauty. Its masterly presentation of
KaruÄa rasa i.e. the sentiment of pathos offers the drama a special
position in Sanskrit dramatic literature.
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Stop to Consider

Bhavabhµuti is such a great dramatist that his position is
found next to KŒlidŒsa. Both of them are masters of the natural
style of poetry and the choice of words of these two poets
are very unique. However, Bhavabhµuti’s style is elaborate
and in certain places of his writings he uses long compounds.
KŒlidŒsa excels in  depicting the sentiment of love and
Bhavabhµuti’s perfection is found in depicting the sentiment
of pathos. The characters of KŒlidŒsa are more romantic and
idealistic while those of Bhavabhµuti are said to be more
realistic and varied.

1.5 A Literary estimate of Bhavabhµuti

A literary estimate of Bhavabhµuti will reveal before you the
extraordinary skill of Bhavabhµuti as a great dramatist.

The great dramatist Bhavabhµuti has occupied a very high
position in Sanskrit literature. He is a poet of emotion. He has
succeeded in depicting appropriately a situation of emotion in a
few words. In all his three plays his masterly power of expression
is well displayed. His description of various objects of nature like
vast forests, big mountain ranges, rushing water fall are quite
picturesque. In  delineating the depths of romantic passion, a
dignified gravity is always maintained by him.

In the art of portraying pathos Bhavabhµuti is a master.
GovardhanŒcŒrya in his �ryŒsaptaÜat¶ refers to the height of pathos
of Bhavabhuti in this way-

ÖßÖêÌðÑ â¢Õ‹ÏæjêÏÚUÖéÚðUß ÖæÚUÌè ÖæçÌÐ

°Ìˆ·ë¤Ì·¤æL¤‡Øð ç·¤×‹ØÍæ ÚUæðçÎçÌ »ýæßæH

Bhavabhµuti is an able representative of the GauÎi style. Long
compounds are very common in his prose. He is found using rare
grammatical forms and has extensive vocabulary. His strength lies
in the use of the metre ÝikhariÄ¶ which has  been referred to by
K¦emendra in the following way-

ÖßÖêÌðÑ çàæ¹çÚU‡æè çÙÚU»üÜÌÚUçX‡æèÐ

L¤ç¿ÚUæ ƒæÙâ¢ÎÖðü Øæ ×ØêÚUèß ÙëˆØçÌH

It is very significant that the dramas of Bhavabhµuti is lacking in
humour. He considers the dramatic art to be a serious affair and
does not bring the character of the Jocker (Vidµu¦aka) in his plays.
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With such specialities in his writing skill Bhavabhµuti obtained
a higher position in Sanskrit dramatic literature.

SAQ
1. Write what you know about the life and works of Bhavabhµuti
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
2. Write briefly about the literary skill of Bhavabhµuti

.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

1.6 Bhavabhµuti and the sentiment of pathos:

Bhavabhµuti’s supremacy is found in depicting the sentiment
of pathos (karuÄa rasa). It has been confirmed by the traditional
verdict of the Sanskrit critic- ·¤æL¤‡Ø¢ ÖßÖêçÌÚðUß ÌÙéÌðÐ

The three extant works ascribed to Bhavabhµuti are
MahŒv¶racaritam, MŒlat¶mŒdhavam and UttararamŒcaritam. In
MahŒv¶racaritam the main sentiment is heroic and in this drama
it would be a fruitless effort to estimate the poet’s capabilities at
the handling of the tragic themes. The MŒlat¶mŒdhavam is a
fictitious romantic love story. Here, no evidence is found suggesting
the tragic elements where the love of separated lovers is depicted
which is not in a manner worth emulation.

Bhavabhµuti’s emphasis on pathos is fully visible in his master
piece UttararŒmacaritam. In this regard Macdonell is of the
opinion that the description of the tender love of RŒma and S¶tŒ
purified by sorrow exhibits more genuine pathos than it appears
in any other Indian drama.

In the seventh Act, the SµutradhŒra of the garbha-nŒ¢aka i.e.,
the drama within the drama says that it is a poetic composition
containing the sentiments of pathos and wonder- ØçÎÎ×S×æçÖÚUæáðü‡æ
¿ÿæéáæ â×émèÿØ ÂæßÙ¢ ·¤L¤‡ææjêÌÚUâ¢ ¿ ç·¢¤ç¿ÎéÂçÙßh¢ Ì˜æ ·¤æÃØ»æñÚUßæÎßÏæÌÃØç×çÌÐ

In the third Act the feeling of sorrow of RŒma is described as
unmanifest due to its gravity but it causes poignant pain inside,
like the boiling drug in a close vessel.

¥çÙçÖü‹Ùæð »ÖèÚUˆßæÎ‹Ì»êüÉUƒæÙÃØÍÑÐ

ÂéÅUÂæ·¤ÂýÌè·¤æàææð ÚUæ×SØ ·¤L¤‡ææð ÚUâÑH
Bhavabhµuti himself declares in UttararŒmacaritam that the

only sentiment that predominates is that of pathos and other
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sentiments are transformations thereof. It is compared with the
water that assumes the different conditions of eddies, bubbles and
waves but they are all modifications of water only-

°·¤æð ÚUâÑ ·¤L¤‡æ °ß çÙç×žæÖðÎæ-

çj‹ÙÑ ÂëÍ·¤÷ÂëÍç»ßæŸæØÌð çßßžææüÙ÷Ð

¥æßÌüÕéméÎÌÚXU×Øæç‹ß·¤æÚUæ-

Ù�Öæð ØÍæ âçÜÜ×ðß Ìé Ìˆâ×»ý×÷H

The first and the third Acts of UttararŒmacaritam are the
testimony to the heights of pathos. In the first Act, RŒma faints at
the terrible fall of the thunderbolt of words (ßæ‚ß…æý) when he hears
from Durmukha about the slanderous talk of the people with regard
to queen S¶tŒ. After recovering he expresses his pathetic feeling on
the cruel fate of S¶tŒ, being a helpless victim. Giving the order for
the  banishment of S¶tŒ he considered himself as the performer of
a cruel deed. He says that as a butcher puts the domestic bird to
the hands of death, likewise he has also delivered S¶tŒ into the
hands of death. He is so painful that his desire for survival is
completely lost. The grief of RŒma has reached its climax when he
places the feet of S¶tŒ on his head and weeps bitterly.

In the third Act the recollections of RŒma about his kinship
with the objects of the forest with the company of S¶tŒ is very
pathetic. There the sorrow in RŒma’s heart is compared to the pile
of smoke of the fire that is about to burn

¥‹ÌÜèüÙSØ ÎéÑ¹æ‚ÙðÚUlæðl×¢ …ßçÜcØÌÑÐ

©UˆÂèÇU §ß Ïê×SØ ×æðãUÑ Âýæ»æßë‡ææðçÌ ×æ×÷H

Here  in this Act the climax is reached in this out pouring of
RŒma - “Alas! Alas! My queen! My heart bursts, body falls to pieces,
world becomes void, my inward soul sinks in deep darkness and
all my senses are paralysed. What shall  I do?”

ãUæ ãUæ Îðçß SÈé¤ÅUçÌ NUÎØ¢ Šß¢âÌð ÎðãUÕ‹ÏÑ

àæê‹Ø¢ ×‹Øð Á»ÎçßÚUÌ…ßæÜ×‹Ì…ßüÜæç×Ð

âèÎ‹Ù‹Ïð Ì×çâ çßÏéÚUæð ×”æÌèßæ‹ÌÚUæˆ×æ

çßcßÇ÷U×æðãUÑ SÍ»ØçÌ ·¤Í¢ ×‹ÎÖæ‚ØÑ ·¤ÚUæðç×H

In this way it can be undoubtedly said that Bhavabhµuti is
unrivalled in the treatment of tender feelings and pathos,
GovardhanŒcŒraya in his �ryŒsapataÜat¶ opines that Bhavabhuti’s
creation of pathos goes to such an extent that even the stones cry
for it. °Ìˆ·ë¤Ì·¤æL¤‡Øð ç·¤×‹ØÍæ ÚUæðçÎçÌ »ýæßæÐ
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1.7 Summing up:

After studying this unit you have got a clear idea about the
drama in Sanskrit literature and also about the great dramatist
Bhavabhµuti. You have also gathered knowledge about different
essential consituents of a dramatic piece. Being a variety of Rµupaka,
NŒtaka has some special characteristics and from this unit you have
been able to know about the characteristic features of a NŒ¢aka.
You have  also been well acquainted with the life and works of
Bhavabhµuti and also about Bhavabhuti’s supremacy in depicting
pathetic sentiment.

Probable Questions:

1. Write an extensive note on Sanskrit drama.
2. Write about the date of Bhavabhµuti
3. ·¤æL¤‡Ø¢ ÖßÖêçÌÚðUß ÌÙéÌð - Discuss.

1.8 Suggested Readings:

1. The Sanskrit Drama by A.B. Keith, Motilal Banarsidass
Publishers Pvt. Ltd.

2. History of Indian Literature, M. Winternitz, Vol. III, Part (I),
Motilal Banasidass Publishers Pvt. Ltd., Delhi.

3. Bhavabhµuti by R.D. Karmakar, Karnatak University, Dharwar.
4. The UttararŒmacaritam edited by M.R. Kale Motilal Banarsidass

Publishers Pvt. Ltd.
5. UttararŒmacaritam, edited by Ramashankar Tripath, Krisnadass

Academy, Varanasi.
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Unit II

UttararŒmacaritam: An Overview

Contents

1. Objectives
2.2 Introduction
2.3 UttararŒmacaritam: A brief idea.

2.3.1 Source of the plot and deviations from the origin
2.3.2 The contents of the drama

2.4 ©UžæÚðU ÚUæ×¿çÚUÌð ÖßÖêçÌçßüçàæcØÌð - A discussion
2.5 Summaries of the Acts: Act I to Act VIII
2.6 Characteristic features of the hero and the heroine

2.6.1 RŒma - the hero
2.6.2 S¶tŒ - the heroine

2.7 Summing Up
2.8 Probable questions

2.1 Objectives:

With the study of this unit you will
 be introduced with the drama UttararŒmacaritam
 be able to know that UttararŒmacaritam has a special

importance in the entire Sanskrit dramatic literature
 be acquainted with the contents of all the seven Acts of the

drama.
 have a good deal of knowledge about the characteristic features

of the hero and the heroine of the drama.

2.2 Introduction

You have already come to know in the earlier chapter that
UttararŒmacaritam is a drama written by the great poet
Bhavabhµuti. In that chapter you have also been acquainted with
Sanskrit drama. In this chapter a general analysis of the drama
UttararŒmacaritam will be made. With the study of this, you will
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have an overall idea about the drama which is very much necessary
before entering into the main text of the drama.

2.3 UttararŒmacaritam : A brief idea

The following discussion will help you to know about the
source of this drama, the changes made by the poet and also about
the content.

2.3.1 Source of the plot and deviations from the origin

The drama UttararŒmacaritam written by the dramatist
BhavabhŒuti has been based on the RŒmŒyaÄa composed by the
great sage VŒlm¶ki. It deals with the later history of RŒma after his
return to AyodhyŒ from exile.

But though the plot is based on the RŒmŒyaÄa, the author has
not followed the story of the origin slavishly. To suit dramatic needs,
the dramatist has deviated the main story of RŒmŒyaÄa in many
respects. In the original RŒmŒyaÄa the visit of the sage VaÜi¦¢ha
alongwith Arundhat¶ and RŒma's mother ¡R¦yÜ¾nga is found
nowhere. This is an innovation of Bhavabhµuti. The meeting of
VŒsant¶ with RŒma and also the presence of invisible S¶tŒ in the
third Act are two other new incorporations of the poet. The original
RŒmŒyaÄa describes a fight between RŒma and his two sons. Here,
in this drama Bhavabhµuti arranges a fight between Candraketu
and Lava, who are of equal status. The end of the original story of
the RŒmŒyaÄa is tragic. There, S¶tŒ is taken to the nether world by
the goddess Earth. As tragic ending is prohibited by the Sanskrit
dramaturgy so Bhavabhµuti has made a happy ending of his drama
by re-uniting RŒma and S¶tŒ, the hero and the heroine of the play.

2.3.2 The content of the drama

Bhavabhµuti has shown his extraordinary skill in the
construction of the play. In the first Act, the scene of the picture
gallery is presented in an attractive manner. RŒma's declaration
that his main duty is to satisfy the subjects for whom he can sacrifice
all his worldly pleasure is very significant in this Act. The
abandonment of S¶tŒ by Rama is also an important happening of
this Act. The second Act depicts the forest scenery. The painful
memories of the past when both RŒma and Sita-stayed in the forest
are well reflected in this Act. The third Act portrays the feeling of
pathos. Here, the lamentation of RŒma for his separation with Sita,
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the condition of S¶tŒ who is also under the weight of grief are the
very assets which can arouse sympathy in the hearts of the
audience. The fourth Act introduces elderly personages where they
are expressing their feeling of grief of S¶tŒ. However; towards the
end of this Act, good diversion is made by the small boys who
come and take Lava to witness a horse. In the fifth Act, there is the
depiction of the skill of the heroism of Lava and Candraketu, the
son of Lak¦maÄa. Moreover, the dignified behaviour of Candraketu
and Lava, their mutual courtesy to appreciate each other fill the
hearts of the viewers with joy after the earlier mournful incidents.

In the sixth Act the fighting between Candraketu and Lava
takes place. RŒma appears on the stage. Obeying the command of
RŒma both the fighters withdraw their missiles. RŒma's deep
affection to KuÜa and Lava found in this Act is very touching. In
the seventh Act a theatrical representation is arranged for bringing
about the re- union between the hero and the heroine and a happy
union takes places at the end.

2.4 ©UžæÚðU ÚUæ×¿çÚUÌð ÖßÖêçÌçßüçàæcØÌð - A Discussion

This is a famous saying regarding the drama
UttararŒmacaritam of Bhavabhµuti. The following discussion will
reveal the specialities of UttararŒmacaritam for which it can be
considered as the masterpiece of the poet.

This is one of the laudatory statements regarding Bhavabhµuti
and his writing. The meaning of this is that Bhavabhuti's speciality
has been revealed in the uttararŒmacaritam. Apart from this,
Bhavabhµuti composed two other dramas. They are
MahŒv¶racaritam and Malat¶mŒdhavam.

The meaning of the above statement has been analysed by
the critics in two ways. The first meaning is that - among the writings
of different poets if Bhavabhµuti has some speciality then that
speciality is found only in UttararŒmacaritam. The second
meaning is that among the three plays of Bhavabhµuti the
UttararŒmacaritam is the best. Both these meanings can be made
clear with the analysis of the special features of
UttararŒmacaritam.

In the art of portraying pathos Bhavabhµuti is a master without
rival. Bhavabhµuti has given this sentiment an exalted position in
this drama. In the third Act, TamasŒ, the river goddess, made a
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declaration- °·¤æð ÚUâÑ ·¤L¤‡æ °ß çÙç×žæÖðÎæÌ÷. Though this is with reference
to the life of RŒma which is full of pathos yet, with this the dramatist
wants to spread this message that behind all the feelings of a man
there is the feeling of pathos. Bhavabhµuti's extraordinary skill in
depicting the sentiment of pathos has been well remarked by
GovardhanŒcarya in his �ryŒsaptaÜat¶ in this way - the sentiment
of pathos of Bhavabhµuti has such a capacity which can even make
a stone weep.

The greatness of ideals of the hero is another important feature
of UttararŒmacaritam. As an ideal king RŒma always tried to satisfy
his subjects and for this he had shown great sacrifice in his life.
Though for this sacrifice he was in indescribable grief he tolerated
it for the satisfaction of the people.

RŒma is shown not only as an ideal king but he is also painted
by Bhavabhµuti as an ideal husband. His love for S¶tŒ was so pure
and deeprooted that he considered her as his life and soul. The
pain in his heart for the separation with S¶tŒ described by the poet
touches the hearts of the connoisseurs and it has also contributed
in making the drama a successful one.

For these specialities UttararŒmacaritam has got an important
position in the entire Sanskrit literature and so it is rightly stated
©UžæÚðU ÚUæ×¿çÚUÌð ÖßÖêçÌçßüçàæcØÌð.

Stop to Consider

As KŒlidasa is compared with Shakespeare, Bhavabhµuti
is compared with Milton. KŒlidŒsa suggests like Shakespeare
and Bhavabhµuti expresses like Milton. The sweetness, grace
and quality of suggestiveness of KŒlidŒsa, though not so
common in Bhavabhµuti’s writing, yet he is successful in
presenting a situation or emotion in a few words
appropriately.

2.5 Summaries of the Acts:

Now you will get the summaries of all the seven Acts by which
you will have a good deal of knowledge about the subject matter
of the play.

Act I:

As the performance of the benediction is over, the title of the
play is announced in front of the audience and also a few words
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about the author are stated. After this it is informed in the prelude
that the monkey chiefs and other invited guests who have come
for the coronation of RŒma have been allowed to take their
departure. The queen mothers, the sage VaÜi¦¢ha and Arundhat¶
also have left AyodhyŒ for attending the twelve year long sacrifice
of ¡R¦yaÜ¾Äga, brother-in-law of RŒma. It is also stated that the
citizens of AyodhyŒ are not satisfied at all with the fire ordeal under
gone by S¶tŒ. At the end of the prelude the audience has been
informed about RŒma's entrance at the inner apartment to console
S¶tŒ who is upset for the departure of her relatives. Then RŒma is
found on the stage engaged in consoling S¶tŒ

A¦tŒvakra arrives there with a message from the queen mothers
and VaÜi¦¢ha. The queen mothers direct RŒma to fulfil the desires
of S¶tŒ who is far gone with child. VaÜi¦¢ha’s words to RŒma are
that RŒma should look to the contentment of his subjects which  is
very important for a king. Then RŒma accepting the message makes
a great declaration that for the welfare of people he is prepared to
sacrifice everything even S¶tŒ.

Here after, Lak¦maÄa enters. He requests RŒma to have a look
at the printings which show various episodes of RŒma's life upto
the purification of S¶tŒ in the  fire.

As they are enjoying the pictures S¶tŒ becomes tired. Then
Lak¦maÄa stops showing those paintings. S¶tŒ falls asleep. At this
point of time Durmukha comes with an evil news about people's
suspicion on the chastity of S¶tŒ. Though at first RŒma is very much
moved by this, afterwards he decides to abandon S¶tŒ for the
satisfaction of the people.

Act II

There is a twelve years of interval between the first Act and
second Act. Here, through an interlude (çßc·¤�Ö·¤) the audience is
informed about the happenings during these years. S¶tŒ who is
abandoned in the forest gives birth to twin sons.

These two infants are named as KuÜa  and Lava and they are
in the proper care of the sage VŒlm¶ki . The sage has made his
utmost efforts to educate the boys in various sciences and arts.

It is known from the interlude that RŒma starts an AÜvamedha
sacrifice. In that sacrifice the place of his wife is filled by a golden
image of S¶tŒ.
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For the unauthorised penance practised by one Ýambuka, a
pre-mature death occurs to a son of BrŒhmaÄa. RŒma goes in search
of Ýambuka and finds him in the DaÄÎaka forest and kills him.
Ýambuka emerges in a heavenly form and greets him for offering
him a place in the heaven. RŒma in the company of Ýambuka
goes to pay homage to sage Agastya who has a desire to see him.

Act III

In the interlude of this Act there is a dialogue between two
river goddesses, TamasŒ and MuralŒ by name.  Through their
conversation it is made known to the audience that LopŒmµudrŒ
the wife of Agastya sends words to river GodŒvar¶ to protect RŒma
who is in grief since the abandonment of S¶tŒ. It is a matter of
concern that as RŒma arrives at the DaÄÎaka forest, remembering
his previous happenings, he might be affected greatly So. river
GodŒvar¶ is asked to get ready to refresh the soul of RŒma with her
cool breeze when he faints. But TamasŒ tells MuralŒ that there is a
radical means of restoring RŒma. It is goddess GaÆga that has come
to Goddess GodŒvar¶ with S¶tŒ and her touch having magic power
would revive RŒma. RŒma would not be made aware about the
presence of S¶tŒ as she Would be kept invisible to RŒma.

When invisible S¶tŒ is wondering there she finds that her pet
elephant has been attacked by an older elephant. RŒma also rushes
to the spot hearing the cry of VŒsant¶. But he finds that the younger
one has already won victory.

S¶tŒ is reminded of her two sons KuÜa and Lava. She becomes
upset thinking that she has to suffer continuous separation not
only from RŒma but from her two sons also.

The major part of this Act is covered by lamentation of RŒma
and S¶tŒ. RŒma is full of grief after seeing different objects in the
forest which were associated with S¶tŒ during their time of exile.
He himself declares his painful condition as burning from within
with an ever consuming flame. Unable to bear his pain RŒma faints.
Then he is brought to consciousness by the touch of invisible S¶tŒ. S¶tŒ
also is quite unhappy for her separation with RŒma. Moreover, she is
more upset seeing RŒma in extreme grief Her heart is bewildered for
the stirring of her husband's grief, the fury of which is terrible.

Afterwards, Just before the departure, RŒma declares about his
performance of AÜvamedha and also about the golden image of
S¶tŒ as his consort at the sacrifice.
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S¶tŒ becomes very much pleased hearing this. Hereafter, all
the characters on the stage prepare for departure.

With TamasŒ and MuralŒ’s blessing to S¶tŒ the Act winds up.

SAQ

©UžæÚðU ÚUæ×¿çÚUÌð ÖßÖêçÌçßüçàæcØÌð - Discuss the statement.
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
Write the summary of the first Act of UttararŒmacaritam
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

Check Your Progress
1. Name the sentiment in which Bhavabhµuti has shown his

mastery.
2. What was the message of the queen mothers to RŒma?
3. What was the direction of VaÜi¦¢ha to RŒma?
4. Name the twin sons of S¶tŒ?
5. Under whose care were the twin sons kept?
6. Who are TamasŒ and MuralŒ?

Act IV

Two pupils of VŒlm¶ki SaudhŒtak¶ and DŒÄÎŒyŒna by name
are found in the interlude giving some information to the audience.
From them it is known that a great preparation has been made in
the penance grove to welcome the sage VaÜi¦¢ha and Arundhat¶
and the queens of DaÜaratha coming from the hermitage of
¡RsyaÜrnga. Janaka also comes there to meet VŒlm¶ki.

Then a pathetic soliloqui of Janaka is found where his deep
grief for his daughter is revealed before the audience. After that
RŒma's mother KauÜalyŒ at the request of sage VaÜi¦¢ha comes
along with Arundhati and KaÛcuk¶ to meet Janaka. Both KauÜalyŒ
and Janaka are found expressing their feeling of grief and anguish
for S¶tŒ. Here after, KauÜalyŒ notices a boy among his companions
who is as firm, lovely and tender as RŒma in his childhood. They
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all start guessing, who the boy may be. Janaka tells KaÛcuk¶ to
collect the information about the boy and also to call the boy near
him. The boy is actually Lava, the son of S¶tŒ and RŒma. He comes
near these elderly persons and salutes them. KauÜalyŒ and Janaka
have found resemblance of S¶tŒ and RŒma with that boy. The boy
tells them about the RŒmŒyaÄa where VŒlm¶ki has written the
history of RŒma, of which published portion ends with the
abandonment of Sita. As the conversation between them is going
on, the companions of Lava come running there and tell him about
the arrival of an animal which is called horse and drag him to
show the horse which they have never seen.

Lava challenges the warriors who announces that there is no
one greater than RŒma. He captures the horse and leads it to the
hermitage. A soldier advises him to set his courage aside and to go
away. The other boys also request him that they should leave that
place as the soldiers are threatening him with their flashing
weapons. Lava smiles at what his companions tell and strings his
bow and thus welcomes the armies for fight.

Act V

At the very beginning of this Act the arrival of Candraketu, the
son of Lak¦maÄa is announced who is said to be the protector of
the armies, Candraketu himself declares his shameful condition
as so many warriors have been attacked by a small boy and the
troops are retreating on every side. Then he calls Lava to fight with
him. But both Candraketu and Lava are impressed by each other's
personality and ultimately decide not to fight. Lava, in the
meanwhile paralyses the whole force with the j¾mbhaka missile.
Both Sumantra, the charioteer and Candraketu are surprised with
the invocation of j¾mbhaka missile by such a small boy. However,
the heart of each of the princes feels attraction for the other. The
hair of the limbs of their bodies have raised through the desire to
embrace the other.

Candraketu alights from the chariot and shows two reasons of
his alighting. The first reason is to show honour to the heroic youth.
He salutes Lava and Lava too accepts the extreme regard shown
by Candraketu. Lava then tells that he has high esteem to the
sovereign of Ik¦vŒku race that is RŒma but insult shown by the
guards of the horse towards the whole k¦atriya race arouses his
anger.
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Here after, Lava makes some slighting remarks regarding
RŒma’s valour. This provokes the anger of Candraketu and both
there after decide to fight.

Act VI

In the interlude of this Act through the conversation between
VidyŒdhara and his wife the audience is informed about the heroic
deeds of Candraketu and Lava, which have suddenly closed in
fearful combat. This war is striking terror to the whole world.
Candraketu discharges the fiery missile by which the sky has turned
tawny for the fall of voluminous sparks of fire. Then Lava is found
employing VaruÄa missile by which the fiery missile has been
quenched by the thousands of streams of water. Here after
Candraketu discharges the wind missile which also pushes
everything to disaster. At this point, it is announced by the
VidyŒdhara about the coming of RŒma on his return after killing
Ýambuka.

After this RŒma, Lava and Candraketu are found on the stage.
RŒma finds the appearance of Lava as exceedingly serene, lovely
and auspicious. Lava bows to RŒma and RŒma also shows deep
affection to him. He then tells both Lava and Candraketu to
withdraw their missiles and they also obey his command. Here
after, KuÜa the twin brother of Lava arrives there. RŒma embraces
him with paternal affection. He feels him to be the very essence of
his body. He also observes resemblance of these twins with the
princes of Raghu race. He also finds resemblance of them with
himself and S¶tŒ Various thoughts appear in his mind and tears
come out from his eyes.

Here after, KuÜa and Lava utter some stanzas from the
RŒmŒyaÄa. Listening to these RŒma's heart becomes painful
remembering his earlier days with SitŒ.

After this, a voice behind the curtain announces that VaÜi¦¢ha,
VŒlm¶ki, queens of DaÜaratha and Janaka together with Arundhat¶
have arrived there. It is also announced that having seen the
condition of the Lord of the Raghus, his distressed mother and
Janaka have lost their senses.

RŒma feels himself guilty and goes to pay homage to them.

Act VII

At the very beginning of this Act Lak¦maÄa enters the stage
and tells that the sage VŒlm¶ki has invited the residents of AyodhyŒ
and also the whole collection of beings animate and inanimate,
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gods, demons etc. to witness the performance of a drama
composed by him. RŒma is one of those spectators. Such a dramatic
representation has been arranged for making the re-union between
RŒma and S¶tŒ.

Then S¶utradhŒra announces what VŒlm¶ki informs to the
world. As VŒlm¶ki says that it is something which he has perceived
with the eyes of a sage as purifying and exciting the sentiments of
pathos and wonder and then has given the form of a poetry so,
everyone should pay attention to this. Here after, the cry of S¶tŒ is
heard behind the screen who is going to offer herself into the
BhŒgirŒth¶. At this, RŒma is very much excited and calls S¶tŒ. But
Lak¦maÄa reminds him that, that is a play. Then S¶tŒ is found on
the stage supported by P¾thiv¶ and GaÆga. The goddesses declare
that S¶tŒ has given birth to twin sons. The goddess Earth is found
to be angry with RŒma for abandoning S¶tŒ. When BhŒgirath¶ tells
that RŒma has abandoned S¶tŒ for the sake of the satisfaction of
his subjects, goddess Earth agrees with her and says that she has
the knowledge of RŒma's affection towards S¶tŒ. She also tells about
her knowledge of RŒma's condition who is living with a burning
heart. Here after, S¶tŒ prays her mother to absorb her into herself.
At this, both BhŒgirath¶ and P¾thiv¶ prohibiting her tell that S¶tŒ is
so pure that being associated with her their own sanctity increases.
It is known from BhŒgirath¶ that when the two boys are weaned she
will entrust them to VŒlm¶ki who will perform their necessary rites.

RŒma and Lak¦maÄa who are among the spectators are of the
opinion that the twins must be KuÜa and Lava. Here after there is
the exeunt of the two deities with S¶tŒ. Then it is seen that the
water of the Ganges is agitated and there emerges S¶tŒ with P¾thiv¶
from the water. GaÆga and P¾thiv¶ are found declaring to make
over S¶tŒ to Arundhat¶. Arundhat¶ asks S¶tŒ to bring RŒma back to
consciousness with her touch who is under deep swoon. Arundhat¶
addresses the residents of the city and tells them about the purity
of S¶tŒ which is established by the gods also and requests them to
accept S¶tŒ. Arundhat¶ goes away to offer KuÜa and Lava at the
hands of VŒlmik¶. Then the entrance of VŒlmik¶ with KuÜa and
Lava is found on the stage. VŒlmik¶ introduces KuÜa and Lava with
RŒma, Lak¦maÄa, S¶tŒ and Janaka. RŒma, Lak¦maÄa and S¶tŒ
embrace both the boys.
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Then S¶tŒ salutes VŒlmik¶ and VŒlmik¶ blesses her to have such
happiness for ever. In this way, a very happy union takes place.

The play ends with the customary benediction (bharatavŒkya)

SAQ

Write the summary of the fourth Act of UttararŒmacaritam.
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

Write briefly about the seventh Act of the drama
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

Check Your Progress:
1. Who are SaudhŒtaki and DŒÄÎŒyana?
2. What is the name of the animal that Lava and his

companions had never seen?
3. Who is Candraketu?
4. Who is Sumantra ?
5. Name three missiles that Lava and Candraketu discharged.
6. Write the announcement of SµutradhŒra which VŒlmik¶

informed to the world?
7. What did BhŒgirath¶ and P¾thiv¶ comment upon S¶tŒ's

purity?
8. What did Arundhat¶ tell addressing the residents of

AyodhyŒ?

2.6 Characteristic features of the hero and the heroine

From the following discussion you will be able to know about
the characteristic futures of RŒma and S¶tŒ, the hero and the heroine
of the play which have given the whole drama a special charm.

2.6.1 Characteristic features of RŒma

RŒma is the hero of UttararŒmacaritam who is shown as an
ideal person having every social and domestic virtues.

RŒma was such an excellent ruler whose sole concern was to
satisfy the subjects of the kingdom. As a king, to please the subjects
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was considered by him to be the highest duty. When he came to
know that the people were raising question regarding the chastity
of S¶tŒ, he decided even to abandon her. He was ready to sacrifice
everything for the contentment of his subjects. He declared that
for the pleasure of the people he was ready to sacrifice affection,
mercy, personal happiness and even his wife S¶tŒ.

SÙðã¢U ÎØæ¢ ¿ âæñ�Ø¢ ¿ ØçÎ ßæ ÁæÙ·¤è×çÂÐ
¥æÚUæÏÙæØ Üæð·¤SØ ×é†¿Ìæð ÙæçSÌ ×ð ÃØÍæH

As a husband his love for his wife S¶tŒ was very genuine, pure
and deep rooted. Though for the sake of the satisfaction of his
subjects he had to abandon her yet he considered her to be his life
and soul and as his own individuality. It is declared by him in the
third Act in this way– ÒÒˆß¢ ÁèçßÌ¢ ˆß×çâ ×ð NUÎØ¢ çmÌèØ×÷H  His affection
for S¶tŒ is also known from the remark that S¶tŒ was the very Lak¦m¶
in his house and nectar to his eyes. ÒÒ§Ø¢ »ðãðU Üÿ×èçÚUØ××ëÌßçÌüÙüØÙØæðÑÓÓ

It was exceedingly unbearable for him to be separated from S¶tŒ.
His eyes filled with tears remembering his previous days of staying
in the forest with S¶tŒ. It is declared by him that various objects of
long familiarity moved him and being helpless he had to weep.
He was very painful inwardly. He declared his painful condition
himself in this way that his heart was bursting and his body fell to
pieces. Moreover, he was burnt from within and his soul as if sank
into deep darkness.

Another striking feature of RŒma's character was his humility.
In the first Act when his attention was drawn to a famous episode
of his career that is the encounter with ParaÜurŒma, RŒma wanted
to divert the attention. S¶tŒ complimented at this for his humiliation.
ÒÒâécÆéU àææðÖâð ¥æØüÂé˜æ °ÌðÙ çßÙØ×æãUæˆ�ØðÙ

RŒma's generosity and forgivingness are also found as two great
qualities of his character. He was ready to forgive those who had
harmed him. When Lak¦maÄa pointed out the pictures of MantharŒ
and Kaikey¶, he immediately passed it over and did not want to
discuss about that. At this the remark made by Lak¦maÄa is very
significant– ¥Øð ×ŠØ×æ�Õæßëžæ×‹ÌçÚUÌ×æØðü‡æÐ

RŒma was very sincere in performance of his duty. He tried his
best to protect his subjects. So, when he heard about the attrocities
done by the demon LavaÄa, he immediately decided to send
Ýatrughna for the destruction of that demon.
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Though RŒma was very strict in fulfilling his duties, he
possessed a tender heart also. Remembering S¶tŒ in the PaÛcavat¶
forest he lost his senses many a time. Again in the battlefield finding
KusŒ and Lava, his whole heart was filled with paternal love for
them.

RŒma's faithfulness in his conjugal life is another important
feature of his character. After he lost S¶tŒ he did not marry again.
At the time of the performance of his AÜvamedha sacrifice the place
of RŒma's wife was filled up by a golden image of S¶tŒ.

Thus, the character of the hero is found to be very much exalted
one which has also contributed in offering the play a higher position
in Sanskrit literature.

2.6.2 Characteristic features of S¶tŒ

S¶tŒ, the heroine of the drama UttararŒmacaritam is shown
as an ideal Indian woman. She is an embodiment of purity. Her
name may be uttered along with SŒvitr¶, Damayant¶ and such other
ladies.

S¶tŒ had to lead a very painful life. But she had deep love and
respect for her husband RŒma. This is found in the very first Act
when she feels sad, thinking RŒma's afflication for her in the forest.–
¥çØ Îðß ÚUÏé·é¤ÜæÙ‹Î °ß¢ ×× ·¤æÚU‡ææˆ·¤Üæ‹Ì ¥æâèÑÐ  In the third Act also
when VŒsant¶ blamed RŒma for abandonment of S¶tŒ, she could
not tolerate it. S¶tŒ remarked that actually VŒsant¶ herself is very
hard hearted– ˆß×ðß âç¹ ßæâç‹Ì ÎæL¤‡ææ ·¤ÆUæðÚUæÐ

S¶tŒ was so attached to RŒma that she herself declared it as
surprizing to get separated from him. She blamed herself for her
survival even after finding RŒma in grief ÒÒ¥·¤L¤‡ææçS× Øñß¢çßÏ¢ ̂ ßæ¢ ÂàØ...

Áèßæç×ÐÓÓ On account of the stirring of her husband’s grief her heart
was bewildered and the fury of it was irresistible and terrible. She
expressed it in the third Act in this way. ÒÒ°ÌðÙæØüÂé˜æSØ ÎéßæüÚUÎæL¤‡ææÚU�Öð‡æ

ÎéÑ¹â¢ÿææð×ð‡æ ÂçÚUÖêçáÌÁÎéÑ¹ ç·¤×çÂ Âý×é‚Ï¢ ×ð NUÎØ×÷ÐÓÓ

S¶tŒ is shown as an embodiment of purity in this drama. Both
BhŒg¶rath¶ and P¾thiv¶ stated in the seventh Act that RŒma himself
declared about the purity of S¶tŒ that S¶tŒ who was pure by her
birth did not need other purifying things. ÒÒ©UˆÂçžæÂçÚUÂéÌæØæÑ ç·¤×SØæÑ

ÂæßÙæ‹ÌÚñUÐÓÓ
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S¶tŒ possessed an extraordinarily charming body. Her
charmness is described by RŒma himself that her face had a lovely
appearance for her budding teeth. Her limbs were very sweet and
charming and possessed of artless grace.

ÂýÌÙéçßÚUÜñÑ Âýæ‹Ìæð‹×èÜ‹×ÙæðãUÚU ·é¤‹ÌÜñ-ï

ÎüàæüÙ ×é·é¤Üñ×éü‚ƒææ Üæð·¢¤ çàæàæéÎüÏÌè ×é¹×÷Ð

ÜçÜÌ ÜçÜÌñ…Øæð̂ SÙæÂýæØñÚU·ë¤ç˜æ×çßÖý×ñ-

ÚU·ë¤Ì ×ÏéÚñUÚU�ÕæÙæ¢ ×ð ·é¤ÌêãUÜ×X·ñ¤ÑH

S¶tŒ is also stated by RŒma as of pleasing address. In the very
first Act this is found in this way ÒÒ·¤Í¢ çÂýØß¿Ùæ ×ð´ ßÿæçâ ÂýâéŒÌñßÐÓÓ

Thus, the poet Bhavabhuti is successful in painting the character
of S¶tŒ perfectly and to win the heart of every connoisseur.

SAQ
Write the features of the character of RŒma in
UttararŒmacaritam.
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

Draw a picture of the character of S¶tŒ.
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

2.7 Summing Up

After a thorough study of this unit you have got an overall
knowledge about the drama UttararŒmacaritam, the best writing
of Bhavabhµuti. You have got an idea about the specialities of
UttararŒmacaritam for which it has got an important position in
Sanskrit literature. After this you have been acquainted with the
subject matter of all the seven Acts of the play. You have also
come to know about the deviations in this drama from the original
source. At last you have got a clear idea about the characteristic
feature of RŒma and S¶tŒ, the hero and the heroine of the play. In
this way this unit has given you a detailed and clear knowledge
on the drama UttararŒmacaritam.
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2.8 Probable questions

1. Give a brief idea about the drama UttararŒunacaritam.
2. Write the summary of the third Act of UttararŒmacaritam.
3. Why UttararŒmacaritam is considered to be the masterpiece

of Bhavabhuti?

Suggested Reading

1. The UttararŒunacaritam, edited by M.R. Kale Motilal
Banarasidass Publishers Pvt. Ltd.

2. Bhavabhµuti by R.D. Karmakar, Karnatak University, Dharwar.
3. UttararŒmacaritam, edited by Dr. Ramashankar Tripathy,

Krisnadass Academy, Barnasi.
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Unit III
UttararŒmacaritam

[Act I to III]

Contents

3.1 Objectives
3.2 Introduction
3.3 Selected portion of the text - Act I

3.3.1 Translation
3.4 Selected portion of the text - Act II

3.4.1 Translation
3.5 Selected portion of text - Act III

3.5.1 Translation
3.6 Selected Verses quoted from Act I - Act III
3.7 Sources, meanings and contexts of utterence of verses those

quoted.
3.8 Summing Up
3.9 Probable  questions

3.1 OBjectives
After going through this unit you will.
* be able to find out important portions of the first three Acts.
* know the translations of those selected portions of the text.
* get acquainted with the important verses that displays

Bhavabhuti’s knowledge and style.
* locate various contexts of the dramatic events.

3.2 Introduction
.................
................
.................

and MuralŒ, great significance. So, this portion of the third Act found
place in this unit, Moreover, certain verses found in different parts
of the first three Acts, their meanings, sources, speakers and contexts
of utterence have also been inclided in this unit.
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3.3  Selected portion of the text -Act. I.

Üÿ×‡æ Ñ ÁØçÌ ÁØˆØæØüÑ ¥æØü ÌðÙü ç¿˜æ·¤æÚðU‡ææS×ÎéÂ-çÎcÅU×æØüSØ ¿çÚUÌ×SØæ¢

ßèçÍ·¤æØæ×æç×çÜç¹Ì×÷ïÐ ÌˆÂà¿ˆßæØüÑÐ
ÚUæ× Ñ ÁæÙæçâ ßˆâ Îé×üÙæØ×æÙæ¢ Îðßè¢ çßÙæðÎçØÌé×÷ïÐ Ìçˆ·ü¤Ø‹Ì×ßçŠæü ØæßÌ÷ïÐ
Üÿ×‡æ Ñ ØæßÎæØæüØæ ãéUÌæàæÙð çßàæéçhÑÐ
ÚUæ× Ñ àææ‹Ì¢ ÂæÂ×÷ï (ââæ‹ˆßß¿Ù×÷ï)

 ©UˆÂçžæÂçÚUÂêÌæØæÑ ç·¤×SØæÑ ÂæßÙæ‹ÌÚñUÑÐ
 ÌèÍæðüÎ·¢¤ ¿ ßçqïUp Ùæ‹ØÌÑ àæéçh×ãüUÌÑ H 13H
 Îðçß ÎðßØÁÙâ¢×ßð ÂýâèÎÐ °á Ìð ÁèçßÌæßçƒæÑ ÂýßæÎÑ Ð
 ·¤cÅ¢U ÁÙÑ ·é¤ÜÏÙñÚUÙéÚU†ÁÙèØ-
 SÌ‹Ùæð ØÎéQ¤×çàæß¢ Ù çãU Ìˆÿæ×¢ ÌðÐ
 Ùñâæç»ü·¤è âéÚUçÖ‡æÑ ·é¤âé×SØ çâhæ
 ×êçƒÙü çSÍçÌÙü ¿ÚU‡æñÚUßÌæÇUÙæçÙ H 14H

âèÌæ Ñ ÖßˆßæØüÂé˜æ ÖßÌéÐ °çãUÐ Âýðÿææ×ãðU Ìæßžæð ¿çÚUÌ×÷ï (§ˆØéˆÍæØ ÂçÚU·ý¤æ×ÌÑÐ)
Üÿ×‡æ Ñ §Î¢ ÌÎæÜð�Ø×÷ïÐ
âèÌæ Ñ (çÙ×÷‡ØüÐ)·¤ °Ìð ©UÂçÚUçÙÚU‹ÌÚUçSÍÌæ ©UÂSÌéß‹ÌèßæØüÂé˜æÐ
Üÿæ×‡æ Ñ °Ìæ çÙ Ìæ çÙ âÚ Uã U æ SØæ çÙ Áë �Ö·¤ æS˜æ æ ç‡æ  Øæ çÙ Ö»ßÌÑ

·ë¤àææŸßæˆ·¤æñçàæ·¤×ëçá×éÂâ¢·ý¤æ‹ÌæçÙ ÌðÙ ¿ ÌæÅU·¤æßÏðÂýâæÎè-·ë¤Ìæ‹ØæØüSØÐ
ÚUæ× Ñ ß‹ÎSß Îðçß çÎÃØæS˜ææç‡æÐ

Õý±×æÎØæð Õý±×çãUÌæØ ÌŒˆßæ ÂÚUÑ âãS˜ææÑ àæÚUÎÑ ÌÂæ¢çâÐ
°Ìæ‹ØÂàØ‹»éÚUßüÑ ÂéÚUæ‡ææÑ Sßæ‹Øðß ÌðÁæ¢çâ ÌÂæð×ØæçÙ H 15H

âèÌæ Ñ Ù× °Ìð�ØÑÐ
ÚUæ× Ñ âßüÍðÎæÙè´ ˆßˆÂýâêçÌ×éÂSÍæSØç‹ÌÐ
âèÌæ Ñ ¥Ùé»ëãUèÌæçS×Ð (¹)
Üÿ×‡æ Ñ °Â ç×çÍÜæßëžææ‹ÌÑÐ
âèÌæ Ñ ¥ãUæ ð  ÎÜ‹Ù˜æßÙèÜæ ðˆÂÜàØæ×ÜçSÙ‚Ï‡æ×æ ¢âÜðÙ Î ðã Uâæ ñ-Öæ‚ØðÙ

çßS×ØçSÌç×ÌÌæÌÎëUàØ×æÙâæñ�Øâé‹ÎÚUŸæèÚUÙæÎÚU¹ç‡ÇUÌàæ¢·¤ÚU-àæÚUæâÙÑ
çàæ¹‡ÇU×é‚Ï×é¹×‡ÇUÜ ¥æØüÂé˜æ ¥æçÜç¹ÌÑÐ

Üÿ×‡æ Ñ ¥æØðü ÂàØ ÂàØÐ

 â¢Õ¢ç‹ÏÙæð ßçâcÆUæÎèÙðá ÌæÌSÌßæ¿üçÌÐ
 »æñÌ×p àæÌæÙ‹Îæð ÁÙ·¤æÙæ¢ ÂéÚUæðçãUÌÑ H 16H

ÚUæ× Ñ ¼ýcÅUUÃØ×ðÌÌ÷ïÐ
ÁÙ·¤æÙæ¢ ÚUƒæê‡ææ¢ ¿ â¢Õ‹ÏÑ ·¤SØ Ù çÂýØÑÐ

Ø˜æ ÎæÌæ »ýãUèÌæ ¿ SßØ¢ ·é¤çàæ·¤Ù‹ÎÙÑ H 17H

âèÌæ Ñ °Ìð ¹ÜéÌˆ·¤æÜ·ë¤Ì»æðÎæÙXÜæŸ¿ˆßæÚUæð ÖýæÌÚUæð çßßæãU-ÎèçÿæÌæ ØêØ×÷ïÐ ¥ãUæð

ÁæÙæç× ÌçS×‹Ùðß ·¤æÜð ÂýÎðàæð ÌçS×‹ÙñÙßÌðüÐ (·¤)
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ÚUæ× Ñ-

â×ØÑ â ßÌüÌ §ßñá Ø˜æ ×æ¢
â×Ù‹ÎØˆâé×éç¹ »æñÌ×æçÂüÌÑÐ
¥Ø×æ»ëãUèÌ·¤×ÙèØ·¤X‡æ-
SÌß ×êçÌü×æçÙß ×ãUæðˆâßÑ ·¤ÚUÑH 18H

Üÿ×‡æ Ñ §Ø×æØüæÐ §Ø×ŒØæØæü ×æ‡ÇUßèÐ §Ø×çÂ ßÏêÑ ŸæéÌ·¤èçÌüÑÐ
âèÌæ Ñ ßˆâ §Ø×ŒØÂÚUæ ·¤æÐ
Üÿ×‡æ Ñ (âÜ…ÁçS×Ì×÷ïÐ ¥æˆ×»Ì×÷ïÐ) ¥Øð ª¤ç×üÜæ¢ Âë‘ÀUˆØæØæüÐ ÖßÌéÐ ¥‹ØÌÑ

â¢¿æÚUØæç×Ð
(Âý·¤æàæ×÷ï) ¥æØðü ÎëàØÌæ¢ ¼ýcÅUÃØ×ðÌÌ÷ïÐ ¥Ø¢ ¿ Ö»ßæ‹×æ»üßÑÐ

âèÌæ Ñ (ââ�×ý××÷)
ÚUæ× Ñ «¤áð Ù×SÌðÐ
Üÿ×‡æ Ñ ¥æØðü ÂàØ ÂàØÐ ¥Ø×âæßæØðü‡æ-(§ˆØÏæðü´ž·ð¤Ð)
ÚUæ× Ñ (âæÿæðÂ×÷ïÐ) ¥çØ ßˆâ ÕãéÌÚ¢U ¼ýcÅUÃØ×÷ïÐ ¥‹ØÌæð ÎàæüØÐ
âèÌæ Ñ (âS˜æðãUÕãéU×æÙ¢ çÙßü‡Øü) âécÆé àææðÖâð ¥æØüÂé˜æ °ÌðÙ çßÙØ-×æãUæˆ�ÍðÙÐ

(»)
Üÿ×‡æ Ñ °Ìð ßØ×ØæðŠØæ¢ ÂýæŒÌæÑÐ
ÚUæ× Ñ (âæâý×÷ïÐ) S×ÚUæç× ãU‹Ì S×ÚUæç×Ð

Áèßˆâé ÌæÌÂæÎðáé Ùßð ÎæÚUÂçÚU»ýãUððÐ
×æÌëçÖçp‹ˆØ×æÙæÙæ¢ Ìð çãU Ùæð çÎßâæ »ÌæÑ H 16H

§Ø×çÂ ÌÎæ ÁæÙ·¤è

ÂýÌÙéçßÚUÜñÑ Âýæ‹Ìæ‹×èÜ‹×ÙæðãUÚU·é¤‹ÌÜñ
ÎüàæÙ×é·é¤Üñ×éü‚ÏæÜæð·¢¤ çàæàæéÎüÏÌè ×é¹×÷ïÐ
ÜçÜÌÜçÜÌñ…ØæðüˆSÙæÂýæØñÚU·ë¤ç˜æ×æçßÖý×ñ-
ÚU·ë¤Ì ×ÏéÚñUÚU�ÕæÙæ¢ ×ð ·é¤ÌêãUÜ×X·ñ¤Ñ H 20H

Üÿ×‡æ Ñ °áæ ×‹ÍÚUæÐ
ÚUæ× Ñ (âˆßÚU×‹ØÌæð ÎàæüØÙ÷ïÐ) Îðçß ßñÎðçãU

  §XïäUÎèÂæÎÂÑ âæðùØ¢ ŸæëëXßðÚUÂéÚðU ÂéÚUæÐ
  çÙáæÎÂçÌÙæ Ø˜æ çSÙ‚ÏðÙæâèˆâ×æ»×Ñ H 21H

Üÿ×‡æÑ  (çßãUSØÐ Sß»Ì×÷ï) ¥Øð ×ŠØ×æ�Õæßëžææ×‹ÌçÚUÌ×æØð‡æÐ

3.3.1 - Translation

Lak¦maÄa : Victory, victory, to your lordship! sire, according to
our instruction that artist has painted your life on this
portrait. So, your honour, please see it.

RŒma : My boy, you know how to please the dejected mind
of S¶tŒ. What is the incident upto which the painting
has been represented?
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Lak¦maÄa: It is upto the purification in the fire of her ladyship.
RŒma : Tush (in a very soft tone).

What is the necessity of other purifying object for her who is
pure since her very birth? The holy water and fire do not need any
purification by other (objects). (13)

O queen, born from the sacrifical ground, be pleased. This
saying will remain through out your whole life.

It is troublesome that people are to be pleased by those who
consider their family as wealth. So, whatever evil is said by us about
you is not proper. The place of a fragrant flower on the head is
natural but it is not to be crushed by the feet. (14)
S¶tŒ : Oh, my Lord! Let it be. Come, now let us enjoy seeing

the life of you (saying this they rise and move about)
Lak¦maÄa : (observing well) This is that painting about which I

said.
S¶tŒ : Who are these, standing and praising my Lord?
Lak¦maÄa : Oh, queen, these are the J¾mbhaka missiles with

mysterious charm which have been handed down
to the son of KuÜika from revered K¾¦Äa and was
given to his highness at the time of killing TŒ¢akŒ
and thus favoured by him.

RŒmŒ : O queen, pray to these divine weapon.
The ancient revered preceptors BrahmŒ and others, for

protecting righteousness, sitting on penance for more than
thousand years perceived these as the menifestation of their own
energies. (15)
S¶tŒ : My salutation to these.
RŒma : Now these will be obtained by your children.
S¶tŒ : I am favoured.
Lak¦maÄa : This is the occurence happened at MithilŒ.
S¶tŒ : Ah, here my lord has been painted who is as dark as

a fresh blue lotus, lovely, tender, charming and
strong, gazed at by my father motionless out of
wonder, as he broke the bow of Ýiva without much
effort with a face lovely for his locks.

Lak¦maÄa : Oh Lady, see, see.
Here, your father Janaka with ÝatŒnanda, the family priest of

Janaka and son of Gautama, who are offering hospitality to
VaÜi¦¢ha and others. (16)
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RŒma : This scene is worthy to be seen.
Who do not like the relation between the family of Janaka

and the family of Raghu where the doner and receiver are the son
of KuÜika himself ? (17)
S¶tŒ : Here are four brothers of you, whose ceremony of

tonsure has been performed just at time and who
are initiated with the marriage rite. Oh! I feel as if I
was at that same place and time.

RŒma : Oh fair faced lady, I suppose this is to be that time,
when your hand where the nuptial string fastened,
was offered (to me) by the son of Gautama, thrilled
me with joy, as if it were an embodiment of great
festival. (18)

Lak¦maÄa : This is your ladyship, this is revered MŒndav¶ and
this is Ýrutak¶rti also, our daughters in law.

S¶tŒ : Son, who is this other lady?
Lak¦maÄa : (Smiling with shyness, aside), Ah! her ladyship asks

about UrmilŒ. Yes, I shall divert her attention to a
different direction. (Aloud) see, this worthy scene.
This is ParasµurŒma, whose birth was in the family of
Bh¾gu.

SitŒ : (with fear) I shudder.
RŒma : Oh, saint, I salute thee.
Lak¦maÄa : Lady, behold, behold, this is he by his lordship-

(interrupting him here)
RŒma : (to divert the attention) O son, many things yet to be

seen. Show other scenes.
SitŒ : (seeing with affection and deep respect) - My lord,

this utmost humility befits you.
Lak¦maÄa : Here, we have arrived at AyodhyŒ
RŒma : (filling eyes with tears) - I remember it, oh, I remember

it.
When our father was alive and we were newly married and

were taken care of by our mothers those days are no more. (19)
This SitŒ at that time was a child with a lovely face with fairy

hair playing in temples and budding teeth and producing delight
to my mothers by her sweet limbs very charming like the moon
light and having artless grace. (20)
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Lak¦maÄa : This is MantharŒ
RŒma : (Speedily showing other things), oh, queen vaideh¶.

This is that IÆgud¶ tree, in  Ý¾ngaverapura where we earlier
met our dear friend, the king of Ni¦Œdas. (21)
Lak¦maÄa : (Smiling, to himself)- Ah, his lordship has skipped

over the account relating to our second mother.

Stop to Consider

The purport of the verse numer thirteen of the first Act of the
UttararŒmacarita is that S¶tŒ was pure by her birth  as she was the
daughter of the earth. The pure  objects like holy water and fire
never have necessity to be purified by anything else. Likewise
purification by fire in case of SitŒ was completely of no use.

3.4  Selected portion of the text -Act. II.

ÚUæ× Ñ
 °ÌžæÎðß çãU ßÙ¢ ÂéÙÚUl ÎëcÅ¢U
 ØçS×óæÖê× ç¿ÚU×ðß ÂéÚUæ ßâ‹ÌÑÐ
 ¥æÚU‡Ø·¤æp »ëçãU‡æp ÚUÌæÑ SßÏ×ðü
 âæ¢âæçÚU·ð¤áé ¿ âé¹ðáé ßØ¢ ÚUâ™ææÑ H 22H
 °Ìð Ì °ß ç»ÚUØæð çßL¤ß‹×ØêÚUæ-
 SÌæ‹Øðß ×žæãUçÚU‡ææçÙ ßÙSÍÜæçÙÐ
 ¥æ×†Áéß†ÁéÜÜÌæçÙ ¿ Ìæ‹Ø×êçÙ
 ÙèÚU‹ÏýÙèÜçÙ¿éÜæçÙ âçÚUžæÅUæçÙH 23H
 ×ðƒæ×æÜðß ØpæØ×æÚUæÎçÂ çßÖæÃØÌðÐ
 ç»çÚUÑ ÂýâýßÑ âæðùØ¢ Ø˜æ »æðÎæßÚUè ÙÎèH 24H
 ¥SØñßæâè‹×ãUçÌ çàæ¹ÚðU »ëÏýÚUæÁSØ ßæâ-
 SÌSØæÏSÌæmØ×çÂ ÚUÌæSÌðáé Â‡ææðüÅUÁðáéÐ
 »æðÎæßØæüÑ ÂØçâ çßÌðÌàØæ×ÜæÙæð·¤ãUŸæè-
 ÚU‹ÌÑ ·é¤Á×éé¹ÚUàæ·é¤Ùæð Ø˜æ ÚU�Øæð ßÙæ‹ÌÑH 25H

¥˜æñß âæ Â†¿ßÅUè Ø˜æ çÙßæâðÙ çßçßÏçßŸæ�ÖæçÌÂýâXâæçÿæ‡æÑ
ÂýÎðàææÑ çÂýØæØæÑ çÂýØâ¹è ¿ ßæâ‹Ìè Ùæ× ßÙÎðßÌæÐ ç·¤ç×Î×çÌÌ×l ÚUæ×SØÐ â¢ÂýçÌ
çãUÐ

 ç¿ÚUæmð»æÚU�Öè ÂýâëÌ §ß Ìèßýæð çßáÚUâÑ

 ·é¤Ìçpˆâ¢ßð»æˆÂý¿Ü §Uß àæËØSØ àæ·¤ÜÑÐ
 ßý‡ææð L¤É¸U»ýç‹ÍÑ SÈé¤çÅUÌ §ß NU‹××üç‡æ ÂéÙ

 ƒæüÙèÖêÌÑ àææð·¤æð çß·¤ÜØçÌ ×æ¢ ×éÀüUØçÌ ¿H 26H

ÌÍæçÂ Ìæ‹ÂêßüâéNUÎæð Öêç×Öæ»æ‹ÂàØæç×Ð (çÙM¤ŒØ) ¥ãUæð ¥ÙßçSÍÌæð Öêç×â¢çÙßðàæÑ Ð
ÌÍæ çãUÐ
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 ÂéÚUæ Ø˜æ âýæðÌÑ ÂéçÜÙ×ÏéÙæ Ì˜æ âçÚUÌæ¢

 çßÂØæüâ¢ ØæÌæð ÏÙçßÚUÜÖæßÑ çÿæçÌL¤ãUæ×÷ïÐ

 ÕãUæðÎëücÅ¢U ·¤æÜæÎÂÚUç×ß ×‹Øð ßÙç×Î¢
 çÙßðàæÑ àæñÜæÙæ¢ ÌçÎÎç×çÌ Õéçh¢ ¼ýÉUØçÌH 27H

ãU‹ÌÐ ÂçÚUãUÚU‹Ì×çÂ ×æç×ÌÑ Â†¿ßÅUèâýðãUè ßÜæÎæ·¤áüÌèßÐ (â·¤M¤‡æ×÷ï)

 ØSØæ¢ Ìð çÎßâæSÌØæ âãU ×Øæ ÙèÌæ ØÍæ Sßð »ëãðU

 Øˆâ¢ßç‹Ï·¤ ÍæçÖÚðUß âÌÌ¢ ÎèƒææüçÖÚUæSÍèØÌÐ

  °·¤Ñ â¢ÂýçÌ ÙæçàæÌçÂýØÌ×SÌæ×l ÚUæ×Ñ ·¤Í¢

 ÂæÂÑ Â†¿ßÅUè´ çÕÜæð·¤ØÌé ßæ »‘ÀUˆßâ¢ÖæÃØ ßæH25H

3.4.1 Translation

RŒma : This is that very forest I have seen today, where we
who were both hermits and house holders did not divert from our
own duties and also relished the worldly pleasure. (22)

This is the same mountain where there were peacocks uttering
their notes, these are the same forest sites where there were deer,
excited with joy and those are the same banks of the rivers which
were having the beautiful baÛjula creepers, nipas and the thickly
growing niculas. (23)

This is that mountain called prasravaÄa which seems to stand
nearby like the line of clouds, where the river GodŒvari flows by.
(24)

JatŒyu, the king of vultures resided on the peak of this
(mountain) and at the foot of this we also resided happily in leafy
huts where there was the wood region charming for the singing
birds inside it and also by the dark trees, the reflection of  which
were fallen in the water of the GodŒvar¶. (25)

This is that PaÛcavat¶, where there are various spots which were
witnesses of our actions of excessive confidence and where also
live a forest nymph called VŒsant¶ a living friend of my belonved.
Today what (misfortune) has come of RŒma? Now, the old grief
which is like the terrible Venom spreading all around and after a
long  time begins its activity or like the tip portion of an arrow
coming very speedily from some where, and also like a boli with
flesh overgrown bursting in the vital part of the heart, being afresh,
decay me. (26)

Yet, I shall now see these areas of land, my old friend.
(Observing) oh! the positions of the land has been changed. as -
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Where earlier there was the current of river, now there is sandy
bank. The density and the thinness of the trees have been reversed.
I find this forest different which has been seen after a long duration,
(but) the position of the mountain has assured me that this is that
(forest). (27)

Alas! Alas! the love of PaÛcavat¶, which I want to leave is as if
dragging me forcefully to it.

The PaÛcavat¶, in which I stayed with the accompaniment of
S¶tŒ in those days like in our own house and constantly stayed
talking long narrations related to this. Now how the sinful RŒma
will visit PaÛcavat¶ alone after destroying his beloved or how can
he go away without honouring it? (28)

SAQ
1. Write the conversation held among RŒma, Lak¦maÄa and

S¶tŒ, during enjoying the pictures upto Janaka’s offering
hospitality to VaÜi¦¢ha.
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

2. Write the expressions made by RŒma when he arrived at
PaÛcavat¶ forest.
.........................................................................................
.........................................................................................

Check Your Progress

1. From whom did Rama obtain the Jrmbhaka missile and
when?

2. Who was the family priest of Janaka?
3. Who were UrmilŒ, MŒnadv¶ and Ýrutak¶rti?
4. Where did RŒma meet the king of Ni¦Œda?
5. What is the name of the king of vultures?

3.5  Selected portion of the text -Act. III.

(ÌÌÑ ÂýçßàæçÌ ÙÎèmØ×÷ïÐ)
°·¤æ Ñ âç¹ ×éÚUÜð ç·¤×çâ â¢Öýæ‹ÌðßÐ
×éÚUÜæ Ñ âç¹ Ì×âð ÂýðçáÌæçS× Ö»ßÌæðù»SˆØSØ Âˆ‹Øæ ÜæðÂæ×é¼ýØæ âçÚUmÚUæ¢

»æðÎæßÚUè×çÖÏæÌé×÷ïÐ ÁæÙæSØðß ØÍæ ßÏéÂçÚUˆØæ-»æˆÂý×ëçÌÐ

¥çÙçÖ˜ææð »ÖèÚUˆßæÎ‹Ì»êüÉUÏüÙÃØÍÑÐ
ÂéÅUÂæ·¤ÂýÌè·¤æàææð ÚUæ×SØ ·¤L¤‡ææð ÚUâÑH 1H
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ÌðÙ ¿ ÌÍæçßÏðcÅUçßçÙÂæÌÁ‹×Ùæ¢ Âý·¤áü»ÌðÙ Îèƒæüàææð·¤â¢ÌæÂð-Ù â¢ÂýˆØçÌÌÚUæ¢

ÂçÚUÿæè‡ææð ÚUæ×Ö¼ýÑÐ Ì×ßÜæð€Ø ·¤ç�ÂÌç×ß ×ð âÕ‹ÏÙ¢ NUÎØ×÷ïÐ ¥ÏéÙæ ¿ ÂýçÌçÙßÌü×æÙðÙ
ÚUæ×Ö¼ýð‡æ çÙØÌ×ðß Â†¿ßÅUèßÙð ßÏêâ¢ãUßæâçÕâý�Öâæçÿæ‡æÑ ÂýÎðàææ ¼ýcÅUÃØæÑÐ Ìðáé ¿
çÙâ»ü- ÏèÚUSØæŒØðß¢çßÏæØæ×ßSÍæØæ×çÌ»�ÖèÚUæÖæð»àææð·¤ÿææðÖâ¢ßð»æˆÂÎð ÂÎð ×ãUæç‹Ì
Âý×æÎSÍæÙæçÙ àæVïUÙèØæçÙ ÚUæ×Ö¼ýSØÐ ÌÎ÷ïÖï»ßçÌ »æðÎæßçÚU Ì˜æ ˆßØæ âæßÏæÙØæ
ÖçßÌÃØ×÷ïÐ

ßè¿èßæÌñÑ àæè·¤ÚUÿææðÎàæèÌñÚUæ·¤áüçjÑ Âkç·¤†ÁË·¤»‹ÏæÙ÷ïÐ
×æðãðU ×æðãðU ÚUæ×Ö¼ýSØ Áèß¢ SßñÚ¢U SßñÚ¢U ÂýðçÚUÌñSÌÂüØðçÌH 2H

Ì×âæ Ñ ©Uç¿Ì×ðß Îæçÿæ‡Ø¢ SÙðãUSØÐ â¢ÁèßÙèÂæØSÌé ×æñçÜ·¢¤ °ß ÚUæ×Ö¼ýSØæl
â¢çÙçãUÌÑÐ

×éÚUÜæ Ñ ·¤Íç×ßÐ
Ì×âæ Ñ ŸæêØÌæ×÷ïÐ ÂéÚUæç·¤Ü ßæË×èç·¤ÌÂæðßÙæðÂ·¤‡ÆUæˆÂçÚUˆØ…Ø çÙßëžæð Üÿ×‡æð

âèÌæÎðßè ÂýæŒÌÂýâßßðÎÙ×çÌÎéÑ ¹â¢ßð»æÎæˆ×æÙ¢ »XæÂýÕæãðU çÙçÿæŒÌßÌèÐ
ÌÎñß Ì˜æ ÎæÚU·¤mØ¢ ÂýâêÌæÐ Ö»ßÌè�Øæ¢ Âë‰ßèÖæ»è-Íè�Øæ×�ØéÂÂóææ ÚUâæÌÜ¢
¿ ÙèÌæÐ SÌ‹ØˆØæ»æˆÂÚðU‡æ ¿ ÎæÚ·¤ÎëØ¢ ÌSØæÑ Âýæ¿ðÌâSØ ×ãUáð´»üXæÎðßè
SßØ×çÂüÌßÌèÐ

×éÚUÜæ Ñ (âçßS×Ø×÷ï)Ð
§ügàææÙæ¢ çßÂæ·¤æðùçÂ ÁæØÌð ÂÚU×æjéÌÑÐ
Ø˜ææðÂ·¤ÚU‡æèÖæß×æØæˆØðß¢çßÏæð ÁÙÑH 3H

Ì×âæ Ñ §ÎæÙè Ìé àæ�Õ é·¤ßëžææ ‹Ì ðÙæÙðÙ â¢ÖæçßÌÁÙSÍæÙæ»×Ù¢ Ú U æ×Ö¼ý ¢
âÚUØê×é¹æÎéÂŸæ éˆØ Ö»ßÌè Öæ»èÚUÍè ØÎðß Ö»ßˆØæ ÜæðÂ-×é¼ýØæ
SÙðãUæÎæàæçVÌ¢ ÌÎðßæàæVØ âèÌæâ×ðÌæ ·ð¤Ùç¿çÎß »ëãUæ¿æÚU-ÃØÂÎðàæðÙ »æðÎæßÚUè
çßÜæð·¤çØÌé×æ»ÌæÐ

×éÚUÜæ Ñ â é ç¿ç‹ÌÌ ¢  Ö»ßˆØæ Öæ»èÚ U ‰Øæ Ú U æÁÏæÙè çSÍÌSØæSØ ¹Üê
ÌñSÌñÁü»Ìæ×æ�ØéÎçØ·ñ¤Ñ ·¤æØüÃØæüÂëÌSØ ÚUæ×Ö¼ýSØ çÙØÌæçpžæ çßÿæðÂæÑÐ
¥ÃØ»ýSØ ÂéÙÚUSØ àææð·¤×æ˜æçmÌèØSØ Â†¿ßÅUèÂýßðàææð ×ãUæÙÙÍü §çÌÐ
Ìˆ·¤Íç×ÎæÙè âèÌæÎðÃØæ ÚUæ×Ö¼ý ¥æŸßæâÙèØÑ SÍæÌ÷ïÐ

Ì×âæ Ñ ©U€Ì×˜æ Ö»ßˆØæ Öæ»èÚU‰Øæ-Òßˆâð ÎðßØÁÙâ¢Ößð âèÌð, ¥l ¹ËßæØéc×ÌæðÑ
·é¤àææÜßØæðmæüÎàæSØ Á‹×â¢ßˆâÚUSØ â¢�Øæ×-XÜ»ýç‹ÍÚUçÖßÌüÌðÐ ÌÎæˆ×ÙÑ
Â é Ú U æ ‡ æ æEàæ é Ú U× ðÌæßÌæ ð  ×æÙßSØ Ú U æÁçá ü  -ßàæSØ Ù ¿
ˆßæ×ßçÙÂëcÆU¿æçÚU‡æè×S×ˆÂýÖæßmÙÎðßÌæ ¥çÂ ¼ýÿØç‹Ì ç·¢¤ ÂéÙ×üˆØæüÑÓ
§çÌÐ ¥ãU×ŒØæ™ææçÂÌæ-ÒÌ×âð ˆßçØ Âý·ë ¤cÅU Âý×ñß ßÏêÁæüÙ·¤èÐ
¥ÌSˆßð×ßæSØæÑ ÂýˆØÙ‹ÌÚUèÖßÓ §çÌÐ âæùïãU×ÏéÙæ ØÍæçÎcÅU×ÙéçÌcÆUæç×Ð

×éÚUÜæ Ñ ¥ãU×ŒØðÌ¢ ßëžææ‹Ì¢ Ö»ßˆØñ ÜæðÂæ×é¼ýæØñ çÙßðÎØæç×Ð ÚUæ×Ö¼ýæðùŒØæ»Ì °ßðçÌ
Ì·ü¤Øæç×Ð

Ì×âæ Ñ ÌçÎØ¢ »æðÎæßÚUèNUÎæçóæc·¤�Ø
ÂçÚUÂæ‡ÇéUÎéÕüÜ·¤ÂæðÜâé‹ÎÚ¢U
ÎÏÌè çßÜæðÜ·¤ÕÚUè·¤×æÙÙ×÷ïÐ
·¤L¤‡æSØ ×êçÌüÚUÍ ßæ àæÚUèçÚU‡æè

çßÚUãUÃØÍðß ßÙ×ðçÌ ÁæÙ·¤èH 4H
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×éÚUÜæ Ñ §Ø¢ çãU âæÐ

ç·¤âÜØç×ß ×é‚Ï¢ Õ‹ÏÙæçmÂýÜêÙ¢

NUÎØ·é¤âé×àææðáè ÎæL¤‡ææð Îèƒæüàææð·¤ÑÐ
‚ÜÂØçÌ ÂçÚUÂæ‡ÇéU ÿææ××SØæÑ àæÚUèÚ¢U

àæÚUçÎÁ §ß Ï×üÑ ·ð¤Ì·¤è»ÖüÂ˜æ×÷ï H 5H

(§çÌ ÂçÚU·¤�Ø çÙc·¤æ‹Ìð)

àæéhçßc·¤�ÖÑÐ

3.5.1 Translation

(Then the two rivers enter)
One : Friend MuralŒ! Why do you seem to be in so much

hurry?
MuralŒ : Friend TamasŒ! I have been sent by LopŒmudrŒ, the

wife of revered Agastya to deliver this message to
GodŒvar¶, the best among the rivers – “You know
that since the time of abandonment of our daughter
in law,

The grief of RŒma is not manifested outside because of his
gravity but causes great pain inside and it is like the boling (drug)
in a closed vessel. (1)

And now RŒma has become very thin for his torment of long
standing grief which has been produced by the misfortune faced
by the beloved person (S¶tŒ). Seeing him my heart trembled to its
root. And now, RŒma at the time of his departure will see the places
of PaÛcavat¶ which were the witnesses of his confidential sports
with S¶tŒ, and there have some fear of great calamity at every step
in such a condition of him for a distraction produced from a grave
and unbound grief, though he is patient by nature. So, respected
GodŒvar¶, you should be conscious for this.

You bring him to sense again every time he faints, by the wind
coming from the waves and blowing gently, cool by the drops of
water and bringing the fragrance of the filaments of lotus. (2)
TamasŒ : Kindness of affection is proper. Actually the radical

means of bringing him into life is near only.
MuralŒ : How?
TamasŒ : Listen. Earlier, leaving S¶tŒ at the boundary of the

penance - grove of VŒlmik¶ when Lak¦maÄa went
away, S¶tŒ who was suffering from labour pain threw
herself into the stream of Ganges for her immense
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grief. By that time, there she gave birth to twin sons
and being favoured by revered earth and BhŒgirath¶,
she was taken to the nether world and as soon as the
two sons had been weaned they were offered to the
great sage PrŒcetasa VŒlm¶ki by the goddess Ganges.

MuralŒ : (with wonder)-The change of the conditions of such
people also causes much surprise where divine forms
like these come for their help. (3)

TamasŒ : Now, listening to this from Sarayu about RŒma's visit
to the JanasthŒna for the incident of Ýambuka,
venerable BhŒg¶rath¶ fearing that what revered
LopŒmundrŒ had apprehended earlier for her
affection to him, in the pretext of some domestic
observances, comes with S¶tŒ to GodŒvar¶.

MuralŒ : Venerable BhŒg¶rath¶ has thought in a proper way.
The perplexity of the mind of RŒma when he was
staying in the capital and had been engaged in
different activities for the prosperity of the world was
under control. But being freed from those activities
and having grief as his only friend, it would be a
serious calamity to enter into the PaÛcavat¶ forest.
Then how RŒma will be consoled by S¶tŒ?

TamasŒ : In this context it was stated by revered BhŒg¶rath¶ -
“Daughter S¶tŒ, born of the sacrificial ground,
corresponding to the twelfth year of long lived KuÜŒ
and Lava, today is the ceremony of tying the
auspicious knot. So, you worship with the flowers
collected by your own hands, the divine Sun, your
primeval father-in-law, having its name after Manu,
producer of such a great dynasty of royal sages and
destroyer of sins. You who are moving on the earth
will not be visible through my favour by even sylvan
deities and what to be said about the mortals! I have
also been ordered - TamasŒ, child JŒnak¶ likes you
very much. So, you be her companion”. I, therefore
will do the things according to the command given.

MuralŒ : I also tell this message to revered LopŒmudrŒ. RŒma
also has arrived.
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TamasŒ : Then coming out from a pool of the GodŒvar¶,
JŒnak¶, whose face is charming because of the pale
and emaciated cheeks and whose waving braids
loosened who like an embodiment of grief or like
an incarnation of the pain of separation is coming to
the forest. (4)

MuralŒ : Here is she like a lovely sprout which has been
plucked by force from its stalk, the agonising and
long standing grief which has dried up the lotus of
her heart, withers her pale and thin body as, the heat
of the autumn season does to the innermost leaf of
the Ketak¶ flower. (5)
(turning round they depart)
(Pure V¶¦kambhaka)

Stop to Consider

The events which have been narrated in the second Act of the
uttararŒmacarita occurred twelve years after the incidents
mentioned in the first Act. The scene of the second Act is laid in
the place called JanasthŒna.

The third Act is started with a conversation between TamasŒ
and MuralŒ, the two presiding deities of two rivers. The purpose
for their conversation was to prepare the audience for the meeting
of RŒma and S¶tŒ. The scene is laid in PaÛcavat¶.

SAQ
1. What was the message of LopŒmudrŒ to GodŒvar¶?

......................................................................................

......................................................................................
2. How was grief stricken Rama consoled by S¶tŒ?

......................................................................................

......................................................................................

Check Your Progress

1. Who are TamasŒ and MuralŒ?
2. Name the wife of the sage Agastya?
3. By whom was MuralŒ appointed to deliver a message to

GodŒvar¶ ?
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3.6  Selected verses quoted from Act I to Act III

v.v §Î¢ ·¤çß�ØÑ Âêßðü�Øæð Ù×æðßæ·¢¤ ÂýàææS×ãðUÐ

ß‹Îð×çãU ¿ Ìæ¢ ßæ¿××ëÌæ×æˆ×ÙÑ ·¤Üæ×÷ïÐ

v.z âßüÍæ ÃØßãUÌüÃØ¢ ·é¤Ìæð ãUØß¿ÙèØÌæÐ

ØÍæ S˜æè‡ææ¢ ÌÍæ ßæ¿æ¢ âæÏéˆßð ÎéÁüÙæð ÁÙÑH

v.v® Üæñç·¤·¤æÙæ¢ çãU âæÏêÙæ×Íü ßæ»ÙéßÌüÌðÐ

«¤áè‡ææ¢ ÂéÙÚUæÎØæÙæ¢ ßæ¿×ÍæüðùÙéÏæßçÌH

v.vx ©UˆÂçžæÂçÚUÂéÌæØæÑ ç·¤×SØæÑ ÂæßÙæ‹ÌÚñUÑ

ÌèÍæðüÎ·¢¤ ¿ ßç±Ùp Ùæ‹ØÌÑ àæéçh×§üÌÑH

w.y çßÌÚUçÌ »éL¤Ñ Âýæ™æð çßÎØæ¢ ØÍñß ÌÍæ ÁÇ¸ðU

Ù ¿ ¹Üé ÌØæð™ææüÙð àæç€Ì¢ ·¤ÚUæðˆØÂãUç‹Ì ßæÐ

ÖßçÌ ¿ ÂéÙÖêüØæ‹ÖðÎÑ È¤Ü¢ ÂýçÌ ÌÎØÍæ

ÂýÖßçÌ àæéç¿çßü�Õ»ýæãðU ×ç‡æÙü ×ëÎæ¢ ¿ØÑ H

w.z ×æ çÙáæÎ ÂýçÌcÆUæ¢ ˆß×»×Ñ àææàßÌèÑ â×ÑÐ

ØQý¤æñ†¿ç×ÍéÙæÎð·¤×ßÏèÑ ·¤æ××æðçãUÌ×÷ïH

w.| ß…æýæÎçÂ ·¤ÆUæðÚUæç‡æ ×ëÎéçÙ ·é¤âé×æÎçÂ

Üæð·¤æðžæÚUæ‡ææ¢ ¿ðÌæ¢çâ ·¤æð Ùé çß™ææÌé×ãüUçÌH

w.v~ Ù ç·¢¤ç¿ÎçÂ ·é¤ßæü‡æÑ âæñ�ØñÎéüÑ ¹æ‹ØÂæðãUçÌÐ

ÌžæSØ ç·¤×çÂ ¼ýÃØ¢ Øæð çãU ØSØ çÂýØæð ÁÙÑH

x.w{ ˆß¢ ÁèçßÌ¢ ˆß×çâ ×ð NUÎØ¢ çmÙèØ¢

ˆß¢ ·¤æñ×éÎè ÙØÙØæðÚU×ëÌ¢ ˆß×XðÐ

§ˆØæçÎUçÖÑ çÂýØàæÌñÚUÙéM¤ŠØ ×é‚Ï¢æÐ

Ìæ×ðß àææ‹Ì×Í ßæ ç·¤ç×ãUæðžæÚðU‡æÐÐ

x.w~ ÂéÚUæðˆÂæðÇðU ÌÚUæ·¤SØ ÂÚUèßæãUÑ ÂýçÌç·ý¤ØæÐ

àææð·¤ÿææðÖð ¿ NUÎØ¢ ÂýÜæÂñÚðUß ÏæØüÌð´H

3.7 Sources, meaning and Contexts of Utterence of those
verses quoted

1.1 We salute to the ancient poets, we also pay our homage to

the Divine speech who is a part of the supreme soul and

immortal.
Source - First Act

Context -NŒnd¶ verse.

1.5 One should do his duty properly. Where is not found criticism,
as the people are bad in speaking about the chastity of a lady

as well as of the purity of speech.
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Source -1st Act.

Speaker - SœtradhŒra.

Context - When the na¢a said to SœtradhŒra to choose some

excellent eulogies to address the king, then SœtradhŒra

expressed his opinion by uttering the above verse.

1.10 Trans: The speech of the sages follows the sense while the

senses follow the speech of the primeval sages.

Source - First Act.

Speaker - RŒma

Context - When AstŒvakra delivered the message of VaÜi¦t¬a

that S¶tŒ should give birth to a hero, RŒma uttered this stanza.

1.13 Trans: What is the necessity of other things to purify her who

is pure, since her very birth. The holy water and fire are not fit

to be purified by others.

Source - First Act.

Speaker - RŒma

Context - As Lak¦maÄa told that the painter had portrayed

the life of Rama upto S¶tŒ’s purification in the fire, then RŒma

expressed his feeling through this verse.

2.4 Trans: A teacher offers his knowledge equally to an intelligent

as well as a dull one. He neither increases the power of

intelligence in them nor decreases. But there arises a great

difference as to the result. As a bright gem is able to reflect the

image while the clay is unable to do that.

Source : Second Act.

Speaker : �trey¶.

Context : �trey¶ had a desire to learn the VedŒnta lore from

VŒlmiki. Lava and KuÜa who were of extra-ordinary intellect

were also the students of VŒlmiki. �trey¶ thought herself to be

unfit to study with these boys, exceptionally talented. While

narrating this impediment in learning to the sylvan deity, �trey¶

uttered this verse.

2.5 O hunter! You will not be able to get honour throughout the

years, as you killed one of the two KrauÛca birds which were

maddened with passion.
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Source -Second Act.

Speaker - �trey¶.

Context : �trey¶ quoted this utterance of VŒlm¶ki to the sylvan

deity while she was speaking about the second hindrance of

acquiring.

2.19 (A beloved person) removes the pain by happiness. Though

does not do anything a person who is one's beloved is the

valuable property for him.

Source - Second Act.

Speaker - RŒma

Context - RŒma uttered this verse remembering his days in

the DaÄÎaka forest when he was with Sita at the time of exile.

2.7 Who can know the mind of a great person which is harder

than the thunder bolt and softer than a flower.

Source - Second Act

Speaker - VŒsant¶

Context - When Vasanti came to know from Atrey¶ that in the

horse sacrifice of RŒma a gold image of S¶tŒ was kept as his

consort, then she gave a remark by uttering this verse.

3.26 You are my very life, you are my another heart, you are the

moonlight to my eyes, you are the nectar for my limbs-with

hundreds of such sweet words you flattered your lovely wife

and her... or peace! What is the use of saying further.

Source -Third Act.

Speaker- VŒsant¶, the friend of RŒma and S¶tŒ.

Context - VŒsant¶, the intimate friend of RŒma and Sita rebuked

RŒma for the banishment of S¶tŒ and in that context she

uttered this verse.

3.29 A water tank which is full to its brim, the only remedy is an

outlet. The mind which is moved by sorrow is supported by

lamentation only.

Source : Third Act.

Speaker : TamasŒ, the river goddess.

Context: While remembering S¶tŒ RŒma wept bitterly and S¶tŒ

became upset, then TamasŒ consoled S¶tŒ with this verse.
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3.8 Summing Up

After studying this unit you have been well introduced with
some selected portions of the original text of the first three Acts of
UttararŒmacaritam. The translated forms of these portions have
given to you an opportunity to have a taste of these interesting
episodes. Moreover, you have also gone through the verses quoted
from different places of these Acts. Knowing the sources, meanings
speakers and contexts of utterance of these verses now, it has
become easy for you to explain those verses yourself showing your
originality.

3.9 Probable question

1. Narrate the picture gallary episode as found in the first Act.
2. Write a brief note on RŒma’s recollections of the earlier days

when he resided in PaÛcavat¶ forest with S¶tŒ.
3. Write what you find in the interlude of the third Act.

Books recommended

1. The UttararŒmacaritam by M.R. Kale, Motilal, Banarsidass
Publishers Pvt. Ltd., Delhi, 1993.

2. UttararŒmacaritam R.S. Tripathi, Krisnadass Akademi,
Varanasi, 2002.

3. UttararŒmacaritam, edited by Anandaswarupa, Motilal
Banarssidass Pvt. Ltd., 2002.
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UNIT - IV

UttararŒmacaritam : Text [Act IV to VII]

Contents :

4.1 Objectives

4.2 Introduction

4.3 Selected portion of text with translation Act - IV

4.4 Selected portion of text with translation Act - V

4.5 Selected portion of text with translation Act - VI

4.6 Selected portion of text with translation Act - VII

4.7 Selected verses with translations Act IV - Act VIII

4.8 Summing up

4.9 Probable questions

4.1 Objectives

With the study of this unit you will –
Ò be given the opportunity to know some portions of texts of

the last four Acts.
Ò be able to show the translated forms of those selected portions

of the texts.
Ò have a good knowledge of different important verses of the

last four Acts with their meanings.

4.2 Introduction

In the previous unit you have got the idea of the text portions
of the first three Acts of UttarŒramacaritam. In this unit the remaining
four Acts are taken for discussion. Like the earlier unit here also
you will get the opportunity to know some selected portions of
these Acts with their meanings. This will help you in having an
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idea about certain episodes of each of these Acts and also to bring
out their significance.

4.3 Selected portion of  text and translation -Act IV.

ÜßÑ (ÂýçßàØÐ) ¥™ææÌÙæ×·¤×æçÖÁðÙæ‹Âê…ØæÙçÂ SßÌÑ ·¤Í×çÖßæÎçØcØðÐ

(çßç¿‹ˆØÐ) ¥Ø¢ ÂéÙÚU çßM¤hÑ Âý·¤æÚU §çÌ ßëhð�ØÑ Ÿæ êØÌðÐ

(âçßÙØ×éÂâëˆØÐ) °á ßô ÜßSØ çàæÚUâæ Âý‡ææ×-ÂØæüØÑÐ

¥M¤‹ÏÌèÁÙ·¤õÑ ·¤ËØæç‡æÙ÷ ¥æØéc×æ‡‹ÖêØæÑÐ

·¤õâËØæÑ ÁæÌ ç¿Ú¢U ÁèßÐ (·¤)

¥M¤‹ÏÌèÑ °çã U  ßˆâÐ (Üß×é ˆâX ï ð U  » ýã U è ˆßæ ü ˆ×»Ì×÷Ð) çÎC ï U¿¿æ Ù

·ð¤ßÜâéˆâXïUçpæ‹×ÙôÍæùçÂ ×ð âðÂê¡‡æüÑÐ

·¤õâËØæÑ ÁæÌ §ÌôùçÂ ÌæßÎðçãUÐ (©UˆâXïð U »ëãU èˆßæÐ) ¥ãUô Ù ·ð ¤ßÜ¢

ÎÚ U çß·¤â˜æ èÜôˆÂÜàØæ×Üô”ßÜðÙ Î ðã UÕ‹Ï ðÙ ·¤ßçßÌæ-

çß‹Î·ð¤â·¤áæØ·¤‡ÆU·¤Üã¢UâçÙÙæÎÎèƒæüÎèƒæðü‡æ SßÚðU‡æ ¿ ÚUæ×Ö¼ý×ÙéãU-

ÚUçÌÐ ÙÙé ·¤ÆUôÚU·¤×Ü»ÖüÂÿ×ÜÑ àæÚUèÚUSÂàæôü ùçÂ Ìægàæ °ß ßˆâSØÐ

ÁæÌ Âýðÿæð Ìæßžæð ×é¹Âé‡ÇUÚUè·¤×÷Ð ¿éÕé·¤×é˜æ×ŒØ çÙM¤ŒØ âßæcÂæ·ê¤Ì×÷Ð)

ÚUæÁáðü ç·¢¤ Ù Âðÿæâð çÙÂé‡æ¢ çÙM¤ŒØ×æ‡æ×SØ ×é¹¢ ßˆâæØæ ßŠßæ ×é¹¿‹¼ýð‡æ

â¢ßÎˆØðßÐ (¹)

ÁÙ·¤Ñ ÂàØæç× âç¹ ÂàØæç×Ð

·¤õâËØæÑ ¥ãUô ©U‹×žæèÖêÌç×ß ×ð NUÎØ¢ ç·¤×ÂèÌô×é¹¢ çßÂýÜÂçÌÐ (·¤)

ÁÙ·¤Ñ ßˆâæØæŸ¿ ÚUÏêmãUSØ ¿ çàæàææßçS×˜æçÿæÃØ…ØÌð

â¢Âê‡æüŒÚUçÌçÕç�ÕÌðß çÙç¹Üæ âñßæ·ë¤çÌÑ âæ léçÌÑÐ

âæ ßæ‡æè çßÙØÑ â °ß âãUÁÑ Âé‡ØæÙéÖæÂôùŒØâõ

ãUæ ãUæ Îñß ç·¤×éˆÂÍñ×ü× ×ÙÑ ÂæçÚUŒÜß¢ ÏæßçÌH22H

·¤õâËØæÑ ÁæÌ ¥çSÌ Ìð ×æÌæ S×ÚUçâ ßæ ÌæÌ×÷Ð (¹)

ÜßÑ Ù çãU Ù çãUÐ

·¤õâËØæÑ ÌÌÑ ·¤SØ ˆß×÷Ð (»)

ÜßÑ Ö»ßÌÑ ßæË×è·ð¤ÑÐ

·¤õâËØæÑ ¥çØ ÁæÌ ·¤ÍçØÌÃØ¢ ·¤ÍØÐ (ƒæ)

ÜßÑ °ÌæßÎðß ÁæÙæç×Ð

(ÙðÂ‰ØðÐ)

ÖôÑ ÖôÑ âñçÙ·¤æ °á ¹Üé ·é¤×æÚUp‹¼ý·ð¤ÌæÚUæ™ææÂØçÌ Ù ·ð¤Ùç¿-ÎæŸæ×æ�Ø‡æüÖê×Øü

¥æ·ý¤ç×ÌÃØæ §çÌÐ

¥M¤‹ÏÙèÁÙ·¤õ Ñ ¥Øð ×ðŠØæ pÚUÿææÂýâXïUæÎéÂæ»Ìô ßˆâp‹¼ý-·ð¤Ìél ¼ýCïUÃØ âéçÎßâÑÐ

·¤õâËØæÑ ßˆâÜÿ×‡æSØ Âé˜æ·¤ ¥æ™ææÂØÌèˆØ×ëÌçÕ‹Îéâé-‹ÎÚUæ‡Øÿææç‡æ ŸæêØ‹ÌðÐ

(·¤)

ÜØÑ ¥æØü ·¤ °á ¿‹¼ý·ð¤ÌéÙæü×Ð

ÁÙ·¤Ñ ÁæÙæçâ ÚUæ×Üÿ×‡æõ ÎàæÚUÍèÐ

ÜßÑ °Ìæßðß ÚUæ×æØ‡æ·¤ÍæÂéM¤áõÐ
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ÁÙ·¤Ñ ¥Í ç·¤×÷Ð

ÜßÑ Ìˆ·¤Í¢ Ù ÁæÙæç×Ð

ÁÙ·¤Ñ ÌSØ Üÿ×‡ææSØØ×æˆ×Áp‹¼ý·ð¤ÌéÑÐ
ÜßÑ ª¤ç×üÜæØôÑ Âé˜æâçÌçãüU ×ñçÍÜSØ ÚUæÁáðüÎõ´çãU˜æÑÐ

¥L¤‹ÏÌèÑ (çßãUSØÐ) ¥æçßc·ë¤Ì¢ ·¤ÍæÂýæßè‡Ø¢ ßˆâðÙðÐ

ÁÙ·¤Ñ (çßç¿‹ˆØÐ) ØçÎ ˆß×è²àæÑ ·¤ÍæØæ×çÖ™æSÌµïçãU ÌæßˆÂë-‘ÀUæ×SÌôáæ¢

Îàæ¡âÍæˆ×ÁæÙæ¢ ç·¤Øç‹Ì ç·¢¤Ùæ×ÏðØæ‹ØÂˆØæçÙ ·ð¤áéü ·ð¤áé ÎæÚðUáé ÂýâêÌæÙèçÌÐ

ÜßÑ ÙæØ¢ ·¤ÍæÂýçßÖæ»ôùS×æçÿæÚU‹ØðÌ ßæ ŸæéÌÂêßüÑÐ

ÁÙ·¤Ñ ç·¢¤ Ù Âý‡æèÌ °ß ·¤çßÙæÐ
ÜßÑ Âý‡æèÌô Ù¢ Âý·¤æçàæÌÑÐ ÌSØñß ·¤ôùŒØð·¤ÎðàæÑ ÚUâßæÙçÖÙðØæÍüÑ ·ë¤ÌÑÐ Ì¢

¿ Sßã UâçÌçÜç¹Ì ¢  × é çÙÖ ü»ßæ-‹ÃØâëÁj»ßÌô ÖÚ UÌSØ

×éÙðSÌõØüç˜æ·¤âê˜æ·¤æÚUSØÐ

ÁÙ·¤Ñ ç·¤×Íü×÷Ð

ÜßÑ â ç·¤Ü Ö»ßæ‹ÖÚUÌSÌ×ŒâÚUôçÖÑ ÂýØôÁçØcØÌèçÌÐ

ÁÙ·¤Ñ âßüç×Î×æ·ê¤ÌÌÚU×S×æ·¤×÷Ð
ÜßÑ ×ãUÌè ÂéÙSÌæçS×‹Ö»ßÌô ßæË×è·ð¤ÚUæSÍæÐ ØÌô Øðáæ×-‹ÌðßæçâÙæ¢ ãUSÌðÙ

ÌˆÂ éSÌ·¤ ÖÚ UÌæŸæ×¢ Â ý çÌ Âý ð çáÌ¢ Ì ðáæ×ÙéØæ ç˜æ·¤-pæÂÂæç‡æÑ

Âý×æÎôÂÙôÎÙæÍü×S×jæÌæ ÂýðçáÌÑÐ

·¤õâËØæÑ ÁæÌ ÖýæÌæçÂ ÌðùçSÌÐ (·¤)

ÜßÑ ¥âˆØæØüÑ ·é¤àæô Ùæ×Ð

·¤õâËØæÑ …ØðDïU §çÌ Öç‡æÌ¢ ÖßçÌÐ (¹)

ÜßÑ ¥Í ç·¤×÷Ð
ÁÙ·¤Ñ ßˆâ ·¤ÍØ ·¤ÍæÂýÕü‹ÏSØ ·¤è²ðàæÑ ÂØü‹ÌÑÐ

ÜßÑ ¥Üè·¤ÂõÚ U æÂßæÎô çm» ý ðÙ Ú U æ ™ æ æ  çÙßæ ü çâÌæ ¢  Î ðßØÁÙâ¢Ößæ

âèÌæÎðßè×æâ˜æÂýâßßðÎÙæ×ô·¤æç·¤Ùè×ÚU‡Øð ÂçÚUˆØ…Ø Üÿ×‡æÑ ÂýçÌçÙ-

ßëžæ §çÌÐ

·¤õâÜæÑ ãUæ ßˆâð ×é‚Ï¿‹¼ý×éç¹ ·¤ §ÎæÙè ´ Ì ð àæÚ UèÚU· é¤âé×SØ ÛæçÅ UçÌ

ÎñßÎéçßüÜæâÂçÚU‡ææ× °·¤æç·¤‹Øæ çÙÂçÌÌÑÐ (·¤)
ÁÙ·¤Ñ ãUæ ßˆâð

ÙêÙ¢ ˆßØæ ÂçÚUÖß¢ ¿¢ ÂÙ¢ ¿ ƒæôÚ¢U
Ìæ¢ ¿ ÃØÍæ¢ Œâß·¤æÜ·ë¤Ìæ×ßæŒØÐ

·ý¤ÃØæ¼ý‡æôáé ÂçÚUÌÑ ÂçÚUßæÚUØˆâé
â¢˜æSÌæØæ àæÚU‡æç×ˆØâ·ë¤ˆS×ëÌôùçS×H23H

ÜßÑ (¥M¤ÏÌè´ ÂýçÌÐ) ¥æØðü ·¤æßðÌõÐ
¥M¤‹ÏÌèÑ §Ø¢ ·¤õâËØæÐ ¥Ø¢ ¿ ÁÙ·¤ÑÐ

ÜßÑ (âÕãéU×æÙ¹ðÎ·¤õÌé·¢¤ ÂàØçÌÐ)

ÁÙ·¤Ñ ¥ãUô çÙÎüØ¡Ìæ ÎéÚUæˆ×Ùæ¢ ÂõÚUæ‡ææ×÷Ð ¥ãUô ÚUæ×SØ ÚUæ™æÑ çÿæÂý·¤æçÚUÌæÐ

°Ìmñàæâß…æýÏôÚUÂÌÙ¢ àæE‹××ôˆÂàØÌÑ
·ý¤ôÏSâ …ßçÜÌé¢ Ïôç»ˆØßâÚUpæÂðÙ àææÂðÙ ßæÐ
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·¤õâÜæÑ (âÖØ·¤�ÂÙ÷Ð) Ö»ßçÌ ÂçÚU˜ææ¢ØSß ÂçÚŨ ææØSßÐ ÂýâæÎØ ·é¤çÂÌ¢ ÚUæÁçáü×÷Ð

(·¤)

ÜßÑ °ÌðçÎ ÂçÚUÖêÌæÙæ¢ ÂýæØçpÌ¢ ×ÙçSßÙæ×÷Ð
¥M¤‹ÏÌèÑ ÚUæÁ˜æÂˆØ¢ ÚUæ×SÌð ÂæËØæp ·ë¤Â‡ææ ÁÙæÑH24H
ÁÙ·¤Ñ àææ‹Ì¢ ßæ ÚUƒæéÙ‹ÎÙð ÌÎÖØ¢ ØˆÂé˜æÖæ‡Ç¢U çãU ×ð

ÖêçØDïUæçmÁÕæßÃßhçß·¤Ü�ñ‡æp Âõâô ÁÙÑH25H

Lava : (Entering) (himself) – How shall I salute of my own
accord, these venerable persons! I do not know their
names and ranks though they are respectable.
(thinking) This is an unobjectionable mode as stated
by the elders. (going near with humiliation) This is the
salutation to you all in order by Lava bowring his head.

Arundhati and Janaka : Oh! blessed boy, may you live long.
KauÜalyŒ : boy! live long.
Arundhati :Come child (taking Lava on her lap) (herself) –

Fortunately not only my lap, but my desire also has
been fulfilled after a long time.

KauÜalyŒ : Child! Come this side also. (taking on lap) Oh, this body
is similar with RŒma not only by the formation of his
body which is bright like a garland of a little bloomed
blue lotus, but also by his voice which is very deep like
the note of royal swan whose throat is melodious for
feeding on filaments of lotus. Oh Janaka, the royal sage,
have you not seen, if observed carefully then, the face
of him is found to be similar with the moon like face of
Sita, my daughter-in-law. Actually the tender touch of
the body which is as soft as the interior pant of a fully
bloomed lotus is also like him (she observes him rising
his chin and with tears of emotion)

Janaka : Yes friend, I have observed.
KauÜalyŒ : Oh, my heart, as if with uncontrolled excitement

suggest’s me about something like this.
Janaka : That same appearance, that same lusture, that same

speech, that same natural humility and that same pure
majesty of my daughter and the best of the dynasty of
Raghu is reflected on this boy. Oh, oh! the fate! why
my mind being fickle in moving towards that path to
be avoided. (22)
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KauÜalyŒ : O child, do you have your mother? Do you remember
your father?

Lava : No.
KauÜalyŒ : Then, to whom do you belong? Who are your parents?
Lava : No/
KauÜalyŒ : Then, to whom do you belong? Who are your parents?
Lava : VŒlm¶ki.
KauÜalyŒ : O child, tell what is proper.
Lava : I know this much only.

(behind the curtain)
O soldiers, this is the order of CaÄdraketu that no one
should attack the grounds near the hermitage.

Arundhati and Janaka : Oh, there will be a meeting with
CaÄndraketu who has come for protecting the horse
of the AÜvamedha sacrifice. So, this day is a very
auspicious one.

KauÜalyŒ : ‘‘The son of Lak¦maÄa is commanding’’ these beautiful
words, being heard ara like drops of necuter.

Lava : Revered one, who is this CaÄdraketu?
Janaka : Do you know RŒma and Lak¦maÄa, the sons of

DaÜaratha?
Lava : Are they the main character of the story of the

RŒmŒyaÄa?
Janaka : Yes, that is so.
Lava : Then he is the son of UrmilŒ and the grandson of the

royal sage Janaka, the king of MithilŒ.
Arundhati : (laughing) – This child has expressed his good

knowledge about the story.
Janaka : If you have so much knowledge then tell, we ask you

the names of the children of the sons of DaÜaratha and
the wives, by whom they were given birth.

Lava : This part of the story has not been heard by me or
anybody else earlier.

Janaka : What? Has this not been written by the poet?
Lava : It has been written, but not published. Certain part of

this has been made fit for enachment which is full of
sentiment and composing that by his own hands be
has sent this to Bharata, the writer of aphorisms of music.

Janaka : Why?
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Lava : That revered sage Bharata would get it performed on
the stage by nymphs.

Janaka : This is having a great interest for us.
Lava : Revered VŒlm¶ki has great respect for that work as he

has sent the manuscript of this work to the hermitage
of the sage Bharata in the hands of some students and
to avoid any carelessness, my brother has been sent
with bow in hand, as escort.

KauÜalyŒ : Child, do you have your brother also?
Lava : Yes, his name is noble KuÜa.
KauÜalya : By your words it is clear that he is your elder brother.
Lava : Yes, he is elder by birth.
Janaka : Are you both twins?
Lava : Yes.
Janaka : Child, tell upto what extent the story is found.
Lava : Upto the return of Lak¦maÄa leaving SitŒ, who was born

from sacrificial ground, alone in the dense forest when
her time of travail was near and who was being
abandoned by the king fearing blame of the public.

KauÜalyŒ : Oh, child SitŒ, having a lovely face line the moon, the
evil past time of fate has fallen on you, who is like a
flower but helpless.

Janaka : Oh! daughter, getting the humiliation, the terrible forest
and the pain at the time of labour, you must have
remembered me as your protector when you were
afraid of the meat eaters around you. (23)

Lava : (To Arundhati) O revered lady! Who are these two?
Arundhati : This is KauÜalyŒ. This is Janaka.

(Lava observes them with reverence, sorrow and
curiously)

Janaka : Oh! the cruelty of the croocked citizens! Oh! the
hurriness of RŒma!
Thinking about this blow of thunderbolt in the shape
of this calamity, it is the time now for my anger to
inflame, by the sudden out burst of bow or curse.

KauÜalyŒ : (With fear and trembling) Revered lady, please protect.
Pacify this royal sage who has become angry.

Lava : This is the position of the mind of great persons who
have been humiliated.
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Arundhati : O king! RŒma is your son and the poor subjects are to
be protected. (24)

Janaka : Or, in regard to RŒma, let peace be with both these
two, because he (RŒma) is the treasure of me in the
form of a son and among the residents of the city, most
of them are brŒhmaÄas, children, oldman,
handicapped and women. (25)

SAQ :
1. What did KauÜalyŒ tell calling Lava near her when she saw

him for the first time?
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

2. What did Lava tell about the RŒmŒyaÄa?
........................................................................................
........................................................................................

Check Your Progress

1. What was the reply of Lava when asked, to whom did he
belong?

2. Who was Candraketu?
3. Name the brother of Lava?

4.4 Selected portion of text and translation - Act V
Üß Ñ ·é¤×æÚU ¥çÌ çãU Ùæ× àæôÖâð ÚUÍSØ °ßÐ ·ë¤Ì¢ ·ë¤Ì×ˆØæÎÚðU‡æÐ
¿‹¼ý·ð¤Ìé Ñ ÌçãüU ×ãUæÖæ»ôùŒØ‹Ø¢ ÚUÍ×Ü¢·¤ÚUôÌéÐ

âé×‹˜æ Ñ ˆß×ŒØÙéM¤ŠØæSß ßˆâSØ ¿‹¼ý·ð¤Ìôßü¿Ù×÷Ð

Üß Ñ ·¤ô çß¿æÚUÑ SßðáêÂ·¤ÚU‡æðáéÐ ç·¢¤ ˆßÚU‡ØâÎô ßØ×Ù�ØSÌ-ÚUÍ¿ØæüÑÐ

âé×‹˜æ Ñ ÁæÙæçâ ßˆâ ÎÂüâõÁ‹ØØôØüçßÌæ×æ¿çÚUÌé×÷Ð ØçÎ ÂéÙâˆßæ×è²àæ×ñÿßæ·¤ô

ÚUæÁæ ÚUæ×Ö¼ýÑ ÂàØðžæÎæ ÌSØ FðãðUÙ NUÎØ×çÖcØ‹ÎðÌÐ

Üß Ñ ¥æØü âéÁÙÑ â ÚUæÁçáüÑ ŸæéØÌðÐ (âÜ”æç×ßÐ)
ßØü×çÂ Ù ¹Ëßðß¢ÂýæØæÑ ·ý¤ÌéÂýçÌÏæçÌÙÑ

·¤ §ãU Ù »é‡æñSÌ¢ ÚUæÁæÙ¢ ÁÙô ÕãéU ×‹ØÌðÐ

ÌÎçÂ ¹Üé ×ð â ÃØæãUæÚUSÌéÚUXïU×ÚUçÿæ‡ææ¢

çß·ë¤çÌ×ç¹Üÿæ˜ææÿæðÂ�Â¿‡ÇUÌØæù·¤ÚUôÌ÷H29H

¿‹¼ý·ð¤ÌéÑ (âçS×Ì×÷Ð) ç·¢¤ Ùé ÖßÌSÌæÌÂýÌæÂôˆ·¤áðüùŒØ×áüÑÐ

Üß Ñ ¥SÌ×áôü ×æ ÖêmæÐ °ðÌžæé Âë‘ÀUæç× Îæ‹Ì¢ çãU ÚUæÁæÙ¢ ÚUæƒæß¢ oë‡æé¡×ÑÐ â
ç·¤Ü Ùæˆ×Ùæ ²ŒØçÌ ÙæSØ ÂýÁæ ßæ ²#æ ÁæØ‹ÌðÐ Ìçˆ·¢¤ ×ÙécØæSÌSØ

ÚUæÿæâè´ ßæ¿×éÎèÚUØç‹ÌÐ
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«¤áØô ÚUæÿæÚUè×æãéUØæü¿×é‹×žæ²#ØôÑÐ
âæ ØôçÙÑ âßüßñÚUæ‡ææ¢ âæ çãU Üô·¤SØ çÙ«ü¤çÌÑH30H

§çÌ ãU S× Ìæ¢ çÙ‹Îç‹ÌÐ ¥ÍðÌÚUæ×çÖCïäUßç‹ÌÐ

·¤æ×æ‹Îé‚Ïð çßÂýáüˆØÜÿ×è´ ·¤èçÌü âéÌð Îéc·ë¤Ì¢ Øæ çãUÙçSÌÐ
Ìæ¢ ¿æŒØðÌæ¢ ×æÌÚ¢U ×XïUÜæÙæ¢ ÏðÙé¢ ÏèÚUæÑ âêÙëÌæ¢ ßæ¿×æãéUÑH31H

âé×‹˜æ Ñ ÂçÚUÂêÌSßÖææßôüùØ¢ ·é¤×æÚUÑ Âýæ¿ðÌâæ‹ÌðßæâèÐ ßÎˆØØ×�ØðéÂÂ˜æ×æáðü‡æ

SS·¤æÚðU‡æÐ

Üß Ñ ØˆÂéÙp‹¼ý·ð¤Ìô ßÎçâ ç·¢¤ Ùé ÖßÌSÌæÌÂýÌæÂôˆ·¤áðüùŒØ×áü §çÌ ÌˆÂë‘ÀUæç×

ç·¢¤ ÃØßçSÍÌçßáüØðÑ ÿæ˜æÏ×ü §çÌÐ

âé×‹˜æ Ñ Ùñß ¹Üé ÁæÙæçâ Îðß×ñÿßæ·¢¤ ØðÙñß¢ ßÎçâÐ Ìçm ÚU×æçÌÂýâXïUæÌ÷Ð

âñçÙ·¤æÙæ¢ Âý×æÍðÙ âˆØ×ôÁæçØÌ¢ ˆßØæÐ
Áæ×Î‚‹ØSØ Î×Ùð Ù çãU çÙÕü‹Ï×ãüUçâH32H

Üß Ñ (âãUæâ×÷Ð) ¥æØü Áæ×Î‚‹Ø Î×ÙÑ â ÚUæÁðçÌ ·¤ôùØ×é“æñßæüÎÑÐ

çâh¢ lôÌmæç¿ ßèØZ çmÁæÙæ¢
ÕæræïôßèØü Øžæé Ìˆÿæç˜æØæ‡ææ×÷Ð
àæ�»ýæãUè Õýæræï‡æô Áæ×Î‚‹Ø-
SÌçS×‹Îæ‹Ìð ·¤æ SÌéçÌSÌSß ÚUæ™æÑH33H

¿‹¼ý·ð¤Ìé Ñ (âô‹×æÍç×ß) ¥æØü âé×‹˜æ ·ë¤Ì×éžæÚUôžæÚðU‡æÐ

·¤ôùŒØðá â¢ÂýçÌ ÙßÑ ÂéM¤áæßÌæÚUô
ßèÚUô Ù ØSØ Ö»ßæ‹Öë»éÙ‹ÎÙôùçÂÐ
ÂØæü#â#ÖéßÙæÖØÎæçÿæ‡ææçÙ
Âé‡ØæçÙ ÌæÌ¿çÚUÌæ‹ØçÂ Øô Ù ßðÎH34H

Üß Ñ ·¤ô çãU ÚUƒæéÂÌðpçÚUÌ¢ ×çãU×æÙ¢ ¿ Ù ÁæÙæçÌÐ ØçÎ Ùæ× ç·¢¤ç¿ÎçSÌ ßQ¤ÃØ×÷Ð

¥Í ßæ àææ‹Ì×÷Ð

ßëhSÌð Ù çß¿æÚU‡ææüØ¿çÚUÌæçSÌDïU‹Ìé ç·¢¤ ß‡ØüÌð
âé‹Î�è×ÍÙðùŒØ·é¤‡ÆUØàæâô Üô·ð¤ ×ãUæ‹Ìô çãU ÌðÐ
ØæçÙ ˜æè‡Ø¢ÂÚUæ¾÷U×é¹æ‹ØçÂ ÂÎæ‹Øæâ‹¹ÚUæØôÏÙð
Ømæ ·¤õàæÜç×‹¼ýâêÙéçÙÏÙð Ì˜ææŒØçÖ™æô ÁÙÑH35H

¿‹¼ý·ð¤Ìé Ñ ¥æÑ ÌæÌæÂßæÎçÖ˜æ×ØæüÎ ¥çÌ çãU Ùæ× Âý»ËÖâðÐ

Üß Ñ ¥Øð ×ÄØðß Öýé·é¤ÅUèÏÚUÑ â¢ÂëžæÑÐ

Lava : You look very charming when you are on the chariot.
There is no need of showing much honour.

Chandraketu : Then, you lucky one, you also should get into
another chariot.

Lava : Noble one! You seat the prince on the chariot.
Sumanta : Child, you know the behaviour of pride and politeness.

If the king belonging to Ik¦vŒku race has to see you
then the heart of him would fill with love.
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Lava : Noble Sir, it is heard that royal sage is a very good person.
(being shameful)
We are not so disposed to hinder into the sacrifices.
Who in this world does not offer respect for the virtues
of him. Yet, that speech of the guards of the horses
which humiliated the entire k¦atriya race, for which I
was being excited and anger was produced in me. (29)

Chandraketu : (with a smile) What? Your anger has been produced
even at the superiority of the power of father?

Lava : It is no matter whether there arises anger or not. I want
to ask you another thing - I have heard that the king
RŒma is endowed with the quality of self control.
Neither he is proud, nor his subjects are proud. Then
why his people say tha diabolical words?
This is the cause that she is blamed and other is
appreciated.
The great one call the truthful speech as a cow, mother
of auspiciousness, which fulfils desire drives away evils,
produces fame, destroys the enemy. (31)

Sumanta : As he is this student of the great sage Valmiki, so he is
of refined character and humble. So he is speaking in
a noble manner for the education under the sage.

Lava : And whatever is asked by Chandraketu that whether I
have intolerance for the superiority of valour of your
father, on this I am aksing that are the activities of the
ksatriyas limited in a certain individual?

Sumanta : You do not know the king belonging to the dynasty of
Ik¦vŒku, and so you are telling these words. Please stop
this discussion.
Certainly you have shown your valour in destroying
armies. You should not say such langauage towards
him who destroyed Jamadagni. (32)

Lava : (Smiling) Sir, that king is the controller of ParaÜu – what
kind of greatness is in this?
As it is a fact that in the words of a brŒhmana, their
remain strength and the strength of the arms are the
strength of the K¦atriyas. Janadagbya was a brŒhmaÄa,
holding weapon, where is the cause of appreciating
just for controlling him? (33)
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Chandraketu : (being agitated) Sir, Sumantra, enough of this
exchange of words. This time he seems to be a new
incarnation of Valour, for whom noble son of Bh¾gu is
not a hero and who does not know the pure exploits
of father, who offers full protection on the seven worlds.
(34)

Lava : Who does not know about the life and greatness of
the lord of Radhus? If anything is fit to be spoken then
speak. Or stop it.
He is old, so his life is not to be discussed. Let that be in
that manner. Ha, there is something which is fit to be
said. Even after killing the wife of Sunda, the demon,
whose fame cannot be surpassed, is great in the world.
In the battle with the demon Khara, the three steps
towards the back without turning his face and the
expertise he showed during the killing of BŒl¶ are also
known to the people of the world.

Chandraketu : Oh! the violator of the rulers of propriety in blaming
father, you are showing too much boldness.

Lava : He is now frowing at me.
Sumantra : Their anger is inflaming.
Stop to Consider :

The fourth Act has been introduced with a scene in a lighter
vein. The scene is presented in the hermitage of VŒlm¶ki. the
incidents found in the fourth Act are found to have occurred just
after the happenings of the incidents of the third Act. The
Vi¦kambhaka of this Act declares about the recent arrival of
Va¦istha, Arundhat¶ and the mothers of RŒma to VŒlm¶ki’s
hermitage. The incidents of the fifth Act have followed the
occurrances narrated in the fourth Act. So, no prelude is found in
the fifth Act.

4.5 Selected portion of text and translation - Act VI

(ÌÌÑ ÂýçßàæçÌ ÚUæ×ô ÜßÑ Âý‡æÌÿæ‹¼ý·ð¤Ìép)

çÎÙ·¤ÚU·é¤Ü¿‹Î ¿‹¼ý·ð¤Ìô

âÚUÖâ×ðçãU ²É¢U ÂçÚUŽßÁSßÐ

ÌéçãUÙæàæ·¤ÜàæèÌÜñSÌæßæXïðUÑ
àæ×ØéÂØæÌé ××æçÂ ç¿žæÎæãUÑH8H

(©UˆÍæŒØ âdðãUæ�¢ ÂçÚUcß…ØÐ) ¥çÂ Ùæ× ·é¤àæÜ¢ Ìß çÎÃØæSßÏÚU-ÎðãUSØÐ
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¿‹¼ý·ð¤Ìé Ñ ·é¤àæÜ×ˆØjéÌç·ý¤ØSØ çÂýØÎàæüÙSØ âßSØ ÜæÖæ-�ØéÎØðÙÐ Ìçm™ææÂØæç×

×æç×ß çßàæôá‡æ ßæ ×žæÑ çF‚ÏðÙ ¿ÿæéáæ ÂàØéˆß×é¢ ×ãUæßèÚUÂý·¤æ‡Ç¢U

ÌæÌÑÐ
ÚUæ× Ñ (Üß¢ çÙM¤ŒØÐ) çÎCïU¿æ ¥çÌ»�×èÚðU×ÏéÚU·¤ËØæ‡æ·ë¤çÌÚUØ¢ ßØSØô

ßˆâSØÐ

˜ææÌé¢ Üô·¤æçÙß ÂçÚU‡æÌÑ ·¤æØßæÙSßßðÎÑ
ÿææ˜æô Ï×üÑ çŸæÌ §ß ÌÙé¢ Õýræï·¤ôáüSØ »é#ñÐ

âæ×‰ØæüÙæç×ß â×éÎØÑ â¢¿Øô ßæ »é‡ææÁæ-
×æçßÖéØü çSÍÌ §ß Á»ˆÂé‡ØçÙ×æü‡æÚUæçàæÑH9H

Üß Ñ (Sßæ»Ì×÷Ð) ¥ãUô Âé‡ØæÙéÖæßÎàæüÙôùØ¢ ×ãUæÂéM¤áÑÐ

¥æEæâFðãUÖQ¤èÙæ×ð·¤×æÜ�ÕÙ¢ ×ãUÌ÷Ð
Âý·ë¤CïUSØðß Ï×üSØ ÂýâæÎô ÖêçÌüâ¢¿ÚUÑH10H

¥æpØü×÷Ð

çßÚUôÏô çßŸææ‹ÌÑ ÂýâÚUçÌ ÚUâô çÙßëüçÌÏÙ-

SÌÎõhˆØ¢ P¤æçÂ ßýÁçÌ çßÙØÑ ÂýuïUØçÌ ×æ×÷Ð
ÛææçÅUˆØçS×‹ãUCïðU ç·¤×çÂ ÂÚUßæÙçS× ØçÎ ßæ

×ãUæÏüSÌæüÍæüÙæç×ß çãU ×ãUÌæ¢ ·¤ôùŒØçÌàæØÑH11H

ÚUæ× Ñ Ìçˆ·¤×Ø×ð·¤ÂÎ °ß ×ð ÎéÑ¹çßŸææ×¢ ÎÎæˆØéÂFðãUØçÌ ¿ ·é¤ÌôùçÂ

çÙç×žææÎ‹ÌÚU æˆ×æÙ×÷Ð ¥Í ßæ Fðã Up çÙç×žæâÃØÂðÿæp §çÌ

çßÂýçÌçÕh×ðÌÌ÷Ð

ÃØç#áÁçÌ ×ÎæÍüÙæ‹ÌÚUÑ ·¤ôùçÂ ãðUÌé-

Ù¢ ¹Üé ÕçãUL¤ÂæÏè‹ÂýèÌØÑ â¢ŸæØ‹ÌðÐ
çß·¤âçÌ çãU ÂÌXïUSØôÎØð Âé‡ÇUçÚU·¢¤

¼ýßçÌ ¿ çãU×ÚUà×æßé¼ýÌð ¿‹¼ý·¤æ‹ÌÑH

Üß Ñ ¿‹¼ý·ð¤Ìô ·¤ °ÌðÐ

¿‹¼ý·ð¤Ìé Ñ çÂýØßØSØ ÙÙé ÌæÌÂæÎõÑÐ

Üß Ñ ××æçÂ ÌçãüU Ï×üÌSÌÍñß ØÌÑ çÂýØßØSØ §çÌ ÖßÌôQ¤×÷Ð ç·¢¤ Ìé ¿ˆßæÚUÑ

¹Üé ÖßÌæ×ðß¢ÃØÂÎðàæÖæç»ÙSÌ˜æÖß‹Ìð ÚUæ×æØ‡æ·¤ÍæÂéM¤áæÑÐ Ìçmàæðá¢
ÕýêçãUÐ

¿‹¼ý·ð¤Ìé Ñ ÙÙé …ØðDïUÌæÌÂæÎæ §ˆØßðçãUÐ

Üß Ñ (âôuïUæâ×÷Ð) ·¤Í¢ ÚUƒæéÙæÍ °ßÐ çÎCïU¿æ âéÂýÖæÌ×l ØÎØ¢ Îðßô ²CïUÑÐ

(âçßÙØ·¤õÌé·¢¤ çÙßü‡ØüÐ) ÌæÌ Âýæ¿ðÌæâæ‹Ìðßæâè Üßôùç×ßæÎØÌðÐ

ÚUæ× Ñ ¥æØéc×æÙ÷ °sïôçãUÐ (§çÌ âFðÚU×æçÜXïUÍÐ) ¥çØ ßˆâ ·ë¤Ì¢

·ë¤Ì×çÌçßÙØðÙÐ ¥Ìð·¤ßæÚU×ÂçÚUŸÜÍ¢ ÂçÚUcßÁSØ ×æ×÷Ð
ÂçÚU‡æÌ·¤ÆUôÚUÂéc·¤ÚU»Öü‘ÀUÎÂèÙ×âë‡æâé·é¤×æÚUÑÐ

Ù‹ÎØçÌ ¿‹¼¿‹ÎÙçÙcØ‹ÎÁÇUSÌß SÂàæüÑH13H

Üß Ñ (Sß»Ì×÷Ð) §ü²àæô ×æ¢ Âý̂ Ø×èáæ×·¤æÚU‡æFðãUÑÐ ×Øæ ÂéÚðU�Ø °ßæçÖ¼ýéð‚ƒæ×ÛæðÙ

ØÎæØéÏÂçÚU»ýã¢U ØæßÎŠØôM¤ÉUô ÎéØôü»ÑÐ (Âý·¤æàæ×÷Ð) ×ëcØç‹ˆßÎæÙè́ ÜßSØ

ÕæçÜàææÌæ¢ ÌæÌÂæÎæÑÐ
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ÚUæ× Ñ ç·¤×ÂÚUæh¢ ßˆâðÙÐ

¿‹¼ý·ð¤Ìé Ñ ¥EæÙéØæç˜æ·ð¤�ØSÌæÌÂýÌæÂæçßc·¤ÚU‡æ×éÂŸæéˆØ ßèÚUæçØÌ×ÙðÙÐ

ÚUæ× Ñ Ù‹ßØ×Ü¢·¤æÚUÑ ÿæ˜æSØÐ
Ù ÌðÁSÕðÁSßè ÂýâëÌ×ÂÚðUáæ¢ çßáãUÌð
â ÌSØ Sßô ÖæßÑ Âý·ë¤çÌçÙØÌˆßæÎ·ë¤Ì·¤ÑÐ
×Øê¹ñÚUŸææ‹Ì¢ ÌÂçÌ ØçÎ Îðßè çÎÙ·¤ÚUÑ
ç·¤×æ»ýðØô »ýæßæ çÙ·ë¤Ì §ß ÌðÁæ¢çâ ß×çÌH14H

¿‹¼ý·ð¤Ìé Ñ ¥×áôüùŒØSØñß àæô×Ìð ×ãUæßæüÚUSØÐ ÂàØ‹Ìé çãU ÌæÌÂæÎæÑ çÂýØßØSÂçÙØéüQ¤
Áë�Ö·¤æ�æçÙc·¤�ÂâçÌç�ÖÌæçÙ âßüÌÑ âñ‹ØæçÙÐ

ÚUæ× Ñ (çßÜô€ØÐ) ßˆâ Üß â¢ çã ê UØÌ�×÷Ð ˆß×çÂ ¿‹¼ ý· ¤ æ ¢Ìô
çÙÃØæüÂæÚUçßÜÿæÌæçÙ âæ‹ˆßØ ÕÜæçÙÐ

Üß Ñ ØÍæ™ææÂØçÌ ÌæÌÑÐ (§çÌ Âýç‡æÏæÙ¢ ÙæÅUØçÌÐ)
¿‹¼ý·ð¤Ìé Ñ ØÍæçÎCïðU×÷Ð (§çÌ çÙc·¤æ‹ÌÑÐ)
Üß Ñ ÌæÌ Âýàææ‹Ì×Sß×÷Ð
ÚUæ× Ñ ßˆâ âÚUãUSØÂýØô»æâ¢ãUèÚUæ‡Ø�æ‡Øæ�ÙæØßç‹ÌÐ

ÕýæræïæÎØô ÕýræïæçãUÌæØ ÌŒˆßßæ
ÂÚUÑâãU�õÑ àæÚUÎSÌÂæ¢çâÐ
°Ìæ‹ØÂàØ‹»éÚUßÑ ÂéÚUæ‡ææÑÐ
Sßæ‹Øðß ÌðÁæ¢çâ ÌÂô×ØæçÙH15H

¥ÍñÌæ×�×‹˜æôÂçÙáÎ¢ Ö»ßæ‹·ë¤àææpÑ ÂÚUÑâãU�â¢ßðSÌÚUæ‹ÌðßæçâÙð ·¤õçàæ·¤æØ Âýôßæ¿Ð
â Ìé Ö»ßæ‹×uïUç×ˆØðá »éM¤ÂêÂæüÙé·¤×Ñ ·é¤×æÚUSØ ·éü¤ÌÑ â¢ÂýÎæØ §çÌ Âë‘ÀUæç×Ð
Üß Ñ SßÌÑÂý·¤æàææ‹Øæ€ØôÚU�æç‡æÐ
ÚUæ× Ñ (çßç¿‹ˆØÐ) ç·¢¤ Ù â¢×æÃØÌðÐ Âý·ë¤CïUÂé‡ØüÂçÚUÂæ·¤ô ÂæÎæÙÑ ·¤ôùçÂ ×çãU×æ

SØæÌ÷Ð çmß¿Ù¢ Ìé ·¤Í×÷Ð
Üß Ñ ÖýæÌÚUæßæßæ¢ Ø×õÐ
ÚUæ× Ñ â ÌçãüU çmÌèØÑ ·¤ÑÐ
Üß Ñ ¥Ø×âõ ×× …ØæØæÙæØüÑ ·é¤àæô Ùæ× ÖÚUæÌæŸæ×æˆÂýçÌ-çÙßëžæÑÐ
ÚUæ× Ñ (â·¤ôÌé·¤×÷Ð) ßˆâ §Ì °ßæuïUØñÌ×æØéc×‹Ì×Ð
Üß Ñ °ß×÷Ð (§çÌ ÂçÚU·ý¤æ×çÌÐ)

(Then enter RŒma, Lava and Chandraketu with bowed head)
RŒma : (getting down from the Pu¦paka).

Chandraketu, the moon of the solar dynasty, come
quickly and offer me a close embrace. Let the fire that
burns my mind be put out by the limbs of you which
are as cold as the flakes of snow. (8)
(raising him and embracing with tears of love) Are you,
the holder of divine weapon, well?

Chandraketu : I am well as fortunately I have obtained a friend
who is a wonderful performer and of lovely
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appearance. So, I request that as father has affection
for me, equal affection or more than that should be
shown to this brave warrior.

RŒma : (observing Lava) - Fortunately, this friend of my dear
Chandraketu is very serene, lovely and of auspicious
look.
For the protection of the people, as if the science of
archery has appeared in the bodily form or to protect
the treasure of Vedic observances as if the duties of the
K¦atriyas have manifested if seems to be manifestation
of all powers or as if the storehouse of qualities, as if
the meritorious deeds of the world are found in bodily
form.(9)

Lava : (to himself) Oh! the look of this great man is majestic
and pure.
(He is) the only resort of trust, love and devotion and
the embodiment of supreme dharma. (10)
Very strange! As I see him, enmity becomes ceased, a
feeling has spread which is full of pleasure, arrogance
has gone somewhere, the modesty has made me
humble, why it is that I have been won by him or, there
remains some in describable quality of a great man like
the holy places. (11)

RŒma : Or what, this boy has relieved my pain, or for some
mysterious reasons he has filled my inward soul with
love? Or, ‘love seeks some outward reasons is a
contradictory assertion.
The things are related by some unknown and internal
cause. Love does not alone take the shelter of the
outward cause, as the lotus blooms when the sun rises
and the moonstone melts at the rising of the moon.
(12)

Lava : Chandraketu, who is this?
Chandraketu : Good friend, he is my revered father.
Lava : So, on the basis of law of relationship he is the father

of me also as you have addressed me as loving friend.
But the main four characters of RŒmŒyaÄa are related
to you with similar mode of address. So, you say the
relation specifically.
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Chandraketu : This is my eldest father.
Lava : (with very much joy) – What! Is he RagunŒtha?

Fortunately, this dawn is very auspicious for me today
as I have seen this great man (with modesty, observing)
Father, the student of the revered sage VŒlm¶ki salutes
you.

RŒma : Long lived, come, come, Oh child! There is no need of
much modesty. Embrace me closely again and again.
The touch of you, fleshy, soft and tender like the inner
leaf of a fully blossomed lotus and also cool like the
nectar extrancted from moonlight or sandal juice,
pleased me. (13)

Lava : (to himself) He has love for me without any cause and
by me, an ignorent, weapon has been raised to show
enmity. (Aloud) Revered father, forgive, the fault of
Lava.

RŒma : What mistake has been made by my child?
Chandraketu : Hearing about the might of you from the keepers

of this horse, he show his heroism.
RŒma : Certainly he is the ornament for the Ksatriya.

A mighty person never tolerates the valour of other
shown to him. It is the natural habit of him which is
inherent. If the sun god blazes by its own rays then
why does fire crystal manifest its rays as if fires being
humiliated. (14)

Chandraketu : Intolerance of the hero also is a source of this
charmness. See, revered father, this loving friend has
made the armies motionless and paralysed emoplying
the missile called J¾mbhaka.

RŒma : (observing) Son, withdraw the missile and you too.
Chandrakety, you console the armies who are ashamed
fo for being motionless.

Lava : As my revered father commands. (Lava remains in
meditation).

Chandraketu : As your honour commands. (exit)
Lava : Father, weapon becomes calm fully.
RŒma : The missile has mystic charms as their employment as

well as withdrawal and their knowledge can be
obtained by traditional instruction.
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The primeval teachers like Brahma obtained this
powerful weapon after their great penance for more

than thousand of years to protect the BrŒhmaÄas. (15)

The mystic knowledge of this J¾mbhaka missile was

offered by revered K¾ÜŒÜva to his student the great sage

KauÜika who had been his disciple for thousands of

years, and the offered to me. This is the order of

transmission of these weapons. I want to ask, from

which teacher my boy has obtained this weapon?

Lava : The weapons revealed themselves to both of us

automatically.

RŒma : (thinking) – What can not be possible! There must be

some great meritorious deed. But why have you said

in dual number?

Lava : We both are twin brothers.

RŒma : Then where is that other brother?

.............................................................................

.............................................................................

Lava : This is my elder brother, noble KuÜa who has come

back from the penance grove of Bharata.

RŒma : (with curiously) – Child, call that long lived one, here.

Lava : What you command. (Went away).

SAQ :
1. Write briefly the conversation held among Chandraketu,

Sumanta and Lava.

........................................................................................

........................................................................................

2. What were the expression of the feelings of RŒma and Lava

when both of them saw each other?

........................................................................................

........................................................................................

3. Write the order of transmission of J¾mbhaka missile.

........................................................................................

........................................................................................
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Check Your Progress
1. Who is Sumanta?
2. Who was the killer of the demon Khara?
3. How did Lava obtain the J¾mbaka missile?

4.6 Selected portion of text and tranlation - Act VII

(ÌÌÑ ÂýçßàæˆØL¤‹ÏÌè âèÌæ ¿Ð)

¥L¤‹ÏÌè Ñ ÌSß ßˆâð ßñÎèçãU ×é@ àææÜèÙàæèÜÌæ×÷Ð

°çãU ÁèßØ ×ð ßˆâ¢ çÂýØSÂàæðüÙ Âæç‡æÙæH18H

âèÌæ Ñ (ââ¢Öý×¢ SÂëàæ‹ÌèÐ) â×æpçâÌé â×æpçâˆßæØüÂé˜æÑÐ (·¤)

ÚUæ× Ñ (â×æpSØ âæÙ‹Î×÷Ð) ÖôÑ ç·¤×ðÌÌ÷Ð (²CïUæ âãUáæþhÌ×÷Ð) ·¤Í¢ ÎðßèÐ

(âÜ”ææ× ÷Ð) ¥Ø ð  ¥�Õæ × ðùL ¤ ‹ÏÌè âßð ü  ¿ Â ýã U cØ‹Ì

«¤cØoëXïUàææ‹ÌæÎØôùS×Îé¹ÑÐ

¥L¤‹ÏÌè Ñ ßˆâ °ðáæ Ö»ßÌè Ö»èÚUÍ»ëãUÎðßÌæ âéÂýâ˜ææ »XïUæÐ

(ÙðÂ‰ØðÐ)

Á»ˆÂÌð ÚUæ×¿‹¼ýS×ÍüÌæ×æÜð�ØÎàæüÙð ×æ¢ ÂýˆØæˆ×Ùô ß¿Ù¢ ØÍæ-âæ ̂ ×ß-

�˜æ FéáæØæ×M¤‹ÏÌèß âèÌæØæ¢ çàæßæÙéŠØæÙÂæÚU ÖßðçÌ ÌžææÙë‡ææçS× Áæ¡ÌæÐ

¥L¤‹ÏÌè Ñ §Ø¢ Ìð EŸæêÖü»ßÌè ßâé¢ÏÚUæÐ

(ÂéÙÙð´Â‰ØðÐ)

©UQ¤×æâèÎæØéŒØÌæ ßˆâæØæÑ ÂçÚUˆØæ»ð ØÍæ Ö»ßçÌ ßâé¢ÏÚðU ŸÜæŠØæ¢

ÎéçãUÌÚU×ßðÿæSß ÁæÙ·¤èç×çÌÐ ÌÎÏéÙæ ·ë¤Ìß¿ÙæçS× ÂýÖôßüˆâSØôçÌÐ

ÚUæ× Ñ ·¤Í¢ ·ë¤Ì×ãUæÂÚUæÏô Ö»ßÌè�Øæ×Ùé·¤ç�ÂÌÑÐ Âý‡æ×æç×ßÑÐ

¥L¤‹ÏÌè Ñ Öô ÖôÑ ÂõÚUÁæÙÂÎæÑ §Ø×ÏéÙæ Ö»ßÌè�Øæ ÁæuïUèßâé¢ÏÚUæ�Øæ×ðß¢ ÂýàæSØ×æÙæ

××æM¤‹ÏÎˆØæÑ â×çÂüÌæ Âéßü ¿ Ö»ßÌæ ßñpæÙÚðU‡æ çÙ‡ææüÌÂé‡Ø¿æçÚU˜ææ

âÕýãU·ñ¤p ÎðßñÑ â¢SÌéÌæ âæçß˜æ·é¤ÜßÏêÎðüß-ØÁÙâ¢Ößæ âèÌæÎðßè

ÂçÚU»ýëræïÌæç×çÌ ¹Íç×ãU Öß‹Ìô ×‹Ø‹ÌðÐ

Üÿ×‡æ Ñ ¥æØü °ß×æØôùL¤‹ÏˆØæ çÙÖüçˆâüÌæÑ ÂõÚUÁæÙÂÎæÑ ·ë¤ˆSÙp ÖêÌ»ýæ× ¥æØõ

Ù×S·é¤ßüç‹ÌÐ Üô·¤ÂæÜæÑ â#áØüp ÂécÂßëçCïU-çÖL¤ÂçÌDïU‹ÌðÐ

¥L¤‹ÏÌè Ñ Á»ˆÂÌð ÚUæ×¿‹¼ýÐ

çÙØôÁØ ØÍæÏ×ü çÂýØæ¢ ˆß¢ Ï×ü¿æçÚU‡æè×÷Ð
çãUÚU‡×ÄØæÑ ÂýçÌ·ë¤ÌðÑ Âé‡Øæ¢ Âý·ë¤çÌ×ŠßÚðUH21H

âèÌæ Ñ (Sß»Ì×÷Ð) ÁæÙæˆØæØéüÂé˜æÑ âèÌæØæ ÎéÑ¹ ÂçÚU×æCïäü U×÷Ð (·¤)

ÚUæ× Ñ ØÍæ Ö»ßˆØæçÎàæçÌÐ

Üÿ×‡æ Ñ ·ë¤ÌæÍôüùçS×Ð

âèÌæ Ñ ÂýˆØé”æèßÌæùçS×Ð (¹)

ØÍæ ßçâDïUæçXïUÚUâæßëçáÑ Âýæ¿ðÌâSÌÍæÐ
ÁÙ·¤æÙæ¢ ÚUƒæêÙæ¢ ¿ ß¢àæØôL¤ÖØô»éüL¤ÑH

ÚUæ× Ñ âéçßç¿ç‹ÌÌ¢ Ö»ßˆØæÐ
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Üÿ×‡æ Ñ ¥æØü âˆØ¢ çß™ææÂØæç× ÌñSÌñL¤ÂæØðßˆâõ ·é¤àæÜßæßéˆÂýôÿæðÐ

°Ìõ çãU Á‹×çâhæ�õ Âýæ#ÂýÐ ¿ðÌâæßéÖõÐ
¥æØüÌéËØæ·ë¤Ìè ßèÚUõ ßØâæ mæÎàææçŽÎ·¤õH15H

ÚUæ× Ñ ßˆâ §ˆØðßæã¢U ÂçÚUŒÜß×æÙNUÎØÑ Âý×é‚ÏôùçS×Ð

ÂëçÍßè Ñ °çãU ßˆâ Âçß˜æè·é¤M¤ ÚUâæÌÜ×÷Ð

ÚUæ× Ñ ãUæ çÂýØð Üô·¤æÙæÚ¢U »ÌæçâÐ

âèÌæ Ñ ÙØÌ é  ×æ×æˆ×ÙôùX ï ð Uá é  çßâ×�ÕæÐ Ù àæQ¤ æùS×è²àæ ¢

ÁèßÜô·¤ÂçÚUßÌü×ÙéÖçßÌé×÷Ð (·¤)

ÚUæ× Ñ ç·¤×žæÚ¢U SØæÌ÷Ð

ÂëçÍßè Ñ ×ç˜æØô»ÌÑ SÌ‹ØˆØæ»¢ ØæßˆÂé˜æØôÚUßðÿæSØÐ ÂÚðU‡æ Ìé ØÍæ Ìð ÚUôç¿cØÌðÐ

Öæ»è Ñ °ß¢ ÌæßÌ÷Ð

(§çÌ çÙc·¤æ‹Ìð ÎðÃØõ âèÌæ ¿Ð)

ÚUæ× Ñ ·¤Í¢ çßÜØ °ß ßñÎðsïæ â¢Â˜æÑÐ ãUæ Îðçß Î‡ÇUæ·¤æÚU-‡ØßæâçÂýØâç¹ ãUæ

¿æçÚU˜æÎðßÌ Üô·¤æ‹ÌÚ¢U ÂØüßçSÍÌæçâÐ

(§çÌ ×ê‘ÀüUÌðÐ)

Üÿ×‡æ Ñ Ö»ß‹ßæË×è·ð¤ ÂçÚU˜ææØSß ÂçÚU˜ææØSßÐ °á Ùð ·¤æÃØæÍüÑÐ

(ÙðÂ‰Øð)

¥ÂÙèØÌæ×æÌôsï×÷Ð Öô ÖôÑ âÁXïU×SÍæßÚUæÑ Âýæ‡æÖëÌô ×ˆØæü×ˆØæüÑ

ÂàØÌðÎæÙè ×ãUçáü‡ææ Ö»ßÌæ ßæË×èç·¤Ùæù�ØéÙé™ææÌ¢ Âçß˜æ×æpØü×÷Ð

Üÿ×‡æ Ñ (çßÜô€ØÐ)

×‹ÍæçÎß ÿæé�ØçÌ »æXïU×�Öô
ÃØæ#¢ ¿ ÎðßçáüçÖÂ‹ÌçÚUÿæ×÷Ð
¥æpØü×æØæü âãU ÎðßÌæ�Øæ¢
»XïUæ×ãUè�Øæ¢ âçÜÜÎéÎôçÌH16H (ÂéÙÙðüÂ‰ØðÐ)

¥L¤‹ÏçÌ Á»m‹lð »XïUæÂë‰ÃØõ Áéá¡Sß ÙõÐ
¥çÂüÌðØ¢ Ìßæßæ�Øæ¢ âèÌæ Âé‡ØßýÌæ ÕÏéÑH17H

Üÿ×‡æ Ñ ¥æØðü °á çÙÜü”æô Üÿ×‡æÑ Âý‡æ×çÌÐ

âèÌæ Ñ ßˆâ §ü²àææSˆß¢ ç¿Ú¢U ÁèßÐ (·¤)

¥L¤‹ÏÌè Ñ Ö»ß‹ßæË×è·ð¤ ©UÂÙèØðÌæç××õ âèÌæ»Öüâ¢Ößõ ÚUæ×Ö¼ýSØ Âé˜æ·¤õ

·é¤àæÜßõÐ (§çÌ çÙc·¤æ‹Ìæ)

âæ×Üÿ×‡æõ Ñ çÎCï÷UØæ ÌÍñßñÌÌ÷Ð

âèÌæ Ñ (âßæcÂ·é¤ÜæÐ) ·é¤˜æ ×× Âé˜æ·¤õÐ (¹)

(ÌÌÑ ÂýçßàæçÌ ßæË×èç·¤Ñ ·é¤àæÜßõ ¿Ð)

ßæË×èç·¤ Ñ ßˆâõ ·é¤àæÜßõ °á ßæ¢ ÚUƒæéÂçÌÑ çÂÌæ °á Üÿ×‡æÑ ·¤çÙDïUÌæÌÑÐ °áæ

âèÌæ ÁÙÙèÐ °á ÚUæÁèáüÁüÙ·¤ô ×æÌæ×ãUÑÐ

âèÌæ Ñ (âãUá·¤L¤‡ææhéÌ¢ çßÜô€ØÐ) ·¤Í¢ ÌæÌÑÐ (»)

·é¤àæÜßõ Ñ ãUæ ÌæÌ ãUæ ¥�ß ãUæ ×æÌæ×ãUÐ

ÚUæ×Üÿ×‡æõ Ñ (âãUáü×æçÜXïK) ÙÙé ßˆâõ Âé‡ØñÑ Âýæ#õ SÍÑÐ
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âèÌæ Ñ °çãU ÁæÌ ·é¤àæ °çãU ÁæÌ Üß ç¿ÚUSØ ÂçÚUcßÁðÍæ¢ ×æ¢ ÂéÙÁü‹×æ‹ÌÚU»Ìæ¢

ÁÙÙè×÷Ð (ƒæ)

·é¤àæÜßõ Ñ (ÌÍæ ·ë¤ˆßæÐ) ƒæ‹Øõ SßÑÐ

âèÌæ Ñ Ö»ßÙ÷ °áæã¢U Âý‡ææ×æç×Ð (¾U)

ßæË×èç·¤ Ñ ßˆâð §ü²àØðß ç¿Ú¢U ÖêØæÑÐ

âèÌæ Ñ ¥�ãUãñU ÌæÌÑ ·é¤Ü»éM¤ÚUæØæüÁÙÑ âÖÌü·¤æ ¿æØæü àææ‹ÌÎðßè âÜÿ×‡ææÑ

âéÂýâßæ ¥æØüÂé˜æ¿ÚU‡ææÑ â×ü ·é¤àæÜßæßçÂ ²àØ‹Ìð Ìç˜æÖüÚUæS�ØæÙ‹ÎðÙÐ

(·¤)

(ÙðÂ‰Øð ·¤Ü·¤ÜÑ)

ßæË×èç·¤ Ñ (©UˆÍæØæßÜô€Ø ¿Ð) ©Uˆ¹æÌÜß‡æô ×ÏéÚðUEÚU) Âýæ#Ð

Üÿ×‡æ Ñ âæÙéáXïUæç‡æ ·¤ËØæ‡ææçÙÐ

ÚUæ× Ñ âßüç×Î×ÙéÖß˜æçÂ Ù ÂýˆØðç×Ð Ømæ Âý·ë¤çÌçÚUØ×�ØéÎØæÙæ×÷Ð

ßæË×èç·¤ Ñ ÚUæ×Ö¼ý ©U‘ØÌæ¢ ç·¢¤ Ìð ÖêØÑ çÂýØ×éÂ·¤ÚUôç×Ð

ÚUæ× Ñ ¥ÌÑ ÂÚU×çÂ çÂýØ×çSÌÐ ÌÍæùÂèÎ×SÌé -

Âæ�Â�Øp ÂéÙæçÙ ßÏüØçÌ ¿ ŸæØæ¢çâ âðØ¢ ·¤Íæ

×XïUËØæ ¿ ×ÙôãUÚUæ ¿ Á»Ìô ×æÌðß »XïðUß ¿Ð

Ìæ×ðÌæ¢ ÂçÚUÖæßØ‹ˆßçÖÙØñçßü‹ØSÌM¤Âæ¢ ÕéÏæ¢Ñ

àæŽÎÕýræïçßÎÑ ·¤ßðÑ ÂçÚU‡æÌæ¢ Âý™æSØ ßæ‡æèç××æ×÷H20H

(There enter Arundhati and S¶tŒ)
Arundhati :Oh, Child S¶tŒ! hurry up, leave your shyness. Come,

with the pleasing touch of your hands, bring my child
to life. (18).

S¶tŒ: (touching him with fear) – be comfortable my Lord! be
comfortable.

RŒma : (regaining his, sense, with pleasure). Oh what is this
seeing with pleasure and surprize) Oh, the queen!
(being ashamed) oh; mother Arundhati and all my
elders–R¦yaÜ¾Æga, ÝŒntŒ and others are here with
delight.

Arundhati :Son, the divine Goddess Ganga the tutelary goddess
of Bhag¶ratha’s house has been pleased very much.
(behind the curtain)
Oh, RŒmachandra, the lord of the world, recall your
words said to me during the enjoyment of paitings –
Oh mother, be devoted to the well-being of S¶tŒ like
Arundhati. Now my responsibility has been fulfilled.

Arundhati : Here is revered Earth, your mother-in-law.
(behind the curtain, again)
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During the abandonment of my child S¶tŒ, you, the long
lived one had told me – Revered earth, you take care
of your noble child, JŒnak¶. Now I have fulfilled your
request.

RŒma : How, your kindness still favours me, though I am guilty.
I bow to thee.

Arundhati: Oh, the citizens and villagers, this is JŒnak¶ who has
been appreciated by the earth and the Ganges, whose
purity has been determined by Lord Agni at first, who
has been eulogised by all gods along with BrahmŒ who
is the daughter-in-law of solare dynasty and born of
the sacrificial ground; offered to me, Arundhati. What
is the opinion of all of you in regard to accepting her?

Lak¦maÄa: Noble Sir! Being insulted by Arundhati, the citizens and
villagers and all the creatures salute honourable S¶tŒ.
The guardians of the world and seven stars are
worshipping her with the shower of flowers.

Arundhati: Oh, Rama, the lord of the world! you appoint beloved
S¶tŒ, the original of the golden idol and performer of
religious activities, in sacrifice, according to dharma.
(19)

S¶tŒ : (to herself). What! My lord can remove the sorrow of
S¶tŒ?

RŒma : As the revered goddess commands.
Lak¦maÄa: I have been favoured.
S¶tŒ : I have been reborn.
Lak¦maÄa: Revered lady, this shameless Lak¦maÄa salutes you.
S¶tŒ : Child, you live long, like this.
Arundhati: Lord VŒlm¶ki, bring Land and KuÜa the sons of RŒma,

born of S¶tŒ.
RŒma and Lak¦maÄa : Fortunately this thing is as per our thining.
S¶tŒ : (With eyes full of tears) Where are these two lovely

boys?
(Then enter VŒlm¶ki with KuÜa and Lava)

VŒlm¶ki : Child, Lava and KuÜa, this is RŒma the father of both of
you. This is your uncle Lak¦maÄa. This is your mother
S¶tŒ. This king Janaka is your grandfather.

S¶tŒ : (Noticing with pleasure, sorrow and wonder) what,
father!

both children : Oh father, oh mother, of grand father.
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RŒma and Lak¦maÄa : (embracing them with pleasure) Oh, sons,
you have been obtained by merits.

S¶tŒ : Come my child KuÜa, come my child Lava! You
embrance me who have got another exitence.

KuÜa and Lava : (doing in that way) - both of us have been
favoured.

S¶tŒ : Oh God! This is I salute you.
VŒlm¶ki : Daughter! May you be in this state for long.
(behind the curtain)
VŒlm¶ki : The ruler of Mathura also has come killing the demon

called Lavana.
Lak¦maÄa: The auspicious things come one after another.
RŒma : Though I am enjoying, it is unbelievable for me. Or, it

is the nature of good fortune.
VŒlm¶ki : RŒma, say what more pleasing is to be given to you.
RŒma : Can anything more delightful be wished? Then also this

is to be done.

This story o the RŒmŒyaÄa whichis for the welfare of the world
and chrming just like mother, and the Ganges which purifies the
world removing the sins and increases merits. Let the wise criticise
this story which is known to the world and given the form of drama,
by the wise poet who is the perceiver of Ýabda-brahma. (all have
departed)

Stop to Consider
The vicinity of VŒlm¶ki’s hermitage is the very place of

occurrances of the incedent of the sixth Act. The incidents depicted
in this Act follow the incidents narated in the fifth Act. According
to the rules of dramature a fight should not be represented on the
state. So, in this Act through a dialogue between a pair of celestial
beings andience is informed about the progress of the battle. The
incidents narrated in the seventh Act have occurred just after those
in the sixth Act. Here, a drama within a drama has been presented.
The very purpose of this device was to make the subjects convinced
regarding the chastity of S¶tŒ. The Act is finished with the happy
reunion of RŒma, S¶tŒ and their two sons KuÜa and Lava.
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4.7 Selected verses with translations - Act IV - Act VII
Verse No.
4.6 ¥æâèçÎØ¢ ÎàæÚUÍSØ »ëãðU ØÍæ ŸæèÑ

ŸæèÚðUß ßæ ç·¤×éÂæÙÂÎðÙ âñáæÐ

·¤Cï¢U ÕÌæ‹ØçÎß ÎñßßàæðÙ ÁæÌæ-

- ÎéÑ¹æˆ×·¢¤ ç·¤×çÂ ÖêÌ×ãUô çßÂæ·¤ÑH

Trans : She was the goddess of the fortune in the fouse of
DaÜaratha, What is the necessity of the word for comparision. Oh!
It is very painful that she becomes like some other creature. A very
surprizing change happens.
4.15 ¥æçßÖêüÌ…ØôçÌáæ¢ Õýæræï‡ææÙæ¢

Øð ÃØæãUæÚUæSÌðáé ×æ â¢àæØôùÖêÌ÷Ð

Ö¼ýæ ãðUáæ¢ ßæç¿ Üÿ×èçÙüáQ¤æ

ÙñÙ ßæ¿¢ çßŒÜéÌæÍæZ ßÎç‹ÌH

Trans : One should not have doubt upon words of those
BrŒhmaÄas inside whom the light og BrŒhmaÄ manifests. As upon
the tongue of them the auspicious success resides, they never tell
a lie.
4.26 Â@æˆÂé‘À¢U ßãUçÌ çßÂéÜ¢ Ì“æ ÏéÙôˆØÁd¢

ÎèƒæüÂýèßÑ â ÖßçÌ ¹éÚUæSÌSØ ¿ˆßæÚU °ßÐ

àæcÂæÃØçÌ Âýç·¤ÚUçÌ àæé·ë¤çˆØ‡ÇU·¤æÙæ�Âæ×æ˜ææ-

ç‹·¢¤ ßæùù�ØæÌñßýüÁçÌ â ÂéÙÎêüÚU×ðsïðçãU Øæ×ÑH

Trans : It is having a tail in its back, and moves it all the time. It
has a long neck. It has four hooves. It takes grass and like mangoos
it.
What is the use o more explanations. It is going a far, come, come.
We are going (to see that).
4.27 ¥Ø×EÑ ÂÌæ·ð¤Ø×Í ßæ ßèÚUÏôá‡ææÐ

Ì#Üô·ñ¤·¤ÌèÚUSØ Îàæ·¤‡ÆU·é¤ÜçmáÑH

Trans : This horse is the only warrior of the seven lokas and the
flag of victory for the enemy o the dynasty of RŒvaÄa or declaration
of the menifestation of heroism.
5.4 ¥ÌçàæçØÌâéÚUæâéÚUÂýÖæß¢

çàæàæé×ßÜô€Ø ÌÍñß ÌéËØM¤Â×÷Ð

·é¤çàæ·¤âêÌ×¹çmáæ¢ Âý×æÍð

ÏëÌÏÙéá¢ ÚUƒæéÙ‹ÎÙ¢ S×ÚUæç×H
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Trans : Seeing this boy who I remember RŒma who is holding
thek boy for killing the demons, destroyer o the sacrificer of VisvŒ,
after seeing this boy who surpasses the power of gods and demons
and who is like him.
5.15 ·ë¤àææEÌÙØæ ãUØðÌð ·ë¤àææEˆ·¤õçàæ·¢¤ »ÙæÑÐ

¥Í Ìˆâ�ÂýÎæØðÙ ÚUæ×Ö¼ýð çSÍÌæ ¥çÂH

Trans : These (J¾mbhaka weapons) were the off springs of the
ascetic K¾ÜŒsva. From the sage K¾ÜŒsva the son of KuÜika obtained
this. Then by the advice of ViÜŒmitra it remained with RŒma.
5.16 ØÎë‘ÀUæâ¢ßæÎÑ ç·¤×é ç·¤×é »é‡ææÙæ×çÌàæØÑ

ÂéÚUæ‡æô ßæ Á‹×æ‹ÌÚUçÙçßÇUÕhÑ ÂçÚU¿ØÑ
çÙÁô ßæ â¢Õ‹ÏÑ ç·¤×é çßçÏßàææˆ·¤ôùŒØçßçÎÌô

××ñÌçS×‹ÎëCïðU NUÎØ×ßÏæÙ¢ ÚU¿ØçÌH

Trans : Is this meeing for the devine connection? Is this the
upliftment of the qualities? Or, is the old friendship which formed
in some previous birth? Or, fortunately this is my relationship with
him which is unknown. At the first sight my heart is attracted towards
him.
5.19 ç·¢¤ ˆßæ·ý¤æ‹Ì·¤ÆUôÚUÌðÁçâ »çÌÑ ·¤æ Ùæ× àæ�¢ çßÙæ

àæ�ð‡ææçÂ çãU ÌðÙ ç·¢¤ Ù çßáØô ÙæØðÌ ØSØð²àæÑÐ

ç·¢¤ ßÿØˆØØ×ðß Øéhçß×é¹¢ ×æ×éãUÌðùŒØæØéÏð

ßèÚUæ‡ææ¢ â×Øô çãU ÎæM¤‡æÚUâÑ FðãU·ý¤×¢ ÕæÏÌðH

Trans : What is the other way for a hero without a weapon. What
is the use of such a weapon. the aim of which is not such a hero?
Though weapons are raised, using me away from the battle what
will this boy think? As the performance of a hero who is full of
heroic sentiment it stops the affectionalte behaviour.
6.5 Ù ç·¢¤ç¿ÎçÂ ·é¤ßæü‡æÑ âõL¤ØñÎéÑ ¹æ‹ØÂôãUçÌÐ

ÌžæSØ ç·¤×çÂ ¼ýÃØ¢ Øô çãU âSØ çÂýØôÁÙÑH

Trans : A person who is one’s beloved, is his invaluable properly.
Without any effort he can remove his pain by the happiness.
7.14 ØÍæ ßçâDïUæçXïUâæßëçáÑ Âýæ¿ðÌâSÌÍæÐ

ÁÙ·¤æÙæ¢ ÚUƒæê‡ææ¢ ¿ ß¢àæØôL¤×Øô»éüM¤ÑH

Trans : As VaÜi¦t¡ha and Angirasas are, the sage VŒlm¶ki is also the
spiritual guide of the dynasties of Janaka and Raghu.

4.8 Summing up :
After going through this unit you have got the opportunity to know
some selected portions of the texts of the last four Acts of
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UttararŒmacaritam along with their meanings. It makes you to be
acquainted with those interesting episodes and also literary genius
of Bhavabhµuti.

4.9 Probable questions :

1. Write an extensive note on the conversation held among Lava,
KauÜalyŒ, Janaka and Arundhat¶.

2. Write briefly the conversation between Lava and Chandraketu.
3. What did RŒma say about the J¾mbhaka missile?

Books recommended :

1. The Uttararamacatam of Bhavabhuti by M.R. Kale, Motilal
Banarsidass Publishers Pvt. Ltd. Delhi, 1993.

2. Uttararamacaritam edited by R.S. Tripathi, Krisnadass
Akademi Baranasi, 2002.

3. Uttararamacaritam edited by Anandaswarupa, MLBD, 2002.
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UNIT - (V)

Saahityadarpan -a and Viszvana atha Kavira aja

Contents :

5.1 Introduction

5.2 Objectives

5.3 KŒvya and its major division

5.4 D¾ÜyakŒvya or Rµupaka and its varieties

5.5 NŒ¢aka

5.6 Abhinaya and its four-fold division

5.7 Salient features of NŒ¢aka

5.8 PurvaraÆga and its varieties

5.9 NŒnd¶

5.10 PrastŒvanŒ and its varieties

5.11 PatŒkŒsthŒnaka

5.12 Summing up

5.1 Introduction :

The SŒhitya-DarpaÄa is a renowned work on Sanskrit poetics
by ViÜvanŒtha KavirŒja. It is a work of great merit and celebrity on
poetical writing in ten chapters. Following are the topics discussed
in ten chapters called paricchedas of the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa
1. Definition and utility of poetry.
2. The powers of words and meanings.
3. Rasa
4. Division of poetry (KŒvyabheda)
5. VyaÛjanŒ v¾tti
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6. D¾Üya and Ýravya KŒvya
7. Do¦a
8. GuÄa
9. R¶ti
10. AlaÅkŒra

Chapter six of the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa devoted to dramaturgy is
based on the DaÜarµupaka of DhanaÛjaya. It is the second longest
chapter of the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa. There are 337 verses (kŒrikŒs) in
the book with the v¾tti by the author himself. Of then, in 312 verses,
ViÜvanŒtha deals with dramaturgy and in 25 verses he deals with
ÝravyakŒvya. The sixth chapter of the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa deals with
al the technicalities of Sanskrit dramas. This chapter is very useful
for understanding the technical terms in Sanskrit plays. The very
title ‘SŒhitya-Darpana’ indicates that like in a looking glass, one
can find all essentials of poetry in it.

5.2 Objectives :

The objective of this unit is to present an idea of Sanskrit
dramaturgy and while dealing with it, the basic concepts of some
issues relating to the Sanskrit drama will be discussed. Thus this
unit is prepared to help the students :

(a) Know KŒvya and its divisions (b) D¾ÜyakŒvya on Rµupaka
and its varieties (c) Characteristics of Sanskrit drama and a few
technicalities of Sanskrit Drama.

5.3 KŒvya and its major divisions :

At the beginning of the sixth chapter of the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa,
ViÜvanŒtha mentions two types of KŒvya namely D¾Üya-KŒvya and
Ýravya-KŒvya-D¾Üya KŒvya is that which is worthy of being
presented (representation) and it is called Rµupaka as there is the
imposition of the nature and character of RŒma and others on an
actor (Ì¼ýêÂæÚUæðÂæžæé M¤Â·¤×÷).

Acting (Abhinaya) is the imitation of a situation. It is of four
kinds :- (1) �Ægika (physical), (2) VŒcika (verbal), (3) �hŒrya
(decorative) and (4) SŒttika (emotional).

5.4 Varieties of Rµupaka and Uparµupaka

ViÜvanŒtha mentions ten varieties of Rµupakas in the sixth
chapter of his work. They are NŒ¢aka, PrakaraÄa, BhŒÄa, VyŒyoga,
SamavakŒra, Ïima, ºhŒm¾ga, AÆka, V¶th¶ and Prahasana. These
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ten varieties of Rµupaka are mentioned by viÜvanŒtha in the KŒrikŒ
which is as follows:

ÒÒÙæÅU·¤×Í Âý·¤ÚU‡æ¢ Öæ‡æÃØæØô»â×ß·¤æÚUçÇU×æÑÐ

§üãUæ×ë»æVïUßè‰ØÑ ÂýãUâÙç×çÌ M¤Â·¤æç‡æ ÎàæHÓÓ (KŒrikŒ No.3)
In adition to the Rµupakas, ViÜvanŒtha also refers to eighteen types
of Uparµupakas. They are NŒ¢ikŒ, Tro¢aka, Go¦¢h¶, Sattaka,
NŒtyarŒsaka, PrasthŒna, UllŒpya, KŒvya, PreÆkhaÄa, RŒsaka,
SaÅlŒpaka , Ýr¶gadita, Ýilpaka, VilŒsikŒ, DurmallikŒ, PrakaraÄ¶,
Hall¶Üa and BhŒÄikŒ.

Of all the ten Rµupakas, the NŒ¢aka and PrakaraÄa are very
popular in the field of dramatic literature. Likewise, among the
Uparµupaka, NŒ¢ikŒ is popularly known  to the scholars. Regarding
the salient features of all the Rµupakas and Uparµupakas, ViÜvanŒtha
states that the characteristics of them are almost similar to those of
a NŒ¢aka except some special characteristics of their own.

5.5 NŒ¢aka
In the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa (Chapter six), we come to know the

characteristics of a NŒ¢aka. A NŒ¢aka must have its subject matter
(plot) or story which is well known and is borrowed from either
history or mythology. It should contain five Sandhis which indicate
five successive stages of the drama (NŒ¢aka). The language of a
NŒ¢aka must be graceful and abound with several merits
enumerated by the �laÅkŒrikas (Rhetoricians). The number of
acts in a NŒ¢aka should not be less than five and more than ten.
The NŒyaka (hero) of a NŒ¢aka should be of a well-known family,
a sage like king. He should be a NŒyaka of Dh¶rodŒtta type, He
must be pwerful and he should be either a divine figure like Lord
K¾¦Ä or a semi-divine such as RŒmacandra and Yudhi¦¢hira or a
human fugure like Du¦yanta and others.

In a NŒ¢aka, one Rasa will be principal and that is either.
S¾ÆgŒra or V¶ra. Other Rasas will be sub-ordinate. In his SŒhitya-
DarpaÄa, ViÜvanŒtha presents a list of things which should not be
presented on the stage. These are calling from a distance, killing,
fighting, revolution, marriage, eating, curse, passing of urine, death,
sexual enjoyment, kissing etc. These are the main characteristics
of a Sanskrit drama.

5.6 Abhinaya and its varieties :
In SŒhitya-DarpaÄa, Abhinaya (Representation) is defined as

the imitation of the situation which an original character had, for
example, an actor imitates the situation of RŒma, Yudhi¦¢hira and
so an with the help of jesters. (ÖßðÎçÖÙØôùßSÍæÙé·¤æÚUÑ). There are
four types of Abhinaya. They are �Ægika (physical imitation),
VŒcika (verbal imitation), �hŒrya (Decorative imitation) and
SŒttvika (emotional imitation).
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AÆgika Abhinaya is the imitation of various movements of
limbs, hands and feet etc. It is the artistic gesture. In simple meaning,
it is the use of artistic gesture.

VŒcika Abhinaya is the imitation of an intimation of the original
dialogue giving rise to indentical feelings in the minds of the
audience. Roughly, it may be called the use of proper pronunciation,
modulation of voice, accent and rythm.

�hŒrya Abhinaya is the imitation of the back-ground,
appropriate colours, customs and all other equipments (¥æãUæØæüçÖÙØô

Ùæ× ™æðØôÙðÂ‰ØÁô çßçÏÑ).

SŒttvika Abhinaya is the action of an actor in which the actor
poses the same bearing of mind and carries the same idea of a
character in a manner which comes to be real. It is the best Abhinaya
according to Bharata.

A NŒ¢aka (play) may be successful in whichi the characters
are able to represent the original  characters with the help of these
four types of Abhinaya.

SAQ

1. What is Rµupaka?
2. What are the divisions of Rµupaka?
3. Define Abhinaya and state the varieties of Abhinaya.

5.7 Salient features of NŒ¢aka
In the sixth chapter of the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa ViÜvanŒtha states

that a NŒ¢aka must have its subject-matter or the story which is
well known, borrowed from either history or mythology. It should
contain five Sandhis which indicate five successive stages of the
NŒ¢aka. The language of the NŒ¢aka must be graceful and abound
with several merits. The NŒ¢aka should exhibit prosperous
condition or situation of the hero and the subject matter along
with the display of several Rasas. In it, the number of acts should
not be less that five and more than ten. (Â@æçÎ·¤æ ÎàæÂÚUæSÌ˜ææVïUæÑ
ÂçÚU·¤èçÌüÌæÑ —âæ.Î. KŒrikŒ 8)

The hero of a NŒ¢aka should be a man of well known family,
a sage like king. He must be a Dh¶rodŒtta type of NŒyaka, very
powerful and must be either a divine figure like Lord K¾¦Äa or a
semi-divine figure such as RŒma and Yudhi¦¢hira or a human figure
like Du¦yanta. However, he must be a righteous one. Only one
Rasa will be a principal one and it will be either Ý¾ÆgŒra or V¶ra.
Other Rasas will be sub-ordinate and the Adbhµuta Rasa must be in
the NirvahaÄa Sandhi. It is found in the text as follows—

°·¤ °ß ÖßðÎXïUè oëXïUæÚUô ßèÚU °ß ßÐ
¥XïU×‹Øð ÚUâæÑ âßðü, ·¤æØôü çÙßüãU‡æðùjéÌÑH —âæçãUˆØÎÂü‡æ, VI.10
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Moreover, in an act of a NŒ¢aka only four or five principal
characters will be busy in their performance. The construction of a
NŒ¢aka should be just like the tuft of hair at the end of the tail of
cow. It indicates thereby that the acts in a drama will be successively
smaller. (c.f. »ôÂé‘ÀUæ»ýâ×æ»ý¢ Ìé Õ‹ÏÙ¢ ÌSØ ·¤èçÌüÌ×÷ —âæçãUˆØ-ÎÂü‡æ, VI. 11)

In the sixth chapter of the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa, the author presents
a list of something whihc should not be shown on the stage. These
are calling from a distance (ÎêÚUæuïUæÙ¢), killing (Vadha), fighting (Øéh),

revolution both political and social (ÚUæ…ØÎðàææçÎçßŒÜßÑ), marriage
(çßßæãU), eating (ÖôÁÙ), curse (àææÂ), passing of urine (©Û â»ü), death
(×ëˆØé), sexual enjoyment (ÚUÌ), kissing and other things which
indicate shame (ßýèÇUæ·¤ÚU), sleeping (àæØÙ), use of cosmetic (¥ÙéÜðÂÙ),

bath (FæÙ) and siegee of city etc. (Ù»ÚUæßÚUôÏÙ). These are strictly
prohibited in a NŒ¢aka.

SAQ

1. How is the story of a NŒ¢aka?
2. What is the principal Rasa in a NŒ¢aka?
3. What type of NŒyaka is there in a NŒ¢aka?
4. What are the things that should not be presented in a NŒ¢aka?

5.8 PµurvaraÆga and its varieties
In a Sanskrit NŒ¢aka, it is SµutradhŒra who supervises the theatre

and its surroundings before the commencement of the play.
All the items before the show commences, are collectively

known as PµurvaraÆga or PµurvaraÆga-prasŒdhana.
SµutradhŒra is one of the most important and technical

characters in the Sanskrit plays. A SµutradhŒra is so called because
he holds the Sµutra (string) which is nothing but the essential of a
dramatic performance (âê˜æ¢ ÏæÚUØÌèˆØÍðü âê˜æÏæÚUô çÙ»lÌð). His duty is
finished in the prastŒvanŒ of the NŒ¢aka. The main activity of a
SµutradhŒra lies in respect of reciting the NŒnd¶ (benedictory verse).

ViÜvanŒtha states that in a NŒ¢aka, PµurvaraÆga takes place
first and then an appreciation of the audience and then again there
takes place an account of the dramatist followed by prastŒvanŒ
(prelude). The text of the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa regarding this is as
follows :

ÒÒÌ˜æ ÂêßZ ÂêßüÚUXïUÑ, âÖæÂêÁæ ÌÌÑ ÂÚU×÷Ð
 ·¤ÍÙ¢ ·¤çßâ¢™ææÎðÙæüÅU·¤SØæùŒØæ×é¹×÷HÓÓ (VI. 21)

ViÜvanŒtha defines a PµurvaraÆga as that which is accomplished
by the characters (Actors and Actresses) just before the beginning
of a performance with a view to averting any kind of disaster or
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obstacle that may harm the theatrical performance. The text of the
SŒhitya-DarpaÄa is given below for comparison –

ÒÒØóææÅKßSÌéÙÑ ÂêßZ ÚUXïUçßƒæAôÂàææ‹ÌØðÐ

 ·é¤àæèÜßæÑ Âý·é¤ßüç‹Ì ÂêßüÚUXïUÑ â ©U‘ØÌðHÓÓ VI, 22
ViÜvanŒtha maintains that though there are many varieties of

PµurvaraÆga beginning with PratyŒhŒra, yet NŒnd¶, a variety of
PµurvaraÆga is to be performed for the removal of probable
hindrances. The nineteen varieties of PµurvaraÆga are PratyŒhŒra,
AvataraÄa, �rambha, �srŒvaÄa, Vaktra-pŒÄi, Parigha¢¢ana,
SaÅghotanŒ, MŒrgasarita, Asarita, G¶tŒÆka, UtthŒpana, Parivartana,
NŒnd¶, Ýu¦kŒvak¾¦¢a, RaÆgadvŒra, Car¶, MahŒcar¶, Trigata and
PrarocanŒ. These are stated in the NŒtya-ÝŒstra of Bharata.

5.9 NŒnd¶
NŒnd¶ (benediction) is one of the most important technicalities

used in Sanskrit drama. It is one of the nineteen varieties of
PµurvaraÆga. It is stated that NŒnd¶ should be performed without
fail (ÌÍæŒØßàØ¢ ·¤ÌüÃØæ Ùæ‹Îè çßƒæAôÂàææ‹ÌØð). NŒnd¶ is an eulogy towards
some deity, BrŒhmin and the king and so on which is endowed
with a benediction to the people coming to the theatre. ViÜvanŒtha
defines it in the following KŒrikŒ –

ÒÒ¥æàæèßü¿Ùâ¢ØéQ¤æ SÌéçÌØüS×æÌ÷ ÂýØé…ØÌðÐ

ÎðßçmÁÙëÂæÎèÙæ¢ ÌS×æóææ‹ÎèçÌ â¢ç™æÌæHÓÓ Verse No. 24
A NŒnd¶ constists of some auspicious words such as conch-

shell, the moon, lotus, a cakravŒka bird and a lily etc. A NŒnd¶ is
expressed in a verse or a group of verses. A NŒnd¶ verse should
consist of eight or twelve padas. A NŒnd¶ verse sometimes indicates
the plot of subject matter of play and also characters in a play.

Stop to consider :
A NŒnd¶ verse is presented by the author (dramatist) at the

beginning of a NŒ¢aka or any dramatic piece. But in other works
also, we find an auspicious verse which is called a maÆgalŒcaraÄa
(Invocation). For the completion of a work, it is observed (â×æç#·¤æ×ô

×XïUÜ×æ¿ÚðUÌ÷).
A NŒnd¶ is of four types namely Namask¾ti, MŒÆgalik¶, �Ü¶

and PatrŒval¶. It is said in the following verse :
ÒÒÙ×S·ë¤çÌ×æüXïUçÜ·¤è ¥æàæèÑ Â˜ææßÜè ÌÍæÐ

  Ùæ‹Îè ¿ÌéÏæü çÙçÎüCïUæ ÙæÅU·¤æçÎáé Ïè×ÌæHÓÓ
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SAQ
1. Define PµurvaraÆga.
2. How many varieties a PµurvaraÆga have?
3. What is a NŒnd¶?
4. What is the significance of NŒnd¶?
5. Where is NŒnd¶ verse presented by the authot?

5.10 PrastŒvanŒ amd its varieties

PrastŒvanŒ (prologue) is nothing but �mukha which is one
of the four varieties of BhŒrat¶ V¾tti. The other varieties are
PrarocanŒ, V¶th¶ and Prahasana. In KŒrikŒ No. 30 of the SŒhitya-
DarpaÄa (chapter six) these are presented as follows:

ÒÒÌSØæÑ ÂýÚUô¿Ùæ ßèÍè ÂýãUâÙæ×é¹ðÐÓÓ
BhŒrat¶ V¾tti is defined as the acting mainly with the words of some
particular actor (or by some actors) which consists mainly of Sanskrit
words (ÖæÚUÌè â¢S·ë¤ÌÂýæØô ßæ»÷ÃØæÂæÚUô ÙÅUæŸæØÑ).

A PrastŒvanŒ is that in which the Na¢¶ (the main actress, consort
of the SµutradhŒra) or Vidµu¦aka or an attendant holds a conversation
with the SµutradhŒra (stage-manager) with interesting words which
arise out or their own function and points to the subject-matter
which is to follow. It is also called �mukha. In the sixth chapter of
the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa, the text stating the definition of PrastŒvanŒ
is as follows :

ÙÅUè çßÎêá·¤ô ßæçÂ ÂæçÚUÂæçEü·¤ °ß ßæÐ
âê˜æÏæÚðU‡æ âçãUÌÑ â¢ÜæÂ¢ Ø˜æ ·é¤ßüÌðH
ç¿˜æñßæü€ØñÑ Sß·¤æØôüˆÍñÑ ÂýSÌéÌæÿæðçÂçÖç×üÍÑÐ
¥æ×é¹¢ Ìžæé çß™æðØ¢ Ùæ×Aæ ÂýSÌæßÙæçÂ âæH 31 & 32

PrastŒvanŒ is of five varieties. They are UdghŒtyaka,
KathodghŒta, PrayogŒtiÜaya, Pravartaka and Avalagita (see KŒrikŒ
No. 33 of the sixth chapter).

ViÜvanŒtha defines UdghŒtyaka type of PrastŒvanŒ as that
wherein words indicating one thing that is used in one sense are
taken by the people in different sense with addition of some other
words. c.f. –

ÂÎæçÙ ˆß»ÌæÍæüçÙ ÌÎÍü»ÌØð ÙÚUæÑÐ

ØôÁØç‹Ì ÂÎñÚU‹ØñÑ âÑ ©UfæˆØ·¤ ©U‘ØÌðH (34)
The second variety of PrastŒvanŒ is known as KathodghŒta.

ViÜvanŒtha defines it in the following KŒrikŒ as:
âê˜æÏæÚUSØ ßæ€Ø¢ ßæ â×æÎæØæÍü×SØ ßæÐ

ÖßðÌ÷ Âæ˜æÂýßðàæpðÌ÷ ·¤ÍôfæÌÑ â ©U‘ØÌðH (xz)
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The meaning of this verse is— a KathodghŒta is that in which
the entrance of a character takes place with the utterance of the
sentence of SµutradhŒra or taking the meaning of his words. Thus
KathodghŒta presents two varieties in the actual practice of a play.
ViÜvanŒtha cites two examples for these two varieties of
KathodhgŒta from the RatnŒval¶ of Ýri Har¦a and the VeÄ¶saÅhŒra
of Bha¢¢anŒrŒyaÄa.

The PrayogŒtiÜaya type of PrastŒvanŒ is defined as that in
which when the application of one topic leads to the application
of another and as a result of which there takes place the entrance
of a character on the stage. The KŒirikŒ No. 36 of the SŒhitya-
DarpaÄa stating the difinition of the PrayogŒtiÜaya is the following
:

ÒÒØçÎ ÂýØô» °·¤çS×Ù÷ ÂýØô»ôù‹ØÑ ÂýØé…ØÌðÐ

  ÌðÙ Âæ˜æÂýßðàæpðÌ÷ ÂýØô»æçÌàæØSÌÎæHÓÓ
ViÜvanŒtha cites on example from the drama KundamŒlŒ.
The fourth variety of PrastŒvanŒ is Pravartaka. ViÜvanŒtha’s

definition of Pravartaka is found in the following verse :
ÒÒ·¤æÜ¢ Âýßëžæ×æçŸæˆØ âê˜æÏë»÷ Ø˜æ ß‡æüØðÌ÷Ð

  ÌÎæŸæØp Âæ˜æSØ ÂýßðàæSÌÌ÷ ÂýßÌü·¤×÷HÓÓ (VI. 37)
The meaning of this verse is that a Pravartaka is one in which

the SµutradhŒra describes with reference to the season through
which the entrance of a character on the stage is introduced.

The fifth and last variety of PrastŒvanŒ is Avalagita. An Avalagita
is that in which by way of statng one thing, some other thing is
accomplished. It is stated by ViÜvanŒtha in the following verse :

ÒÒØ˜æñ·¤˜æ â×æßðàææÌ÷ ·¤æØü×‹ØÌ÷ÂýâæŠØÌðÐ

  ÂýØô»ð ¹Üé Ì…™æðØ¢ Ùæ×AæßÜç»Ì¢ ÕéÏñÑHÓÓ (VI. 38)
These are the five varieties of PrastŒvanŒ. A PrastŒvanŒ or

�mukha indicates the entrance or entry of a character to the stage
at the beginning of the first act of a drama and so it has an important
role in Sanskrit plays.

SAQ
1. Define PrastŒvanŒ. What is the other name of PrastŒvanŒ?
2. Of which V¾tti, the PrastŒvanŒ is a variety?
3. How many V¾ttis are there? Name them.
4. State the varieties of PrastŒvanŒ.
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PatŒkŒsthanaka

One of the important technicalities of a Sanskrit drama is
PatŒkŒshŒnaka. ViÜvanŒtha states that in a play, PatŒkŒsthŒnaka
should be inserted with proper consideration. PatŒkŒsthŒnaka is
that in which while a different topic is in consideration, some other
thing of similar nature is presented through some future thought.
The KŒrikŒ of the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa (chapter VI) containing the
definition of PatŒkŒsthŒnaka is the following :

ÒÒØ˜ææÍðü ç¿ç‹ÌÌðù‹ØçS×¢SÌç„UXïUôù‹ØÑ ÂýØé…ØÌðÐ
  ¥æ»‹Ìé·ð¤Ù ÖæßðÙ ÂÌæ·¤æSÍæÙ·¢¤ Ìé ÌÌ÷HÓÓ 45.

There are four types of PatŒkŒsthŒnaka mentioned by
ViÜvanŒtha. However, these four PatŒkŒsthŒnakas do not have
specific names. Simply they are called first, second, third and fourth
PatŒkŒsthŒnakas. That is called the first PatŒkŒsthŒnaka where a
better achievement by nature more delightful occurs at once. The
definition of this PatŒkŒsthŒnaka in the sixth chapter of the SŒhitya-
DarpaÄa is as follows :

ÒÒâãUâñßæÍüâ�Âçžæ»éü‡æßˆØéÂ¿æÚUÌÑÐ

  ÂÌæ·¤æSÍæÙ·¤ç×Î¢ ÂýÍ×¢ ÂçÚU·¤èçžæüÌ×÷H KŒrikŒ No. 46
The second PatŒkŒsthŒnaka is defined by ViÜvanŒtha in the

following verse No. 47 of the sixth chapter of his SŒhitya-DarpaÄa
:

ÒÒß¿Ñ âæçÌàæØ¢ ço£Cï¢U ÙæÙæÕ‹Ïâ×æŸæØ×÷Ð

  ÂÌæ·¤æSÍæÙ·¤ç×Î¢ çmÌèØ¢ ÂçÚU·¤èçžæüÌ×÷HÓÓ

It means that is called the second PatŒkŒsthŒnaka in which a
statement is full of words with double-meanings couched up in
adjectives.

The third type of PatŒkŒsthŒnaka is that which presents itself
a spot where double meanings brought forth by means of a play
on words indicate an idea which falls in suit with the subject-matter.
c.f.–

¥ÍôüÂðÿæ·¢¤ Øžæé ÜèÙ¢ âçßÙØ¢ ÖßðÌ÷Ð

ço£CïUÂýˆØéžæÚUôÂðÌ¢ ÌëÌèØç×Î×é‘ØÌðH Verse No. 48
In this verse, we find the definition of the third type of

PatŒkŒsthŒnaka.
The fourth and last variety of PatŒkŒsthŒnaka is one in which

there is some statement full of double meanings which is directly
related to the subject matter of the play and which brings
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suggestively the motive of action of the play. In the 49th verse of
the sixth chapter of the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa, ViÜvanŒtha defines it.
The verse is as follows:

mØÍôü ß¿Ùçß‹ØæâÑ âéço£CïUÑ ·¤æÃØØôçÁÌÑÐ

ÂýÏæÙæÍæü‹ÌÚUæÿæðÂè ÂÌæ·¤æSÍæÙ·¢¤ ÂÚU×÷H

It is said in the v¾tti of the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa, that these four
PatŒkŒsthŒnaka are used in all the Sandhis somewhere for the
auspiciousness and somewhere for evil.

Summing up :

In this unit, you have got some idea of basic technicalities of
Sanskrit drama. Though this unit is short, yet the most important
technical terms used at the beginning of a play are discussed here.
In addition to these terms, you have come to know the two-fold
division of KŒvya namely D¾Üya and Ýravya. D¾Üya KŒvya is your
concern. It is called Rµupaka which has ten varieties beginning with
NŒ¢aka. In NŒ¢aka, Abhinaya is the main thing and as such
Abhinaya is discussed in this unit along-with its four varieties. You
have got an idea of the salient features of Sanskrit drama. You
have also come to know about PµurvaraÆga, NŒnd¶, PrastŒvanŒ
and PatŒkŒsthŒnakas. This will definitely help you in acquiring a
basic idea of some important technicalities of Sanskrit drama.
Remaining technicalities will be dealt with in 2nd unit in detail.
Q.1. What is ÙæÅU·¤? Discuss the salient features of a ÙæÅU·¤ as you

find in the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa of ViÜvanŒtha.
Ans. : The sixth chapter of the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa deals with

the dramaturgy i.e. the technicalities of a Sanskrit drama or play.
At the beginning of this chapter, the author ViÜvanŒtha mentions
ten varieties of M¤Â·¤ which is explained as ÒÒÌ¼ýêÂæÚUôÂæžæé M¤Â·¤×÷ÓÓ

meaning that it is called a M¤Â·¤ as the nature of the original character
is superimposed on the actor. ÙæÅU·¤ is the first and most popular
variety of the ten M¤Â·¤s.

As stated by ViÜvanŒtha, a ÙæÅU·¤ must have its story or the plot
very well-known one which is borrowed from either history or
mythology (ÙæÅU·¢¤ �ØæÌßëžæ¢ SØæÌ÷). It must contain five Sandhis which
indicate five successive stages of the play (Â@âç‹Ïâ×ç‹ßÌ×÷). The
language of a ÙæÅU·¤ should be graceful and abound with many
merits. A ÙæÅU·¤ must exhibit prosperous condition or situation of
the hero and the plot along with the display of different Rasas. A
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ÙæÅU·¤ should contain acts (¥VïU) which should not be less than five
and more than ten (cf.– ÒÒÂ@æçÎ·¤æ ÎàæÂÚUæSÌ˜ææVïUæÑ ÂçÚU·¤èçžæüÌæÑÐÓÓ). The
hero of a ÙæÅU·¤ must be a man of well-known family, a sage like
king (ÚUæÁçáü). He must be the ÏèÚUôÎæžæ type of hero, very powerful
(ÂýÌæÂßæÙ÷) and must be either a divine figure like Lord ·ë¤c‡æ or a
semi-divine figure such as ÚUæ× and ØéçÏçDïUÚU or a human figure like
ÎécØ‹Ì. However, he must be a righteous one (Ïæç×ü·¤). In a ÙæÅU·¤,

the principal ÚUâ must be either oëXïUæÚU or ßèÚU and other ÚUâs will be
sub-ordinate and the ¥jéÌ ÚUâ must be there in the çÙßüãU‡æ âç‹Ï. cf.–

ÒÒ°·¤ °ß ÖßðÎXïUè oëýXïUæÚUô ßèÚU °ß ßæÐ

 ¥XïU×‹Øð ÚUâæÑ âßðü ·¤æØôü çÙßüãU‡æðùjéÌÑHÓÓ

Moreover, only four or five principal characters in an act of a
ÙæÅU·¤ will be busy in their performance. The construction of a ÙæÅU·¤

must be the tuft of hair at the end of the tail of a cow. It indicates
thereby that the acts in a ÙæÅU·¤ will be successively smaller. cf.–

ÒÒ»ôÂé‘ÀUæ»ýâ×æ»ý¢ Ìé Õ‹ÏÙ¢ ÌSØ ·¤èçÌüÌ×÷ÐÓÓ

In a ÙæÅU·¤, in addition to the five âç‹Ïs, five ¥ÍüÂý·ë¤çÌs, five
¥ÍôüÂÿæðÂ·¤s, five ·¤æØæüßSÍæ must be applied. Also, four ßëçžæs are to be
added of which ÖæÚUÌè ßëçžæ is very much important. A â¢S·ë¤Ì ÙæÅU·¤

must begin with a benedictory verse called Ùæ‹Îè (·¤æÃØæÍüâê¿·¤æ Ùæ‹Îè)

which is of four types namely Ù×S·ë¤çÌ, ×æXïUçÜ·¤è, ¥æàæè and Â˜ææßÜè.
It is recited by the âê˜æÏæÚU. In a ÙæÅU·¤ some scenes are prohibited in
the stage. These are ÎêÚUæuïUæÙ (calling from a distance), ßÏ (killing),
Øéh (fight), ÚUæ…ØÎðàææçÎçßŒÜß (revolution both political and social),
çßßæãU (marriage), ÖôÁÙ (eating), àææÂ (curse), ©UÌ÷â»ü (passing of urine),
×ëˆØé (death) and ÚUÌ (sexual enjoyment) etc. Moreover, the title or
name of a ÙæÅU·¤ should be given as that expresses the inner meaning
of a thing (Ùæ× ·¤æØZ ÙæÅU·¤SØ »çÖüÌæÍüÂý·¤æàæ·¤×÷).

These are, in short, the special characteristics of a ÙæÅU·¤.
Q. What is ¥ÍüÂý·ë¤çÌ? What are its divisions? Define and explain

them after ViÜvanŒtha.
Ans. : ¥ÍüÂý·ë¤çÌ is one of the technicalities discussed in the

sixth chapter of the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa of ViÜvanŒtha. ¥ÍüÂý·ë¤çÌ is
the cause of accoplishment of the principal object of a play
(ÂýØôÁÙçâçhãðUÌé). The divisions of ¥ÍüÂý·ë¤çÌ are five in number. They
are ÕèÁ, çß‹Îé, ÂÌæ·¤æ, Âý·¤ÚUè and ·¤æØü. These are found in the following
verse of the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa :-

ÒÒÕèÁ¢ çÕ‹Îé ÂÌæ·¤æ Âý·¤ÚUè ·¤æØü×ðß ¿Ð

  ¥ÍüÂý·ë¤ÌØÑ Â@ ™ææˆßæ Øô…Øæ ØÍæçßçÏHÓÓ
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The first division of ¥ÍüÂý·ë¤çÌ is ÕèÁ which is defined by
ViÜvanŒtha as the first cause of the ultimate object of a play which
is manifested at the beginning of a play in a very small form but
which gradually undergoes many developments (cf. ÒÒ¥ËÂ×æ˜æ¢ â×éçgCï¢U
ÕãéUÏæ ØçmâÂüçÌÓÓ).

The second variety of ¥ÍüÂý·ë¤çÌ is çÕ‹Îé. ViÜvanŒtha defines it as
follows :

ÒÒ¥ßæ‹ÌÚUæÍüçß‘ÀðUÎð çÕ‹ÎéÚU‘ÀðUÎ·¤æÚU‡æ×÷ÐÓÓ
çÕ‹Îé is the cause of retaining the main purpose of a play when

it gets hindered by incidental topics. It is the cause of connecting
link of the purposes when they are interrupted.

The third type of ¥ÍüÂý·ë¤çÌ is called ÂÌæ·¤æ. It is nothing but a
story or incident which is very much extensive and contextual. It
may be said that the ÂÌæ·¤æ is a story which is meant for others and
which is necessary for the development of the story. The definition
of ÂÌæ·¤æ mentioned by ViÜvanŒtha is like this—

ÒÒÃØæçÂ ÂýæâçXïU·¢¤ ßëžæ¢ ÂÌæ·ð¤ˆØçÖÏèØÌðÐÓÓ
Âý·¤ÚUè is the fourth variety of ¥ÍüÂý·ë¤çÌ. It is defined by ViÜvanŒtha

as the small incident which is contextual in character. cf.
ÒÒÂýæâçXïU·¢¤ ÂýÎðàæSÍ¢ ¿çÚUÌ¢ Âý·¤ÚUè ×ÌæÐÓÓ

It may be added that a Âý·¤ÚUè does not have any result or fruit
for itself. The enjoyer of the result or the fruit is the hero of the
play (Âý·¤ÚUè ÙæØ·¤SØ SØæóæ Sß·¤èØ¢ È¤Üæ‹ÌÚU×÷)Ð

The fifth and the last type of ¥ÍüÂý·ë¤çÌ is ·¤æØü. It is the attainment
of the desired result for which all efforts are made and the
achievement of which closes the action. The definition of ·¤æØü given
by ViÜvanŒtha is as follows:

ÒÒ¥ÂðçÿæÌ¢ Ìé ØÌ÷ âæŠØ×æÚU�Öô ØçóæÕ‹ÏÙÑÐ
 â×æÂÙ¢ Ìé ØçˆâÎ÷ŠØñ Ìˆ·¤æØüç×çÌ â�×Ì×÷HÓÓ

It must be mentioned that KŒrya is the principal ¥ÍüÂý·ë¤çÌ
because it is the real point of acquisition and the fruit of the activity
of the people.

These five varieties of ¥ÍüÂý·ë¤çÌ have a vital role to play in
order to arrive at the goal.

References (books) :

1. DaÜarµupaka of DhanaÛjaya
2. AbhinayadarpaÄa of Nand¶keÜvara
3. Laws and practice of Sanskrit Drama by S.N. Shastri.
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UNIT - VI

[SŒhityadarpaÄa : The Text (Chapter-VI)]

Contents :-

6.1 Introduction

6.2 Objective

6.3 Arthopak¦epakas (Intermediary scenes) and Arthaparak¾tis
(Substrate of the dramatic story).

6.4 KŒryŒvasthŒ (Stages of development of dramatic action)

6.5 Sandhi (Juncture)

6.6 V¾tti (mode of behaviour)

6.7 NŒ¢yoktaya (stage-direction)

6.8 Procedure of naming NŒ¢aka

6.9 Uparµupaka : NŒ¢ikŒ

6.10 Ýravya-kŒvya and its varieties

6.11 Summing up

6.12 References and suggested readings.

6.1 Introduction

As stated already in the first unit, the sixth chapter of the
SŒhitya-DarpaÄa of ViÜvanŒtha deals with the Sanskrit dramaturgy.
All the technicalities of a Sanskrit drama (both Rµupakas and
Uparµupakas) are discussed in the sixth chapter of the SŒhitya-
DarpaÄa. While discussing the technical terms, ViÜvanŒtha is found
to follow the NŒtyaÜŒstra of Bharata and DaÜr µupaka of
DhanaÛjaya on certain occasions.
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6.2 Objective

In the first unit, the basic technical things (terms) used at the
early part of a dramatic piece are discussed. Such terms are
pµurvaraÆga, prastŒvnŒ and patŒkŒsthŒnakas. Moreover, the salient
features of a NŒ¢aka have been discussed.

This unit is intended to acquaint the students with the other
technicalities like the Arthopak¦epakas, Arthaprak¾tis, KŒryavasthŒ,
Sandhi, V¾itti, NŒ¢yoktaya, uparµupaka (NŒ¢ikŒ) and mode of
address by the actors. Moreover, Ýravya-KŒvya and its varieties
are also taken up for discussion. Thus this unit is designed to help
you :
(a) Know the intermediary scences in a Sanskrit drama.
(b) apprehend the substrate of the dramatic story.
(c) have an idea of the stages of development of dramatic action.
(d) get a picture of state-directions used in a Sanskrit drama.

6.3 Arthopak¦epakas

According to ViÜvanŒtha. Arthopak¦epakas are the
intermediary scenes. He maintains that what incident is not to be
inserted in the body of an act but what is intended to be described
as a necessity, what incident covers a period of two or more days
up to one year and what tale is an extensive one should be indicated
by the dramatist with the help of Arthopak¦epakas. The
Arthopak¦epakas are so called as they suggested the subject-matter
or plot of a play. There are five Arthopak¦epakas. They are
Vi¦kambhaka, PraveÜaka, CµulikŒ, AÆkŒvatŒra and AÆkamukha.
These are mentioned by ViÜvanŒtha in the sixth chapter of his
SŒhitya-DarpaÄa—

ÒÒ¥ÍôüçÂÿæðÂ·¤æÑ Â@ çßc·¤�×·¤Âýßðàæ·¤õÐ
 ¿êçÜ·¤æVïUæßÌÚUôùÍSØæÎVïU×é¹ç×ˆØçÂÓÓH zyH

(i) Vi¦kambhaka : It is also known as Vi¦kambha. It is defined as
an indicator of that portion of the story of a play which intervenes
between what has already gone and what is yet to come. It is
applied at the beginning of an act of a play. Moreover, a
Vi¦kambhaka may be a monologue or converstaion between two
or more characters. I may be of two types namely, Ýuddha and
SaÆkirÄa.

When a scene is presented by the characters of middle status,
then it is called a Ýuddha Vi¦kambhaka.
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That is called a saÅk¶rÄa Vi¦kambhaka when it is presented
by both middle and low class characters. These two types of
Vi¦kambhaka are defined by ViÜvanŒtha in the following kŒrikŒ
of the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa :

×ŠØðÙ ×ŠØ×æ�Øæ¢ ßæ Âýæ˜ææ�Øæ¢ â¢ÂýØôçÁÌÑÐ

àæéhÑ SØæˆâ Ìé â¢·¤ô‡æôü Ùè¿×ŠØ×·¤çËÂÌÑH (VI.56)
The second type of Arthopak¦epak is PraveÜaka. It is defined

by ViÜvanŒtha as follows :
Âýßðàæ·¤ôùÙéÎæžæôQ¤Øæ Ùè¿Âæ˜æÂýØôçÁÌÑÐ
¥VïUmØæ‹Ìçßü™æðØÑ àæðá¢ çßc·¤�Ö·ð¤ ØÍæH (VI.57)

A praveÜaka is inserted between two acts of a drama and low
characters speaking prŒk¾t language take part. Other characteristics
of a praveÜaka are similar to those of a vi¦kambha. A PraveÜaka is
not inserted in the first act of a drama.

A CµulikŒ of Arthopak¦epaka is that in which some events or
incidents are indicated by characters from behind the curtain (cf.-
ÒÒ¥‹ÌÁüßçÙ·¤æâ¢SÍñÑ âê¿ÙæÍüSØ ¿êçÜ·¤æÓÓÐ)

Another type of Arthopak¦epaka is AÆkŒvatŒra. It is defined
by ViÜvanŒtha as follows :

ÒÒ¥VïUæ‹Ìð âêç¿ÌÑ Âæ˜æñSÌÎVïUSØæçßÖæ»ÌÑÐ

 Ø˜ææVïUôùßÌÚUˆØðáôùVïUæßÌæÚU §çÌ S×ëÌÑH (VI.58)
It means that sn AÆkŒvatŒra is that in which at the end of an

act is indicated the subject-matter of the succeding act which comes
to appear as a part of the same.

The fifth and last variety of Arthopak¦epaka is AÆkamukha.
The definition of AÆkamukha given by ViÜvanŒtha is the following
:

ÒÒØ˜æ SØæÎVïU °·¤çS×óæVïUæÙæ¢ âê¿Ùæùç¹ÜæÐ
 ÌÎVïU×é¹ç×ˆØæãéUßèüÁæÍü�ØæÂ·¢¤ ¿ ÌÌ÷H (VI.59)

AÆkamukha is that in which takes place the indication of all
the act in a single acts. It also indicates the seed (Bija) and result
(Artha) of a NŒ¢aka. It is generally used in the first act of a NŒ¢aka.

Thus it is fouind that the Arthopak¦epakas are indispensable
for the growth and development of the events of a play.

Arthaprak¾tis :

Arthaprak¾ti is the important element of the plot of Sanskrit
play. There are five types of Arthaprak¾ti. The are Bija, Bindu,
PatŒkŒ, prakari and kŒrya. They are the very substrate of the
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dramatic plot. They are also called the causes or means of the
accomplishment of the principal object of a play.

We come across the verse no. 64 of the sixth chapter of the
SŒhitya-DarpaÄa where we find ViÜvanŒtha’s reference to these
Arthprak¾tis. The verse is like this :

ÒÒÕèÁ¢ çÕ‹Îé ÂÌæ·¤æ Âý·¤ÚUè ·¤æØü×ðß ¿Ð

 ¥ÍüÂý·ë¤ÌØÑ Â@ ™ææˆßæ Øô…Øæ ØÍæçßçÏHÓÓ

Bija : It is the first cause o the ultimate object of a play. It is
defined as that cause of the ultimate result (phala) which is
manifested at the beginning of a play in a very small form but
which gradually undergoes various developments, cf. -

ÒÒ¥ËÂ×æ˜æ¢ â×éçÎCï¢U ÕãéUÏæ ØçmâÂüçÌÐ

 È¤ÜSØ ÂýÍ×ô ãðUÌéÑ ÕèÁ¢ ÌÎç×ÏèØÌðHÓÓ SD, VI.65
Bindu : It is the second variety of Arthaprak¾ti which is defined

by ViÜvanŒtha as follows :
ÒÒ¥ßæ‹ÌÚUæÍüçß‘ÀUÎð çÕ‹ÎéÚU‘ÀðUÎ·¤æÚU‡æ×÷ÐÓÓ SD, VI.66

It means Bindu is the cause of resuming the main purpose of
a play when it is interrupted by incidental topics. Bindu is the cause
of connecting link of the purposes when they get hindred.

PatŒkŒ : The third element of the plot of a play is patŒkŒ.
ViÜvanŒtha defines patŒkŒ as a story of incident which is extensive
and contextual cf- ÒÒÃØæçÂ ÂýæâçVïU·¢¤ ßëžæ¢ ÂÌæ·ð¤ˆØç×ÏôØÌðÐÓÓ SD, VI.67

It may be said that PatŒkŒ is story which is meant for others
and which is helpful in respect of the development of the main
theme.

Prakari : It is the fourth Arthaprak¾ti. It is defined by
ViÜvanŒtha as the small incident and contextual in character. We
find the definition of prakari given by ViÜvanŒtha as follows :

ÒÒÂýæâçXïU·¢¤ ÂýÎðàæSÍ¢ ¿çÚUÌ¢ Âý·¤ÚUè ×ÌæÐÓÓ SD, VI.68
A prakari does not have any result for itself byt for the hero of

a play (cf - ÒÒÂý·¤ÚUè ÙæØ·¤SØ SØæóæ Sß·¤èØ¢ È¤Üæ‹ÌÚU×÷ÐÓÓ).

KŒrya : The fifth and last variety of Arthaprak¾ti is kŒrya. It is
defined as that attainment of desire for which all efforts are made
and the achievement of which closes the action cf :

ÒÒ¥ÂðçÿæÌ¢ Ìé ØˆâæŠØ×æÚU�Öô ØçóæÕ‹ÏÙÑÐ

 â×æÂÙ¢ Ìé ØçˆâhëØñ Ìˆ·¤æØüç×çÌ â¢×Ì×÷H SD, VI.69
kŒrya is the principal Arthaprak¾ti because it is the real point of
acquisition and the fruit of our action.
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These are the five varieties of Arthaprak¾ti and they have a
very vitral role to play in order to arrive at the end.

SAQ
1. What are the five Arthopak¦epakas?
2. Where a  Vi¦kambhaka is inserted?
3. What do you mean by Arthaprak¾ti?
4. Name the varieties of Arthaprak¾ti.
5. What is Bindu?

6.4 KŒryŒvasthŒ
KŒryŒvasthŒ or stages of development o the dramatic action

is an important topic amongst the technicalities of a Sanskrit drama.
A person desiring the fruit of the action started by him must come
across the KŒryŒvasthŒ (cf. ÒÒ¥ßSÍæ Â@ ·¤æØüSØ ÂýæÚUŽÏSØ È¤ÜæçÍüç×ÑÐÓÓ –
SD. VI.70

There are five kŒryŒvasthŒ. They are �rambha, yatna,
prŒptyŒÜŒ, NiyatŒpti and PhalŒgama.

�rambha : It is defined by ViÜvanŒtha as followsm :
ÒÒÖßðÎæÚU�Ö ¥õˆâé€Ø¢ Ø‹×é�ØÈ¤ÜçâXïUØðÐÓÓ –SD. VI.71

It means �rambha is that curiosity or eagerness on the part of
a chapter that leads to the attainment of the principal object of a
play. It is the curiosity onthe achievement of the ultimate result.

Yatna : It is the second variety of kŒryŒvasthŒ which is defined
as the function that takes place quickly for the attainment of the
principal object of a play. ViÜvanŒtha’s definition of yatna is the
following :

ÒÒÂýØ%SÌé È¤Üæßæ#õ ÃØæÂæÚUæùçÌˆßÚUæç‹ßÌÑÐÓÓ–SD. VI.71
It is seen in the definitionn that ViÜvanŒtha uses the term ÒÒÂýØ%ÓÓ

also in place of ÒÒØ%ÓÓ. It may be said that it is indispensable for the
attainment of the goal.

PrŒptyŒÜa : It is the third type of kŒryŒvasthŒ which is defined
as the possiblity of attainment of the ultimateresult or hope of
success being favoured with means confornted with difficulties
also. cf-

ÒÒ©UÂæØæÂæØæ�Øæ¢ ÂýæŒˆØæàææ Âýæç#â�ÖßÑÐÓÓ -SD, VI.72
It is a stage of action that culminates almost in that situation. It

is found from the definition above that prŒptyŒÜŒ leads to little
hope of success in reaching the goal.
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NiyatŒpti : It is the fourth and penultimate stage of dramatic
action. ViÜvanŒtha defines NiyatŒpti as follows -

ÒÒ¥ÂæØæÖæßÌÑ Âýæç#çÙØüÌæç#SÌé çÙçpÌÑÐÓÓ SD, VI.73
The meaning of this definition is that NiyatŒpti is the sure and

certain achievement of the ultimate result that arises when al the
obstacles that on the way of getting it are removed. A NiyatŒpti
takes place as a result of the absence of impediments.

PhalŒgama : It is also used as ‘‘phalayoga’’ by ViÜvanŒtha. It
is that particular stage of action in which takes place the entire
result. We find the definition of phalŒgama by ViÜvanŒtha as -

ÒÒâæùßSÍæ È¤ÜØô»Ñ SØæÎ÷ ØÑ â×»ýÈ¤ÜôÎØÑÐÓÓ SD, VI.73
It is fifth and last variety of kŒryŒvasthŒ. These five

kŒryŒvasthŒs play a vital role in a Sanskrit drama.

Stop to Consider :
Regarding the five kŒryŒvasthŒs, Prof. A.B. Keith remarks s

follows -
‘‘There must be at the beginning (�rambha), the desire to

attain some end which leads to the determined effort (prayatna)
to secure the object of desire. This leads to the stage ion which
success is fit to be possible (prŒptyŒÜŒ) having regard to the mens
avairable and the obstacle in the way of achievement. Then arrives
the certainly of success (NiyatŒpti) and finally the object is attained
(phalŒgama).’’

SAQ

1. What is the meaning of ·¤æØæüßSÍæ?

2. Mention the varieties of ·¤æØæüßSÍæ.

3. What is ÂýØ%? Define after ViÜvanŒtha.

4. What is meant by çÙØÌæç#?

6.5 Sandhi :
The subject matter of a plot of a drama undergoes five types

of Sandhi (juncture) through the respective combination of the
five kŒryŒvasthŒs (cf-

ÒÒÂ@ÏñßðçÌßëžæSØ Öæ»æÑ SØéÑ Â@ â‹ÏØÑÐÓÓ SD, VI.75
It means a Sandhi is that which stands for the correction which
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co-ordinates the incidental purposes with different parts or stages
of a NŒ¢aka.

Sandhi has five varieties named Kukha Sandhi, Pratimukha
Sandhi, Garbha Sandhi, VimarÜa Sandhi and UpasaÅh¾ti or
NirvahaÄa Sandhi, cf -

ÒÒ×é¹¢ ÂýçÌ×é¹¢ »Öôü çß×àæü ©UÂâ¢ãUçÌÑÐ

 §çÌ Â@æSØ ÖðÎæÑ SØé ......HÓÓ SD, VI.75
Mukha-Sandhi : A Mukha-Sandhi is defined by ViÜvanŒtha

in his SŒhitya-DarpaÄa as follows :
ÒÒØ˜æ ÕèÁâ×éˆÂçžæÙæüÙÍüÚUâ�ÖßÑÐ

 ÂýæÚU�Öð‡æ â×æØéQ¤æ Ì‹×é¹¢ Âæ¢ÚU·¤èçžæüÌ×÷HÓÓ SD, VI.76
The meaning of this verse is– that is called a Mukha-Sandhi

wherein germinates the very seed o the plot of a playt attended by
various matters and Rasa and wherein the prŒrambha (first variety
of kŒryŒvasthŒ) is exhibited.

Pratimukha-Sandhi : The second variety of Sandhi is
Pratimukha-Sandhi. It is that type of Sandhi in which the principal
instrument of the ultimate aim of a NŒ¢aka which is the form of the
seed inserted in the Mukha-Sandhi undergoes development which
is partially noticeable and partially not. cf.-

ÒÒÈ¤ÜÂýÏæÙôÂæØSØ ×é¹âç‹ÏçÙßðçàæÙÑ

 ÜÿØÜÿØ §ßôÎ÷ÖðÎô Ø˜æ ÂýçÌ×é¹¢ ¿ ÌÌ÷H -SD, VI.77
Garbha-Sandhi : It is the third variety of Sandhi. ViÜvanŒtha

defines a Grabha-Sandhi as follows -
ÒÒÈ¤ÜÂýÏæÙôÂæØSØ Âýæ»éçhóæSØ ç·¤@ÙÐ

 »Öôü Ø˜æ â×éÎ÷ÖðÎô ãUæâæ‹ßðá‡æßæÙ÷ ×éãéUÑHÓÓ -SD, VI.78
It means - A Garbha-Sandhi is that in which the primary means

to the end of a NŒ¢aka which has been to some extent illuminated
previously (in the pratimukha-sandhi) undergoes elaboration very
often attended by some obstacles and an attempt to avert the same.

VimarÜa-Sandhi : It is defined in the  in the sixth chapter of
the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa by ViÜvanŒtha. It is that variety of Sandhi in
which the primary means to the end has emanated exuberantly
from the Garbha-Sandhi but is at the same time confronted with
difficulties arising out of curse etc. cf -

ÒÒØ˜æ ×é�ØÈ¤ÜôÂæØ ©Uçjóæô »ÖüÌôùçÏ·¤ÑÐ
 àææÂælñÑ âæ‹ÌÚUæØp â çß×àæü §çÌ S×ëÌÑHÓÓ -SD, VI.79
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NirvahaÄa-Sandhi : The fifth and last variety of Sandhi is
NirvahaÄa-Sandhi. It is also called upasamh¾ti. It is defined as -

ÒÒÕôÁß‹Ìô ×é¹ælÍæü çßÂý·¤è‡ææü ØÍæØÍ×÷Ð
 °·¤æÍü×éÂÙèØ‹Ìð Ø˜æ çÙßüãU‡æ¢ çãU ÌÌ÷HÓÓ -SD, VI.80

That means a NirvahaÄa-Sandhi is that wherein the topics
which are relative to the seed of the play and which are set in four
sanhis beginning with the Mukha, are made to serve the primary
purpose of the play. These are the five Sandhis of a Sanskrit play.

Stop to consider :
It may be mentioned here that every Sandhi has some sub-

varieties of its own and thus in total 64 varieties of all the five
sandhis are mentioned by ViÜvanŒtha in his SŒhitya-DarpaÄa. But
these are not discussed here as it will lead to the burden of the
students.

SAQ :

1. State the definition of âç‹Ï.

2. How many  varieties of âç‹Ï do you find?

3. Define ©UÂâ¢ãUçÌ type of âç‹Ï.

6.6 V¾tti : V¾tti is an important technicality used in Sanskrit
dramaturgy. V¾tti (mode of behaviour) is generally concerned with
the principal character of a play. ViÜvanŒtha defines v¾tti as the
activities of the hero etc. of a Sanskrit drama.

The mode of behaviour of a character may be of two kinds:
(i) one pertaining to his actions and outward expression known
as Arthav¾tti and (ii) one pertaining to his mode of speech called
Ýabdav¾tti. The Arthv¾tti is of three types namely KauÜitaki. SŒttvat¶
and �rabhat¶. Ýabha v¾tti is only one and that is BhŒrat¶ v¾tti. Thus
there are four v¾tti in total. ViÜvanŒtha refers to these four v¾ttis in
the following verses :-

ÒÒoëXïUæÚðU ·¤õçàæ·ð¤, ßèÚðU âæ“æˆØÚUÖÅUè ÂéÙÑÐ

 ÚUâð àæñ¼ýð ¿ ßèÖˆâð ßëçžæÑ âßü˜æ ÖæÚUÌèHÓÓ -SD, VI.122
In the verse, we find the four types of v¾tti. KauÜitaki v¾tti is

employed in the Ý¾ÆgŒra Rasa, SŒttvati v¾tti is employed in the
Vira Rasa and �rabha¢i v¾tti is emplyoed in both Raudra and
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Vibhatsa Rasa. But BhŒrat¶ v¾tti is employed freely in case of all
Rasa and everywhere in a play (cf ßëçžæÑ âßü˜æ ÖæÚUÌè).

KauÜitaki V¾tti : It is also called KaiÜiki. It is defined as the
mode of conduct which s associated with delightful vivacity and
full of charming expression of love by means of songs and dance
with a good number of females and in which dealings and attitudes
proceed from the enjoyment of leasure and which presents lively
dalliances. cf -

ÒÒØæ o£ÿ‡æÙðÂ‰Øçßàæðáç¿˜ææ �èâ¢·é¤Üæ Âéc·¤ÜÙëˆØ»èÌæÐ

 ·¤æ×ôÂÖô»ÂýÖßô¿æÚUæ âæ ·ñ¤çàæ·¤è ¿æL¤çßÜæâØéQ¤æHÓÓ -SD, VI.124
The KaiÜiki v¾tti has forms of development. These are (1)

Narma, (2) Narmasphurja, (3) Narma-sphota and (4) Narmagarbha
(cf- ÒÒÙ×ü ¿ Ù×üSÂéÁô´ Ù×üSÈ¤ôÅUôùÍ Ù×ü»Öüp ¿ˆßæØüXïUæ‹ØSØæÐÓÓ)

SŒttvati v¾tti : It is the third division of v¾tti as mentioned by
ViÜvanŒtha. It is defined as follows -

ÒÒâæžßÌè ÕãéUÜæ âžßàæõØüˆØæ»ÎØæÁüßñÑÐ

 âãUáæü ÿæé¼ýŸæëXïUÚUæ çßàæô·¤æ âæÎ÷ÖêÌæ ÌÍæHÓÓ -SD, VI.128
It means that SŒttvati is that v¾tti which is  predominantly

abounding with vigour, strength, charity, compassion and
simplicity. It is already stated that his v¾tti is employed where there
is Vira Rasa (heroic sentiment).

SŒttvati V¾tti has also four divisions. They are utthŒpaka,
SŒÅghatya, saÅlŒpa and Parivarttaka. cf -

ÒÒ©UˆÍæÂ·¤ôùÍ âæ¢ÏæˆØÑ â¢ÜæÂÑ ÂçÚUßÌü·¤ÑÐ

 çßàæðáæ §çÌ ¿ˆßæÚUÑ âæžßˆØæÑ ÂçÚU·¤èçžæüÌæÑHÓÓ-SD, VI.129
�rbha¢i v¾tti : This V¾tti is that which is a fiery one replete

with feats such as magic, jugglery. battles, agitation, anger, aimless
movements and the like which aboud with killing and capturing
etc. cf -

ÒÒ×æØð‹¼ýÁæÜâ¢»ýæ×·ý¤ôÏðÎ÷Öýæ‹ÌæçÎ¿ñçCïUÌñÑÐ

 â¢ØéQ¤æ ßÏÕ‹ÏælõM¤hæÚUÖÅUè ×ÌæÐÓÓ -SD, VI.132
It has been already stated that �rabha¢i V¾tti is employed where
there is Raudra and Vibhatsa Rasa. It has also four divisions. They
are vasthutthŒpana. samphe¢a, SaÅk¦ipti and AvapŒtana. cf -

ÒÒßSÌêˆÍæÂÙâ¢Èð¤ÅUõ â¢çÿæç#ÚUß×æÌÙ×÷Ð
 §çÌ ÖðÎæSÌé ¿ˆßæÚU ¥æÚUÖÅU÷ØæÑ Âý·¤èçžæüÌæÑHÓÓ -SD, VI.133

BhŒrati v¾tti : Of the four tyeps of V¾tti, BhŒrati v¾tti is the
most important and foremost. It is employed in respect of all the
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Rasas (ÒÒßëçžæÑ âßü̃ æ ÖæÚUÌèÓÓ). Though we have taken BhŒrati v¾tti for
discussion at the end, it should be mentioned first as it takes place
before parstŒvanŒ. BhŒrati V¾tti is a Ýabda V¾tti.

BhŒrati v¾tti is defined by ViÜvanŒtha in his SŒhitya-DarpaÄa
as follows :

ÒÒÖæÚUÌè â¢S·ë¤Ì-ÂýæØô ßæ‚ÃØæÂæÚUô ÙÅUæŸæØÑÐÓÓ -SD,VI.29
It means BhŒrati v¾tti is a mode of speech almost in Sanskrit

by the characters. It is also stated by ViÜvanŒtha that the stage-
manager (sthŒpaka) after having pleased the audience with sweet
verses relating to the subject matter of the play should announce
the name of the drama together with the name of the dramatst and
his family. He also describes very often a particular season with
the help of the BhŒrati V¾tti. cf -

ÒÒÚUXï¢U Âýâæl ×ÏéÚñUÑ o£ô·ñ¤Ñ ·¤æÃØæÍüâê¿·ñ¤ÑÐ

 M¤Â·¤SØ ·¤ßðÚUæ�Øæ¢ »ô˜æælçÂ â ·¤èÌüØðÌ÷H

 «¤Ìé¢ ¿ ·¤ç@ˆÂýæØð‡æ ÖæÚUÌè´ ßëçžæ×æçŸæÌHÓÓ -SD, VI.28
There are four divisions of BhŒrati V¾tti. They are PrarocanŒ.

V¶tt¶, Prahasana and �mukha. cf -
ÒÒÌSØæÑ ÂýÚUô¿Ùæ ßèÍè ÌÍæ ÂýãUâÙæ×é¹ðÐ

 ¥XïUæçÙ ........................HÓÓ -SD, VI.30
These are the four divisions of v¾tti as stated in the sixth chapter

of the SŒhita-DarpaÄa.

Stop to consider :
The V¶th¶ variety of BhŒrati v¾tti is different from the V¶th¶ variety
of Rµupaka.

SAQ :

1. What is ßëçžæ? State the divisions of ßëçžæ.

2. How many kinds of ßëçžæ do you know.
3. To which kind of v¾tti does BhŒrati belongs?
4. Is BhŒrati v¾tti employed in a particular Rass?

6.7 NŒ¢yoktaya :
NŒ¢yoktayas (stage-directions) play the most essential role in

a drama. There are stage-directions employed in a Sanskrit drama.
Of them mention may be made of Svagata, PrakŒÜa, JanŒntika,
�kŒÜabhŒ¦ita and ApavŒrita.
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Svagata : ViÜvanŒtha defines it as that which is not supposed
to be heard by others. cf -

ÒÒ¥ŸææÃØ¢ ¹Üé ØÉêUSÌé ÌçÎãU Sß»Ì¢ ×Ì×÷ÐÓÓ -SD, VI.137
Svagata is nothing but �tmagata (within one’s self). A svagata

also includes the soliloquies of a character which are of sceaming
nature.

PrakŒÜam : The second variety of NŒ¢yoktaya (stage-
directions) as stated in the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa is PrakŒÜam (Alude).
It is defined by ViÜvanŒtha as follows :

ÒÒâßüŸææÃØ¢ Âý·¤æàæ¢ SØæÌ÷ÐÓÓ -SD, VI.138
That means PrakŒÜa is that speech which should be heard by

all.
ApavŒrita : Another stage-direction used is a Sanskrit play in

ApavŒrita (speech aside) which is strictly said of someone (to some
actor) turning back against other actors. cf -

ÒÒÌÎ÷ÖßðÎÂßæçÚUÌ¢ ÚUãUSØ¢ Ìé ØÎ‹ØSØ ÂÚUæßëžæ Âý·¤æàØÌðÐÓÓ -SD,VI.138
JanŒntika : The third type of stage-direction is JanŒntika

(personal address). It is defined as -
ÒÒç˜æÂÌæ·¤·¤ÚðU‡ææ‹ØæÙÂßæØü‹ÌÚUæ ·¤Íæ×÷Ð

 ¥‹Øô‹Øæ×‹˜æ‡æ¢ ØˆSØæžæ”æÙæ‹Ìð ÁÙæç‹Ì·¤×÷H -SD, VI.139
The meaning thereby is - JanŒntika is a mutual discourse which

is not to be heard by others and which is effected by turning the
palm into TripatŒka form. A TripŒtaka form is made with a twisted
slanting palm which first three fingers rest by a person by means
of curving the third finger.

�kŒÜabhŒ¦ita : This is the last variety of the stage directions.
ViÜvanŒtha defined �kŒÜabhŒ¦ita (speech from void) as that which
is uttered in acting beginning with ‘‘what do you say?’’ after
pretending to have heard what has not been said. cf -

ÒÒç·¢¤ ÕýßèáèçÌ ØóææÅU÷Øð çßÙæ Âæ˜æ¢ ÂýØé…ØÌðÐ

 ŸæéˆßðÙ·ý¤×ŒØÍZ ÌÌ÷ SØæÎæ·¤æàææÖæçïáÌ×÷HÓÓ -SD, VI.140
�kŒÜabhŒ¦ita is nothing but a monologue in which both the

question and reply are uttered by only one character.
These are the stage-directions followed in a Sanskrit play.

Stop to consider :

It should be borne in mine that in all the stage-directions, the
speeches of the actions are to be heard by the audience.
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SAQ :
1. What is NŒ¢yokta?
2. Define Svagata type of stage-direction.
3. Define JanŒntika.
4. What is a TripatŒka form.

6.8 Procedure of naming the NŒ¢aka etc.

ViÜvanŒtha, in the sixth chapter of the SŒhitya-DarpaÄa,
discusses, in brief, the procedure or conventions of naming or
giving titles to different Rµupakas or Uparµupakas.

The title of a play shoud generally a suggestive one. According
to ViÜvanŒtha, the title in case of a NŒ¢aka should be given in such
a way so that is express or indicates the very nucleus of the dramatic
action (cf - ÒÒÙæ× ·¤æØü ÙæÅU·¤SØ »çÖüÌæÍüÂý·¤æàæ·¤×÷ÐÓÓ -SD, VI.142).

For example, the play ‘‘RŒmŒbhyudaya’’ which indicates the
birth of RŒma in the play.

After discussing the case of NŒ¢aka regarding its title,
ViÜvanŒtha states that the title of the other rine directions of Rµupaka
beginning with PrakaraÄa should be given after the names of the
hero and heroine. cf -

ÒÒÙæçØ·¤æÙæØ·¤æÚUÃØæÙæÅ÷U â¢™ææ Âý·¤ÚU‡ææçÎáéÐÓÓ -SD, VI.143
An example of a Âý·¤ÚU‡æ having its title after the names of the

hero and heroine is the ‘‘MŒlat¶-MŒdhava’’ of Bhavabhµuti.
Next to the Rµupakas, ViÜvanŒtha proceeds to give us

procedure of naming the uparµupakas.
As stated by ViÜvanŒtha, the titles of the uparµupakas beginning

with Na¢ika etc. should be designated after the names of the
heroinc. The original text of ViÜvanŒtha in this regard  as follows :

ÒÒÙæçÅU·¤æâžæ·¤æÎèÙæ¢ ÙæçØ·¤æçÖçßüàæðá‡æ×÷ÐÓÓ -SD, VI.143
The ‘‘RatnŒval¶’’ of Ýri Har¦a is an example of a NŒ¢ika

wherein the name of the heroine is RatnŒval¶.

Stop to consider :

Like NŒ¢aka, the other seventeen varieties of uparµupakas who
have their title after the names of their heroines.

SAQ :

1. How the name of a ÙæÅU·¤ is kept or given?

2. What is the procedure of naming a Âý·¤ÚU‡æ? Cite example.
3. How is the name of a ÙæçÅU·¤æ given? Given example.
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6.9 Uparµupaka : NŒ¢ikŒ

NŒ¢ikŒ is the most popular variety of the eighteen Uparµupakas.
The subject-matter or the story or the plot of a NŒ¢ikŒ is imagined
by the dramatist. It contains a number of female characters and
there are four acts in it. The NŒyaka of a NŒ¢tikŒ is a famous person
and invariably a king. Moreover, the hero of a NŒ¢ikŒ should be a
Dh¶ralalita one. cf -

ÒÒÙæçÅU·¤æ €Üë#ßëžææ SØæÌ÷ �èÂýæØæ ¿ÌéÚUçVïU·¤æÐ

 ÂýÚUÃØæÌô ÏèÚUÜçÜÌSÌ˜æ SØæóææØ·¤ô ÙëÂHÓÓ -SD, VI.269
The aim of the action of a NŒ¢ikŒ is love and acquisition of

kingdom. The NŒyaikŒ in a NŒ¢ikŒ is a virgin princess who has,
for the first time, fallen in love. The NŒ¢ikŒ always standing by one
of the senior queens, follows the virgin princess (NŒyikŒ). There
are only four sandhis with a slight louch of the vimarÜa sandhi.
The v¾tti in a NŒ¢ikŒ is KaiÜik¶. These are the specific characteristics
of a NŒ¢ikŒ and other characterisitcs are those of a NŒ¢aka.

SAQ

1. How many uparµupakas are found in the SŒhitya-
DarpaÄa?

2. Discuss the sailent features of a NŒ¢ikŒ.

3. Name one popular NŒ¢ikŒ in Sanskrit.

6.10 Ýravya-KŒvya and its varieties

It has been already been stated earlier that kŒvya (poetry) is
of two varieties namely. D¾Üya and Ýravya. You are already
acquainted with the D¾Üya-kŒvya. ViÜvanŒtha defines a Ýravya as
that piece of poetical composition which is only worthy of being
heard. It is of two types - (i) padya-kŒvya (poetical composition)
and (ii) Gadya (prose). c.f. - ÒÒŸæ‡Ø¢ ŸæèÌÃØ×æ˜æ¢ ÌÌ÷ Âl»l×Ø¢ çmÏæÐÓÓ -
SD, VI.313.

ViÜvanŒtha defines padya as that which is composed in
Chanda (metre) i.e. a poetical composition is a group of some
verses (Ülokas) which are composed in some metres. (c.f. -
ÒÒÀU‹ÎôßhëÂÎ¢ Âl×÷ÐÓÓ -SD, VI.314)

MahŒkŒvya : Of the poetical compositions, ViÜvanŒtha
describes the salient features of a MahŒkŒvya (Epic or great poem)
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first. In thirteen kŒrikŒs (verses), he deals with a MahŒkŒvya. A
MahŒkŒvya is composed in cantos. In it, there is one hero who is a
divine one or one born of K¦atriya family or of a noble family.
The hero is a Dh¶rodŒtta one. c.f. -

ÒÒâ»üÕ‹Ïô ×ãUæ·¤æÃØ¢ Ì˜æñ·¤ô ÙæØ·¤Ñ âéÚUÐ

 âÉê¢UàæÑ ÿæç˜æØô ßæçÂ ÏèÚUôÎæžæÑ »é‡ææç‹ßÌÑHÓÓ -SD, VI.315.
In a MahŒkŒvya, either Ü¾ÆgŒra or Vira or ÝŒnta Rasa is the

predominant Rasa and all other Rasas are sub-ordinate. All the
five types of Sandhi are present in a MahŒkŒvya.

The story or plot of a MahŒkŒvya is either a historical one or
one which is related to a great person. All the four goals of human
life (Dharma, Artha, KŒma and Mok¦a) should be there in it and
one of them will be the ultimate aim (cf - ÒÒ¿ˆßæÚUSÌSØ ß»æüÑ SØéSÌðcß·¢¤

¿ È¤Ü¢ ÖßðÌ÷ÐÓÓ -SD, VI.318
At the beginning of a MahŒkŒvya, there should be either the

introduction of a salutation or an invocation or a reference of the
very plot of the theme. cf -

ÒÒ¥æÎõ Ùæ×çS·ý¤Øæàæèßæü ßSÌéçÙÎðüàæ °ß ßæÓÓ -SD, VI.319
In the MahŒkŒvya, there should be more than eight cantos

which are neither too shor nor too long. (ÒÒÙæçÌS·¤ËÂæÑ ÙæçÌÎèƒææüÑ â»æü

¥CïUæçÏ·¤æ §ãUÓÓ. There should be the description of the evening, the
Sum, the Moon, the Night, Dusk, Darkness, the Day, the morning,
the noon, the Mountains, the seasons and the heaven etc. c.f. -

ÒÒâ‹ŠØæ-âêØðü‹Îé-ÚUÁÙè-ÂýÎôá-Šßæ‹Ì-ßæâÚUæÑÐ

 ÂýæÌ×üŠØqïU×ë»ØæàæñÜÌé ßÙâæ»ÚUÑHÓÓ -SD, VI.322
Stop to consider :

MahŒkŒya us a writting of considerable length varying
description and elaborate construction embracing a narrative,
theological or historical and is divided into sargas (cantos) for
convenience of narration.

SAQ :

1. To which class of kŒvya does MahŒkŒvya fall?

2. What is the chapter-division of a MahŒkŒvya?

3. Who is a NŒyaka in a MahŒkŒvya?

4. State the principal Rasa of a MahŒkŒvya?
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6.11 KhaÄÎa-kŒvya :

A KhaÄÎa-kŒvya (Lyric) is one of the Ýravya-KŒvyas
composed in verses with metres (chanda). It is a poem which
resembles or follows a MahŒkŒvya partially. cf -

ÒÒ¹‡ÇU·¤æÃØ¢ ÖßðÌ÷ ·¤æÃØSØñ·¤ÎðàææÙéâæçÚU ¿ÓÓ -SD, VI.328
A KhaÄÎa-kŒvya (a lyric or a lyrical poem) is also known as

Laghu-kŒvya. This Laghu-kŒvya is a writting of considerable length
varying descriptions and elaborate construction embracing a
narrative theological or historical divided into cantos for
convenience of narration.

VaiÜvanŒtha cites the Meghadµuta of KŒlidŒsa etc. as an
example of a lyrical peom.

Ko¦a-kŒvya : Another sub-division of padya-kŒvya is ko¦a-
kŒvya. A ko¦a-kŒvya is one in which the verses stand independent
of one another. But they are in order of vrajyŒ i.e. they are
concerned with a single subject and are very charming. The verse
of ViÜvanŒtha containing the definition of ko¦a-kŒvya is the
following :

ÒÒ·¤ôáÑ o£ô·¤â×êãUSÌé SØæÎ‹Øô‹ØæÙÂðÿæ·¤ÑÐ

 ßý…Øæ·ý¤×ð‡æ ÚUç¿ÌÑ â °ßæçÌ×ÙôÚU×ÑHÓÓ -SD, VI.329
The MuktŒvali of k¦emendra is cited by ViÜvanŒtha as an

example of ko¦a-kŒvya.
Gadya-kŒvya : A Gadya-kŒvya (prose-romance) is defined

as the type of literary work which is composed without any metre
i.e. a non-metrical composition is a Gadya (cf - ÒÒßëžæ»‹Ïôç…™æÌ¢ »l×÷ÐÓÓ)

Sanskrit rhetoricians divide Gadya-kŒvya into two types. They
are KathŒ and �khyŒyikŒ ViÜvanŒtha defines a kathŒ as follows :

ÒÒ·¤ÍæØæ¢ âÚUâ¢ ßSÌé »lñÚðUß çßçÙç×üÌ×÷Ð

 `¤ç¿Î÷˜æ ÖßðÎæØæü `¤ç¿mæ·¤÷˜ææÂß·¤÷˜æ·ð¤Ð

 ¥æÎõ ÂlñÙü×S·¤æÚUÑ ÚUßÜæÎðßëžæ·¤èžæüÙ×÷HÓÓ -SD, VI.328
The meaning of this text is : A kathŒ is that which abounds in

an interesting topic appealing to Rasa and which is composed in
prose. Sometimes, it is seen that there is metrical composition in
�ryŒ or in vaktra on in Apavaktra metre. It is introduced by
salutation in verses and reference is made to the conduct of the
wicked. BŒÄabha¢¢a’s kadambar¶ is cited as an example of a kathŒ
type of prose-romance.
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Again an �khyŒyikŒ is just like kathŒ. But in an �khyŒtikŒ,
there is the appreciation of the family of the poett etc. together
with the achievements of other poets. Somewhere in he �khyŒitkŒ,
verses are also used sometimes, cf -

ÒÒ¥æ�ØæçØ·¤æ ·¤ÍæßÌ÷ SØæÌ÷ ·¤ßðßüàææÙé·¤èžæüÙ×Ð

 ¥æSØæ×æ‹Ø·¤ßèÙæ@ ßëžæ¢ Âl¢ `¤ç¿Ì÷ `¤ç¿Ì÷HÓÓ -SD, VI.334
Its divisions are called �ÜvŒsa and it contains verses at the

beginnig of �ÜvŒsa that suggest future events (ÒÒ·¤Íæ¢àææÙæ¢ ÃØß‘ÀðUÎ

¥æEæâ §çÌ ÕéŠØÌðÓÓ). An example of an �khyŒyikŒ is the Har¦a-
carita of BŒÄabha¢¢a.

Campµu-kŒvya : A kŒvya in a mixed form is known as campµu.
It is an admixture of both prose and poetry (cf - ÒÒ»lÂl×Ø¢

¿�ÂêçÚUˆØç×ÏèØÌðÓÓ -SD, VI.336)
Nalacampµu of Trivikrama Bha¢¢a is an example of campµu-

kŒvya.

SAQ :

1. Give the definition of KhaÄÎakŒvya.

2. What is a Gadya-kŒvya? State its varities.

3. Discuss the characteristics of a kathŒ.

4. Define campµu-kŒvya and cite example.

6.12 Summing up :
In this unit you are able to know the important topics

(technicalities) of Sanskrit dramaturgy such as Sandhi, Arthaprak¾ti,
Arthopak¦epaka, KŒryŒvasthŒ, V¾tti, NŒ¢yoktaya, Uparµupaka
(NŒ¢ikŒ) and the ÝravyakŒvyas. All this will help you know the
important topics and issues of Sanskrit drama.

6.13 References and Suggested readings :
As already stated in he preceding unit.
Abbreviation : SD = SŒhitya-DarpaÄa K = KŒrikŒ.
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